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Barley stripe mosaic, caused by
a seedborne virus, was regarded as a
nonparasitic disorder for many
years; it vras called false-stripe (28^
69, 70, 72, 7k, 75)? In Japan {110)
the disease vras first regarded as a
genetic disorder; it was known as
semisterility and lantern head, and
considerable genetic work was done
on it before reports on its infectious
nature were published (35, 70,105).
The disease is widely distributed in
the upper Mississippi-Missouri Valley {25,105,112). In Montana {2,
25) it was an important factor in
the reduction of barley yields until
steps were taken to eliminate the infected-seed lots used for commercial
seeding and in the barley improvement program. The virus is in
Canada {85), the British Isles, several European countries {50, 106),
and Israel {92). It was isolated
from infected barley seed produced
in Jordan, Argentina, and many
States in the United States. Doubtless the virus has worldwide distribution, as barley seed has been exchanged over the world for many
years.
As the studies progressed, it became apparent that the barley

stripe-mosaic virus (BSMV), like
the tobacco mosaic virus (TMV)
{Jf7,58,62), comprises many strains.
It was observed, however, that the
range of chlorotic symptom types
occurring in nature is much wider
with the BSMV in susceptible commercial barleys than it is with the
TMV in susceptible commercial tobaccos. Furthermore, with the
BSMV strains that roughly are
comparable to the field types of
TMV in their ability to impair
chlorophyll, there are certain aberrant yellowing strains that possess
some degree of competitive superiority over the strain population in
which they evolve. Whereas, in the
TMV, yellowing aberrants possess a
competitive inferiority in relation
to the strain population in which
they evolve.
The BSMV appears to be the best
of the grass-infecting viruses for
obtaining information on the evolution of strains (genetic instability),
interstrain competition, and natural
selection. Its many strains appear
to be ideal for the study of factors
inñuencing interstrain competition
and population balances in mixedstrain cultures.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON BARLEY
STRIPE-MOSAIC VIRUS
Although BSMV, so far as
known, has been found to occur
^ Acknowledgment is due Henry J.
Breen for assistance in conducting these
studies.
^ Italic numbers in parentheses refer to
Literature Cited, p. 79.

naturally only in barley {70) and
in wheat {92, 114), inoculation
tests have shown that it induces
local or systemic infection or both
types of infection in several other
monocot species {^5, 69, 92, 105)
and in several dioot species {69, 70,

7^, iö^, 105). Kassanis and Slykhuis {Jß) fornid that the virus induces systemic infection in the
Round Summer variety of spinach.
Transmission of the virus from diseased to healthy barley and wheat
plants occurs through leaf to leaf
contacts, especially when the plants
are grown m turbulent air {28^ 85^
45, 75). Although the virus is
present in roots of infected barley
plants, tests (75) failed to demonstrate that it can infect healthy
barley plants when the roots of
the healthy and the infected plants
intermingle.
Several strains of the virus have
been isolated {80)'^ and, when the
usual small-grain test plants are
used, most of the strains transmit
with comparative ease by manual
methods of inoculation when culture is at warm temperatures (24°
C. and above), with good illumination {85, J^5, Iß, 69, 70, 7^, 75,
10J^, 105). However, strains that
transmit sparingly (weak strains)
decline in transmissibility, and extinction of culture lines has been
reported (81). The time from
inoculation to the first signs of
infection when the culture temperature is near 24° C. (75° F.) was
reported (69) to range from 4 to 6
days. In that report, the Fahrenheit reading inadvertently was assigned to the Centigrade scale.
It was found (89, 75, 10k) that
high culture temperatures (26.5°
C. and above) and good illumination enhance the expression of
symptoms in seedlings from infected seeds. These conditions appear to be especially important
when seeds are infected with latent
or weakly virulent strains {75).
In field tests (5, 85) with diseased spring wheat, tiie stripemosaic symptoms were accentuated
when ammonium nitrate was applied to the soil. In seven susceptible spring wheats tested {85), the
protein percentages were higher in
grain from the diseased plants

than in that from the healthy
plants, at all nitrogen levels, and
the average reductions in grain
yield ranged from 31.4 to 41.9 percent.
A method of space planting and
selection {89, 75) serves to segregate virus-free iseed lines from
seed lots known to contain virusinfected seeds. It was found that
spraying plants with skim milk or
whey {88) strongly inhibited contact transmission of the virus in
greenhouse culture and reduced the
spread of infection in the field.
On one occasion, severely stunted
barley plants growing in a smallgrain nursery at Lincoln, Nebr.,
were found to be infected with the
BSMV and the brome mosaic virus.
Subsequent studies with mixed infections containing the two virus
species demonstrated clearly that a
marked synergistic reaction results
{76, 77). Similar synergistic reactions resulted when the BSMV and
the wheat streak-mosaic virus were
in combined infections (77).
Electron microscope studies by
Gold and coworkers {82) and by
Kassanis and Slykhuis {Iß) have
shown the virus to be a rigid rod
that is shorter and thicker than
the tobacco mosaic virus rod. The
rods measured by Gold were approximately 30 m/x, wide and averaged 130 m/A long; whereas, those
measured by Kassanis and Slykhuis were 20 m/* wide and between
135 and 175 m^ long. The rods
were observed in all the seeds that
were examined from infected
plants and in the infected-plant
pollen preparations studied by
Gold and coworkers.
Crowley {22) concludes, from
bio-assays of carefully dissected
tissues, that the virus becomes
established in the embryo and the
endosperm of the infected barley
seed. Inouye's {^5) dissection and
inoculation
studies
confirmed
Crowley's results; he concluded
further, from embryo culture tests.

that seed transmission of the virus
is correlated with infected embryos
and that virus in the endosperm
seemed not to pass to the next generation through the seed. Crowley
(22) and also Singh and coworkers
(lOi) agree with Eslick and Afanasiev (^6) that some embryos of
Compana barley become infected
when the seeds are well advanced
at the time the healthy plants are
inoculated with the virus. Singh
and coworkers (lO^) found that
seedling infection via the infected
seed was greatly increased when
the plants were inoculated 20 to
30 days after seeding. Inouye
(46) concluded that seed passage
of the virus in the barley he studied
is dependent on the infection of the
embryo during the early stages of
its development. Also, he obtained
infection in 35 percent of the seeds
produced by a virus-free barley
plant that was hand pollinated
with pollen from a plant that was
infected with the virus. Also, he
found the yield and the germination of pollen were greatly reduced
in the diseased barley plants. He
could find no insect vector for the
virus, nor could he find cell inclusions (x-bodies) in the cells of infected barley plants.
The dilution end-point of the virus in the freshly extracted plant
juice was reported (69) to exceed
slightly 10-*; however, since this
end-point has been reached so seldom in our subsequent studies of
strains, it is not regarded as being
characteristic for the species. Kassanis and Slykhuis (49) reported
the dilution end-point of their culture of the virus to be slightly above
2X10-%- and Inouye {4S) found
that this end-point ranged from
2X10-3 to slightly beyond 8X10"^
with the strain he used.
The highest thermal-death-point
reached in all the tests conducted
with the type strain was near
68° C. when heated for 10 minutes
in fresh leaf juice (69), Hagborg

(87) found the thermal-death-point
of his culture of the virus to be near
64° C. Kassanas and Slykhuis (49)
found that the first sign of death in
their culture occurred near 60° C.
in a period of 10 minutes. They
found also that the virus was inactivated after 3 days at —20° C.
However, they observed that this
inactivation was prevented or reduced by the addition of glycerol
or sucrose, especially the latter.
Activity of the virus at room temperature reached its end-point in 15
to 22 days in expressed plant juice
and in 35 to 40 days in clipped airdried leaf tissue (69). Attempts to
disinfect virus-infected seeds by
means of heat have failed (S7, 45,
75),
Preservation of the virus has been
reasonably successful in chemically
dehydrated leaf tissues stored near
1° C. (73) and also in tissue and in
plant juice that have been lyophilized and then stored at —15° C.
(Ill). At the end of 2 weeks' storage in liquid nitrogen ( — 196° C.)
viruliferous leaf tissues were still
active; this suggests that this
method may be suitable for longtime storage of the virus (82),
Traces of virus of the type strain
passed the Berkefeld "N" filter but
not the Berkefeld "W" (72). In
both tests, the coarse materials were
first removed from the juice of infected barley leaves by centrifugation. A little slime was detected on
the filters at the end of the tests.
Brakke (11,12,13, U) has studied
several of the biochemical and biophysical properties of the virus.
Moorhead's studies (^<^) have
shown that the BSMV is antigenic,
and she and others (4) have developed a highly satisfactory antiserum. Using serological methods,
Scott (100) detected the virus in a
single seed of Glacier barley and in
infected leaf tissue that had been
dehydrated and stored at cool temperatures for 7 years. He found
also that each of 14 strains and iso-

lates of the virus tested against the
type-strain antiserum (^) gave a
positive reaction (80^100).
McKinney and Greeley (81) reported the decline in the transferability of a BSMV strain to the
point of extinction, when the standard method of manual inoculation
was used.
Sprague, McKinney, and Greeley (108) found that the virus
(Argentina mild strain) acts as a
mutagenic agent in com. For the
endosperm
deficiencies
studied
(aleurone color and sugary), the
estimated rate of occurrence from
the virus infected male marker

stock in the Fi seeds was slightly
higher than five times that occurring in the same stock when virusfree. The effectiveness of the virus
as a mutagenic agent is estimated
to be slightly less than one-half
that of unfiltered U.V. radiation.
!Raitio distortion for sugary vs.
starchy in Fg ears involving virus
infected Fi males persisted in the
first backcross generation; however, there was a reversal, i.e., sugary
exceeded the expected 25 percent in
the F2, but it was less than the expected 50 percent in each of the 12
backcrosses.

TERMINOLOGY
Throughout this bulletin reference is made to degrees of virulence. Unless indicated otherwise,
this usage relates to the degree of
impairment or destruction of the
plastid pigments induced by a given culture of the virus. One of
the strains that invades Atsel barley but induces few or no signs in
it has been referred to by the terms
"latent"
and
"avirulent"
by
McKinney (75, 76). However, in
this bulletin the term "latent," used
in an earlier study of the tobacco
mosaic virus (TMV) strains (7i),
is used. The term "avirulent" signifies a non-disease-inducing agent ;
and, since virus infection in plants
is to be regarded as a manifestation of disease when visible signs
are absent, "avirulent" has been
used only when a virus strain seems
to be unable to establish itself locally or systemically in a given test
plant. Strains of the barley stripemosaic virus (BSMV) that have
failed to become established in the
barley variety Valmore are regarded as being avirulent so far as
concerns this variety under the
conditions of the tests.
Bawden (6) has suggested that
the so-called latent viruses of the
higher plants may be regarded as

commensals. So far as known,
neither partner in a commensal relationship induces disease in the
other; whereas, the latent viruses
in plants do induce obscure and
subtle signs of disease. In the resistant tobacco T.I. 448A, TMV
qualifies as a latent virus, and
chemical tests (4^) have revealed
disease signs consisting of an altered metabolism, due m part to a
disturbance of the enz3nne system
in the infected but normal-appearing leaves. The diseased plants
may or may not manifest very
slight stunting.
The term "latent" has two definitions—one signifies dormant and
the other hidden, not visible or
apparent. In the first sense, the
term is used to designate an inactive, or dormant, state in some of
the viruses of bacteria, insects, and
of the vertebrates. In the second
sense, the term has been used to
designate those viruses that invade
the plant but that induce few or no
visible signs of the invasion. This
latter usage has been questioned on
the grounds that the term is used
to designate an inactive or dormant state in some of the viruses of
bacteria, insects, and of the vertebrates. But, because of the long

usage of the term "latent" in this
sense by students of the plant
viruses and virus diseases, it is used
in this sense in this bulletin. However, the term is used in a somewhat
less restricted sense than Hildebrand (4^) used it.
The term "competition" in its
several forms is used throughout
this bulletin. This term has been
looked upon with disfavor (116)
because its use implies specific
causes for virus interactions that
are inadequately understood. The
writers of this bulletin take the
view that if this line of argument
were valid, the usage of such terms
as "resistance" and "tolerance"
would be in disrepute. It is reasonably clear that the writers were
dealing with competitive strain
populations in many of their virus
cultures; it appears that certain
trends of thinking in other areas
that are concerned with competitive populations, i.e., biotic ecology
and antibiosis, can be of help in the
clarification and solution of the
problem.
The term "transient strain" refers to an aberrant strain that
evolves in a culture population but
fails to persist. "Strain substitution" refers to a culture population
in which an aberrant strain appears to have replaced the initial
or parental strain.

Strains of the virus m their transferability; for convenience they
may be regarded as being strong or
weak, with gradations, especially
among the weak strains. In this
bulletin a "strong strain" is one that
rarely fails, and a "weak strain" is
one that frequently fails to transfer
to and infect all seedlings in a test
population when inoculation is by
the standard procedure. "Cultureline extinction" refers to a virus culture that has lost its ability to be
transmitted to a healthy plant of
the same genotype as that m which
it was carried, when the methods of
inoculation and the culture conditions are those to which the culture
line was previously adapted.
Since it is not yet possible to prove
that a plant virus culture population
is comprised of but one genetic type,
a virus-strain culture represents the
closest approximation to a single
genetic type that is reasonably obtainable with the methods and materials available to the investigator.
On the basis of this concept, most
virus-strain cultures probably are
strain complexes, as was indicated
for the tobacco mosaic virus (61^ 62)
and the sugar beet yellows virus {8).
However, improved techniques and
more suitable test plants should increase the chances for obtaining and
maintaining truly pure single-strain
cultures; however, success depends
on mutation rates.

MATERIALS AND GENERAL METHODS
Throughout this study, Atsel barley (C.I. 6250) was the test plant,
unless stated otherwise. This is a
very early maturing, 6-row spring
variety with awns ; it is highly susceptible to barley stripe-mosaic virus. The plant is relatively small,
with only 8 to 10—usually 9—relatively wide leaf blades per stalk
when cultured in a greenhouse at
temperatures near 24° C. Usually
Moore (C.I. 7251), Manchuria (C.I.
2330), and Atlas (CI. 4118) spring
744-882 0-65—2

barleys were used for virus reservoirs. Moore and Manchuria are
tolerant of the most virulent strains.
Atlas, from which Atsel was selected, vegetates for a longer period
than the latter, especially during
the winter. The chlorotic reactions
induced by the several virus strains,
essentially, have been alike in these
two barleys. All strains were tested on Valmore barley (C.I. 5719), a
6-row selection from the same mixed
lot of seed from Valka-Latvia and

out of which Valki (C.I. 5748), a 2row type, was selected. R. G. Timian^ found the 6-row type to be
highly resistant or immune in the
infection trials with his strains of
the BSMV. The name "Valmore"
is used to designate the 6-row seed
lot used by the writers.
Two highly susceptible spring
wheats, Rescue (C.I. 12435) and
Converse (C.I. 4141), were used to
some extent, and were found to equal
Atsel and Atlas barleys in the expression of leaf markings. However, since Rescue wheat carries factors for a chlorotic fleck and necrotic
blotch, it was used only for tests in
which this erratic reaction could not
confuse the results. Michigan Amber wheat (C.I. 11770) was a satisfactory test plant and was used occasionally. Because of its high
resistance to powdery mildew, it is
useful for long-term tests. In general, barley has an advantage over
wheat as a test plant, on account of
its wide blades and sheaths, which
facilitates in the study of symptoms.
For certain studies mvolving seed
yield, wheat has an advantage since
there is no hull to introduce weight
errors when precise comparisons are
made.
Khorasan wheat (P.I. 257544),^ a
white awned spring annual having
very large, hard, durum-like seeds
and 28 chromosomes, tends to react
more strongly to most strains of the
virus than do the common wheat
and barley test varieties. Seed supplies of Khorasan wheat are small.
Tetra Petkus winter rye and
Prolific spring rye become infected
with greater difficulty than the
barley and wheat test varieties.
Furthermore, when infection does
occur, the reactions from most of
the strains are too strong for com® TiMIAN, R. G. ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1958.

In files of Cereal Crops Res. Branch, Agr.
Res. Serv., U.S. Dept. Asrr., BeltsvUle, Md.
*Thls wheat is the Triticum orientale
described by John Percival (94) ; it is
now known as T. turanicum Jakubz.
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parative studies. However, Tetra
Petkus was used occasionally as a
reservoir host for the latent strain
and as a test plant for this strain
during the winter when daylight is
of low intensity.
Statesville winter oat (Palestine
X Dawn) (C.I. 4230) was used with
the oat-infecting strains. Other
test plants used for special studies
are indicated throughout the text.
Seed supplies were stored at temperatures near 4.5° C. AH varieties
used in critical tests appeared to be
homozygous for all obvious plant
characters and, with the exception
of rye, for reactions to the strains
of virus. With the exception of
Eescue wheat, the test varieties used
regularly were free from hereditary
disturbances that might be confused
with virus-induced symptoms within the range of the culture conditions.
Particular attention was given to
the maintenance of virus-free seed
stocks. Seed-seedlings tests for the
detection of latent and weakly virulent strains was conducted by the
high-temperature and light method
(75). Soil and pots usually were
disinfected by steam heat in a retort
with the pressure near 15 pounds,
but in some cases disinfection was
done with Dowfume MC~2 vapor.
During the preinoculation period,
the potted seedlings usually were
cultured in a glazed chamber located outdoors. The glass was
clear and without shade, and there
was ample ventilation when the
temperature could not be held down
to 19° C. Electric heaters and a
thermostat prevented the temperature from falling below this point.
During the summer, seedlings sometimes were cultured in a shaded
greenhouse. When plants were
studied over a long period they were
provided with more soil by transfer
to a larger pot or fewer plants were
grown in the smaller pots. Commercial fertilizer or a complete

nutrient solution was applied to the
soil at suitable intervals.
Unless stated otherwise, the seedling leaves were inoculated when
the extruded part of the third leaf
on most of the test seedlings was
about 4 inches long in winter and
5 inches to 6 inches long in summer. This is referred to as the
standard test plant. Seedlings
reached this stage after seeding in
about 2 weeks during the summer
and in about 3 weeks during the
winter. Seedlings with the fourth
or the fifth leaf extruded were inoculated with the extremely virulent
strains when it was desired to avoid
killing occasional seedlings.
When large quantities of inoculum were required, weighed viruliferous leaves were reduced in a food
grinder. The ground tissue, with
four parts (leaf-weight basis) of
distilled water was placed in fine
surgical gauze and the pulp was
squeezed by hand to free it of most
of the juice. The latter, with silicon carbide powder, was used directly or diluted further with
water.
The small quantities of inoculum
used for most of the tests were prepared on a basis of one part of succulent turgid leaf tissue to four
parts (leai-weight basis) of water.
The finely clipped leaves, with distilled water, were ground and
pressed to a coarse pulp in a mortar,
the water being added gradually
during the procedure. Most of
the pulp was worked up the side of
the mortar by means of the pestle
or with a teaspoon, pressed against
the mortar to remove most of the
juice, and then discarded. When
calculated on the basis of fresh
leaf tissue, this inoculum represents
a dilution of approximately five
times. However,
the
dilution
ranges from about six to nearly
seven times when the calculation is
based on the viruliferous juice obtained from leaves containing 70 to
80 percent water. Since silicon

carbide powder cannot be dusted efficiently on the leaves of seedlings
of the cereal plant, the powder is
put in the final inoculum at the
rate of 0.5 to 0.6 gm. per ml.
Inoculation was accomplished by
the finger-stripping or finger-wiping method (68). Silicon carbide of
grit, or mesh, No. 600 was used in
the earlier studies, but a mixture of
equal parts of 600 grit and a coarser
grit was found to be more effective. The coarser product is a mixture ranging from 320 to 360 mesh
and is designed grit No. 2/F by the
Carborundum
Company. Each
seedling required 0.2 to 0.3 ml. of
inoculum, excluding the silicon carbide. Unless stated to the contrary, dilution figures in the text are
based on the weight of the fresh
leaf sample, and inoculations were
made with fresh inoculum diluted
five times.
After inoculation, the plants were
rinsed with water and, when possible, protected from bright sun for
several hours; culture was in a
greenhouse, a light room, which is
described below, or at other locations given in the text. Greenhouse temperatures were near 24°C.
during the winter, except on bright
days. During the summer there
was no control of temperature, but
the greenhouse was shaded and well
ventilated. The light room was illuminated by means of 54 closely
spaced fluorescent tubes (coolwhite, "slimline"), 72 inches long,
and 9 clear 60-watt tungsten lamps.
Unless otherwise indicated, the
daily photoperiod was 18 hours and
the temperature was regulated at
24°C. With new tubes, the light
intensity was 1250 to 1350 ft.-c. at a
level 44 inches below the light tubes
and 1 inch above the soil line when
the plants were in the seedling
stage. The results obtained in this
room were more satisfactory than
those obtained in the greenhouse
during periods of poor daylight.

Virus strains were isolated from
single plants or parts of plants manifesting divergent reactions within
a population of diseased test plants.
Stabilization of the isolates was attained through successive dilutioninoculation transfers, with selection
for a given type in each transfer
{60, 62). The dilution-end-point
varied over such a wide range with
a given strain and among strains
that dilutions exceeding 500 times
were rarely used; the infection
threshold was too erratic with
higher dilutions. As was the case
with the soilborne wheat mosaic
virus {60)^ good localized zones
manifesting divergent reactions
were rare. Furthermore, since the
titer of the virus is not extremely
high, relatively large amounts (100
to 250 mm.2) of infected leaf tissue
have been required to get the virus
transfers needed to make progress.
The nongrass suscepts have been
very inferior experimental plants;
when they do become infected, successful transfers from them have
been exceedingly rare and, with one
exception, only when the relatively
large amounts of tissue were used.
In one instance, infection was obtained in a wheat seedling inoculated with a single local lesion from
Ghenopodium album L. Com, Zea
mays L., also has been unsatisfactory for the isolation of virus from
local lesions.
Seeds, through their infected
seedlings, seem to offer the best opportunity for isolating the locally
segregating strains present in very
small zones of tissue.
Cultures of the virus are maintained in dehydrated leaf tissues
stored near 1° C. by the method described previously {73) or sometimes in seed. When strains were
being studied for an extended period, the working stock cultures of
the highly virulent strains sometimes were carried in a tolerant suscept; however, since this is not a
8

safe method for some strains, cultures frequently were carried concurrently in the suscept in which
the strain was selected. After extended storage in dehydrated tissue,
some strain cultures have required
reselection.
Furthermore, after
seed passage of those strain cultures
that have been tested, in each culture some of the infected seed-seedlings from a single plant manifested strain reactions that were
aberrant from the strain reactions
induced in the mother plant. This
again necessitated reselection as
these aberrant reactions were induced by strains not evident in the
strain culture being studied. Some
of the apparent reasons for this
seemingly chaotic situation are developed in this bulletin.
When grain-yield tests were conducted with a virus strain, small
populations of plants were used, and
all the inoculated plants became infected. Occasionally, the infected
plants were grown in 5-foot rows in
a ground bed located outdoors, but
most tests were carried out in fertile, friable soil in 8-inch clay pots
located outdoors. To conserve the
soil moisture, each pot was set in a
shield pot of the same size. Ample
gravel under the soil column provided good drainage. Each pot of
soil supported six plants and two to
four pots constituted a test unit.
During dry weather, the soil moisture was maintained by means of
hand watering. The potted plants
were moved into a greenhouse when
the seeds were in the milk stage or
early dough stage to avoid damage
by birds. Damage from insects and
fungi was kept to a minimum with
suitable chemicals.
Each virus strain is given an estimated chlorosis rating that is based
on the relative amount of chlorosis
induced during the chronic phase
of the disease, especially the early
chronic phase (proximal portion of
leaf 4, leaf 5, and distal portion of

leaf 6) in Atsel barley. These ratings, which range from 0 to 10,
represent the judgment of two
observers.

Unless stated otherwise, serological tests were made by Howard A.
Scott, using the microprecipitin and
agar-diffusion methods.

DISEASE CHARACTERISTICS IN HIGHLY
SUSCEPTIBLE BARLEY AND WHEAT
WHEN INFECTION IS
FROM MANUAL INOCULATION

comprises an acute phase and a
chronic phase. The chart (fig. 1)
indicates roughly the phases of the
disease syndrome induced by most
strains of the virus in Atsel barley
when the test seedlings are inoculated at the 3-leaf stage. When
older plants are inoculated, the
phase pattern shown moves up the
plant and the older leaves manifest
no symptoms.

Very young seedlings react more
violently than older seedlings and
aged plants when inoculated with
the virulent strains of the virus. A
high percentage of Atsel barley
seedlings are killed when the partially extruded first leaf is inoculated. When these strains are inoculated into plants that have reached
the 2- or the 3-leaf stage or up to
the stage when growth starts to accelerate in the flag leaf, the disease
syndrome in the foilage usually

4

Primary Acute Phase
When light is adequate, the first
visible chlorotic signs appear in the
lower, or youngest, exposed region
of the partially extruded leaf blade.

5

6

8

9

LEAF NUMBERS
Secondary acute

[f'v.'-.'l

Early chronic

Primary acute

■■

Advanced chronic

J
1.—Chart indicating roughly the phases of the disease syndrome induced by
most strains of the virus in Atsel barley when the test seedlings are inoculated
in the 3-leaf stage. Frequently, the first leaf fails to manifest symptoms.

FIGURE

This is the third leaf in the standard test plants. These systemic
signs, which mark the beginning
of the primary acute phase of the
disease, are in blade tissue that is
chiefly very active intercalary
meristem during the 1 or 2 days immediately preceding their appearance. They are of three general
types: (1) Uniform chlorosis, (2)
short green dashes or stripes in a
clilorotic field, and (3) chJorotic
flecks, dashes, short, stripesi, or spindle-shaped spots in a green field;
the virus strain and other factors
vary the symptoms.
With most strains, signs appear
in the infected plants in 21/^ to 4
days after inoculation with iculture
at 26.5° C, in 3 to 41/2 days at 24°,
and in 10 to 11 days at 15.5°, except
that with the weakly virulent
strains signs did not appear at this
low temperature when culture was
in winter daylight. When the virus
is in very low titer, the first signs
in Atsel barley seedlings growing at
24° C. with good daylight are sometimes delayed as long as 2 weeks
after inoculation. With the oat
strains, first signs appear in oats 6
to 7 days after inocujlation, and
when these strains are in very low
titer the first signs in oats are sometimes delayed 3 weeks.
When infection is with the latent
strain, the first signs are very elusive, and there is a delay before the
primary acute signs are definite.
Further details are given in the description of this strain. When infection is with the virulent strains,
the tissues in the primary acute
phase become chlorotic and die.
The rapidity with which these processes proceed usually is directly proportional to the virulence of the
infecting strain. With the necrotic
strains, the necrosis attending the
primary acute phase involves the
growing point of the primary shoot
and kills it. When this reaction involves the entire crown tissue the
tiller buds are killed, and the entire
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plant dies. These strains are discussed further in the descriptions
of strains.
When aged plants of Atsel barley
are inoculated with the more virulent strains, the small heads on partially elongated peduncles frequently are involved in the primary acute
phase, in which case they are killed.
The dark-brown stripes and other
dark-brown markings in the foliage
of some plants infected with the
BSMV have not appeared consistently with most of the virus strains
in barley. These markings have
never been ' observed in infected
wheats in these tests, and they have
been observed in only one oat plant.
In these studies, the dark-brown
stripes appeared with greatest frequency in foliage in the primary
acute phase under conditions of
good daylight and in the light room.

Secondary Acute Phase
With the more virulent strains,
when culture is under good light
conditions, signs of the secondary
acute phase appear in the infected
plants 1 day to several days after
the appearance of the primary
signs. Under conditions of poor
light the primary acute signs may
be delayed and the secondary acute
signs may appear first. Strains of
low virulence rarely express secondary acute signs.
These secondary signs consist of
small gray necrotic lesions, scalded
areas, or stripes, which partially or
completely involve and kill the
blades. With the standard test
plant, the first leaf is more resistant
to these reactions than is the second
or the third leaves, and it rarely
shows the secondary acute signs
when culture is under glass. Although much of this tissue receives
virus directly from the inoculum,
tests have shown that these secondary signs do not represent local
lesions in the usual sense, since they
occur in comparable blade tissue
when the inoculated area is confined

to the sheath, or to a single tiller
on an older plant.

Chronic Phase
The early chronic phase usually
comprises the proximal part of the
fourth leaf, the fifth leaf, and the
distal part of the sixth leaf. When
older seedlings or plants are inoculated, this phase includes leaves
of approximately the same age but
of higher numerical rank. In the
chronic phase, it is in these tissues
that most strains of the virus are
likely to induce the largest solidly
chlorotic areas—sometimes an entire blade and its sheath or the head
when a plant is inoculated at the
early boot stage.
The solidly
chlorotic tissue in the chronic phase
does not collapse and die so quickly
as does similar chlorotic tissue in
the primary acute phase. With most
strains of the virus, the chlorotic
manifestations of the infected host
in the chronic phase of the disease
tend to diminish progressively from
leaf to leaf as the culms elongate.
Deviations from this tendency
among strains are indicated in the
descriptions of the strains. The
necrogenous "V" marking reported
by Hagborg (36) and by Inouye
(4^) was rare in these studies.
Spindle and eyespot markings appear occasionally in many of the
cultures of the BSMV strains.
Some of the "V" markings observed
appeared to result from partially
formed spindles.
Tillers rarely fail to become infected via the crown tissue, and
those originating from buds that are
formed at the time of infection of
the primary, as well as those from
the subsequent buds, manifest only
the chronic symptoms. When a
tillering plant during its preflag period is inoculated via leaves of the
primary only, the disease syndrome
in the primary and in the tillers
that are developing at the time of
infection corresponds to that described for the standard test plant.

The first signs of infection appear
in the tillers at the same time or
within a few hours after they appear in the primary. The death of
plants and tillers infected with the
highly virulent strains ranges from
the slow withering associated with
a drastic curtailment of photosynthesis (yellow-leaf and white-leaf)
to the fast-acting necrosis that kills
the growing point (necrosis strain).
When infection is with the latent
strain, leaves in the chronic phase
manifest no diagnostic signs, even
though they carry virus. This and
other strains are discussed in more
detail in the descriptions of the
strains.
Diseased foliage has been closely
observed throughout the studies,
and it is evident that the virulent
strains of the virus destroy the
chlorophyll and the carotinoids,
either directly or indirectly. Furthermore, zones of chlorophyll frequently make a gradual appearance
in some of the totally yellow and
nearly white areas in leaves in the
chronic phase. Both processes contribute to fluctuations in the plastid
pigment patterns in much of the
mature mesophyll.
Dark-brown continuous or broken
stripes, or both, or irregular markings sometimes are induced by some
strains of the virus in the blades and
sheaths of barley in the chronic
phase of the disease.
Shortening of the culms tends to
be greatest in plants infected with
strains that cause the greatest damage to the plastid pigments, but
this correlation is not consistent
throughout the range of strains.
Heading tends to be delayed 1 to
4 days or longer in the infected
plants. This delay is greatest when
infection is with the more virulent
strains.
With pot culture outdoors, the
virus has tended to incite tiller bud
activity in Atsel barley and
Thatcher wheat, especially when
infection was by the more virulent
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strains. In pot tests, many of the length, the fourth leaf was 1.5
supernumerary tillers produced mm. long, and the other five leaves
seed, and seed production some- were all less than 1.0 mm. in
times was increased when infection length. The third leaf emerges
was by the less virulent strains. from the second sheath at rates
In contrast to this tendency, the ranging from 30 to 53 mm. in 24
number of spikelets and fertile hours at temperatures near 24° C. ;
florets (seeds) per head tend to be elongation of the leaf blade tissue
stops just before or just after this
reduced in the infected plants.
Floret counts and seed counts tissue escapes the sheath.
With the small-grain suscepts
were made on 562 primary heads
from as many plants. In addition studied, most of the strains were
to the healthy controls, there were not lethal te the growing point.
24 treatments, which included 5 With this group of strains it is
strains of the virus, 4 varieties of reasonably evident that: (1) The
wheat, and 5 varieties of barley. primary acute reactions involve
In comparison with the healthy chiefly those tissues in which the
plants, the heads from infected rate of cell growth is most active, or
plants produced fewer florets in 21 nearly so, at the time this tissue is
of the 24 treatments and more invaded or affected indirectly by
sterile florets in 23 of the 24 the virus; (2) the secondary acute
treatments. The damaged or reactions involve slightly older tissterile florets tend te be distrib- sue in which there is little or no
uted at random among the fertile cell division or enlargement at the
ones, and their glumes appear nor- time it is invaded or indirectly afmal. Inouye (^5) has clarified fected by the virus, and still older
several important points in con- tissue in which cell growth probnection with the semisterility that ably has ceased and which develops
only feeble disease signs or none;
is induced by the BSMV.
The pot-culture tests were man- (3) the chronic reactions involve
aged to give the foregoing informa- tissues that are apical meristem
tion. Had they been managed to and slightly differentiated merigive yield data comparable to those stem at the time when the primary
obtained by field trials, all diseased acute signs appear. With the test
plants of a given plant variety plants and most of the strains used,
would have been harvested when the apical meristem and the
the healthy controls were ready for slightly differentiated meristem
harvest. With this method there usually are either not invaded or
would be little or no seed from late otherwise affected by the virus
or they are more tolerant to the
tillers.
disease processes than are the
slightly older tissues. Exceptions
Disease Reactions in
to this are discussed in the descripRelation to Tissues
tions of the necrosis, yellow-leaf,
Plant dissections indicate that and white-leaf strains.
the chronic reaction involves leaves
It is clear that many virulent
that are slightly differentiated strains of the virus incite abrupt
meristem and apical meristem in functional changes in the normal
the small tiller buds at the time plant and that these are disastrous
when the first signs of disease to the most vulnerable tissues durappear. In Atsel barley at the time ing the early stages of the disease.
of inoculation (3-leaf stage), the The basis for acute and chronic reheads on the primary shoots actions may rest entirely or in part
ranged from 0.7 to 1.0 mm. in with induced changes in the physi12

ology of the host and possibly in
part with progressive changes in
the invading virus during its multiplication m the growing plant.
As soon as the plant is invaded the
altered functional processes begin
to operate, and in this new physiological setting the new tissues that
comprise the chronic disease phase
appear to possess a higher degree
01 tolerance than the tissues involved in the initial stage of the
disease.
With barley stripe mosaic, as with
tobacco ring spot {79), potato yellow dwarf {10), tobacco streak {^8),
and tobacco mosaic (75), it appears
that the pronounced acute and
chronic phases of the disease syndrome represent the initial shock reaction followed by the stabilized
state—a phase pattern of general
occurrence in the acclimatization or
physiological adaptation of organisms in general {96). The precise
functions involved in adaptation are
many and poorly understood. The
possibility that a virus-induced component comparable to Interferon
plays a role in determining the
abatement of symptoms and virus
titer in the chronic phase of several
virus diseases of plants is discussed
briefly in the section on blocking by
an established strain.
With the infected wheats and
barleys that were explored, the reproductive apparatus is vulnerable,
since part or all of the florets may
become nonfunctional in the chronic
phase. The occurrence of floret
sterility in the diseased plants is influenced by the host variety, the
strain of the virus, and apparently
by the environment. In studies conducted in Japan by Inouye {^6) it
was found that floret sterility in barley infected with BSMV can be accounted for on the basis of subnormal pollen production and low viability. Anthers tended to be small
and their dehiscence incomplete.
The pistils of infected plants appeared to be normal.
744-882 0-65—3

WHEN INFECTION IS
FROM SEED
When infection is from the seed
the symptoms are those of the
chronic phase. Omission of the
acute phase indicates that the functional changes incited in the manually inoculated infected parent
plant continue in the progeny.
However, since some segregation of
virus strains in mixed and mutating
colonies takes place among the seeds
from one plant, the chronic symptoms are not uniform among the
plants from such seed. With the
latent strain, the infected seedling
sometimes express slightly chlorotic
signs that may be detected by an experienced observer, but the signs are
so elusive that infections were determined by the transmission test
or by the blocking (protection) test.
Warm temperatures and good
illumination have favored the expression of signs in seedlings from
infected seeds {S9^ 75), especially
with strains of low virulence. In
view of the electron microscope evidence {32) for the presence of virus
in all the seeds that were examined
from an infected barley plant, it
appears that the virus does not always move out of the embryo into
the growing plant and that this
movement is influenced by the environmental conditions that attend
the germination process and the
early development of the plant.
From time to time the germination rate of seed from infected
plants appeared to be lower than
would be expected for seed from
healthy plants. To test this point,
healthy and infected seed of Atsel
barley and Moore barley were produced at one time. Culture was
outdoors in clay pots. Thirteen
isolates of the virus, ranging in
virulence from the latent strain to
the white-leaf strain were represented in the test.
With the exception of the Atsel
barley plants infected with the
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white-leaf strain, all infected
plants produced infected seed. Atsel plants infected with the whiteleaf strain produced no seed, and
those infected with a severe isolate
from the California culture produced only 26 seeds. After the rest
period of the seed, 54 seeds from
each of the 2f| remaining treatments were tested against the
healthy seed for germination rate
(seedling emergence).
With Atsel barley, the germination rate of the healthy seed was
98.1 percent and the rates for the
12 infected-seed samples ranged
from 42.3 percent to 87.0 percent.
With Moore barley, the germination rate of the healthy seed was
96.3 percent and the rates for 11
of the infected-seed samples ranged
from 87.0 percent to 94.4 percent.
The rates for the two remaining in-

fected Moore seed samples were
96.3 percent and 98.1 percent.
The results of this test indicate
that the germination rate of seed
from infected plants tends to be
lower than that for seed from
healthy plants; they indicated that
the rate is lower for the seed from
infected Atsel, a highly susceptible
barley, than it is for the seed from
infected Moore, a tolerant barley.
With the yellow-leaf strain and the
white-leaf strain, it was reasonably
evident, especially in Atsel, that
virus from the seed caused the
death of many small seedlings before their emergence through the
soil, as the virus was isolated from
these submerged dead seedlings.
The relative extent to which embryos are devitalized by virus in
their cells or by the debilitated condition of the infected plants bearing the seed is not known.

DISEASE CHARACTERISTICS IN RESISTANT
AND LOCAL-LESION HOSTS
OATS
Barley stripe-mosaic virus
(BSMV) has not been reported to
occur in field-grown oats, but it has
been induced in oat plants inoculated with the virus from barley
cultures (^5, 72, 80, 108). In the
present study, oat-infecting strains
were detected in but five of the barley cultures of the virus. In the
first transfers from barley to Cherokee or Statesville oats, a few oat
plants became infected; whereas,
all barley or wheat test plants serving as controls on the activity of
the inoculum became infected.
When transfers were made from
the infected oat plants back to
healthy oats, the iniection rate was
high, usually 100 percent.
Oat strains appear to be transitory mutants that may be detected
unexpectedly in barley cultures of
the virus; furthermore, when iso14

lated and then carried in barley too
long, they may be lost. Accordingly, stock cultures are maintained in Statesville oats. However, this method has not been
without its problems inasmuch as
an oat culture of a dwarfing strain
of the virus became quite weak in
its ability to reinf ect oats.
With the varieties of oats used
in these studies, occasional infection-escapes are more likely to occur in the inoculated plant populations than in similar populations
of the most susceptible barleys and
wheats studied. Also, disease signs
appear 1 to 2 days later in oats
than in barley or wheat. When the
virus is in low titer the first signs
of systemic infection in oats may
be delayed as long as 21 days after
inoculation, and these signs frequently are weak and sparsely scattered among the leaves. On the
basis of these observations, the oat

varieties used in these studies are
regarded as slightly resistant hosts.
In oats, the incidence of seed transmission of virus has been very low.
Slykhuis {107) was unable to
get infection in oats, notably the
variety Clintland, with any of his
cultures of BSMV. In the present
tests, Clintland (C.I. 6701) was
found to be susceptible to the oat
strains of the virus.

BARLEY
Four virus-resistant lines of barley that had been revealed in tests
conducted by Roland G. Timian
{112) were used in these studies;
however, the 6-row spring variety
Valmore received most of the attention as it appeared to have more resistance than the other three lines in
Timian's tests at Fargo, N. Dak.
Culture outdoors during early
spring tended to favor resistance to
infection in seedlings of all smallgrain test varieties, especially in
seedlings of the naturally resistant
varieties. With the variety Valmore, infection occurred in but 1 of
the 20 seedlings inoculated ; whereas, 8 of the 10 seedlings inoculated
from the same inoculum became infected when the plants were grown
in the shaded greenhouse. During
the summer, Valmore seedlings
grown outdoors became infected almost as readily as the plants that
were grown in the shaded greenhouse.
When greenhouse-grown
Valmore and Atsel barley plants in
the 6-leaf stage were inoculated
with fresh native virus of moderate
strain LQ diluted five times, 19
(86.4 percent) of the 22 Valmore
plants inoculated became infected;
when the virus preparation was diluted 50 times, 13 (61.9 percent) of
the 21 Valmore plants became infected. All the Atsel plants inoculated from these virus preparations
became infected—as is usual with
this variety.

^ Further evidence of resistance in
Valmore is indicated by the observation that the incubation time was
12 to 14 hours longer than in Atsel
barley when inoculation was with
moderate strain LQ in high titer.
When the inoculum was in low titer,
the incubation time in Valmore was
as long as 23 days but in Atsel it
was not over 14 days.
Of the 30 isolates and strains that
were inoculated into Valmore barley seedlings, 17 appear to be avirulent to this variety since they failed
to induce any disease signs and random assays among plants inoculated with these cultures failed to
reveal a latent, or masked, infection. The latent strain did not infect Valmore. However, in tests
with seed-seedlings from a Valmore
barley plant infected from an inoculation with the Argentina mild
strain, occasional seedlings manifested very faint light-green markings in the first three or four leaves.
In subsequent leaves the infection
was latent. As the plant developed,
bio-assays revealed the virus in all
symptomless leaves that were selected for test, which included all flag
leaves on the plant. In Atsel barley the symptoms induced by virus
from symptomless Valmore barely
leaves were much weaker than those
induced by the Argentina mild
strain.
Several strains that infect Valmore possess very low ability to enter and become established in the
plants. Attempts to infect Valmore with each of the oat strains
of the virus were unsuccessful.
It appears that some, or possibly
all, of the virus strains infecting
Valmore barley should be carried
in this variety. Evidence for this
is based on a Valmore passage isolate (moderate strain YLM) that
would not reinfect Valmore after
it had been carried in Atsel barley
plants. This appeared to be a clear
case of mutant substitution by a
strain possessing superior competi15

tive ability in the Atsel barley. It
is reasonably evident that some of
the Valmore strains, like the oat
strains of the virus, originated from
transitory mutants occurring in
"trace" amounts in strain populations that do not infect Valmore
and that they may be detected in
cultures unexpectedly—as was the
case in the culture of the lethal
white-leaf strain.
In preliminary tests with several
strain cultures of the virus, seed
transmission of the virus has been
found in some of the infected Valmore barley plants but not in others.
The largest number of seed-seedlings produced thus far by a single
infected Valmore plant is 175.
This plant was infected with an isolate from the Mississippi culture.
In tests at Beltsville, Md., 95 of the
seed-seedlings appeared to be virus-free ; and in the test carried out
at Fargo, N. Dak., K. G. Timian
found 2 infected seedlings among
the 80 remaining seed-seedlings.
Thus, slightly less than 1.15 percent
of the seeds gave evidence of infec-

FIGURE
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tion. Further study is required to
determine if Valmore is an unfavorable variety for seed transmission
of all BSMV strains that infect it
and if genetic factors controlling
seed transmission of the virus are
segregating in Valmore.

CORN
Systemic infection by strains of
the BSMV has been very erratic in
the lines of field com and sweet
corn tested in these studies. Frequently, none of the inoculated
plants in a test became infected
systemically, though local necrotic
lesions appeared on the leaves of
some of the plants. In a presumably
uniform population of test plants,
the incubation time for the first systemic signs ranged from 4 to 23 days
and there was a marked lack of uniformity of symptom reactions
among the plants comprising a test
unit. Symptoms appearing early
may be confined to one leaf or a few
or they may appear on all the subsequent leaves, and they may range

2.—Symptoms induced by the type strain in Golden Giant sweet corn.

from a trace tx> very severe. There
is no distinct acute phase in the
systemic-symptom sjmdrome, and
true local necrotic lesions appear before the systemic signs or they may
fail to appear. Leaf markings resembling those induced by the virus
in barley are common. (See figs. 2,
4 (p. 33), and 5 (p. 34).) Occasionally the infected leaves express
chlorotic stripes and spindle spots
like those occurring in Statesville
oats when infected with the spindlespot oat strain. (See fig. 9, p. 56.)
Similar stripes are characteristic of
the "stripe" mutant in corn (fig. 3,
A). Chlorotic spindle spots sometimes appear in this mutant. Fine

FiQUKE 3.—A, "Stripe" mutant In sections
of corn leaf at tasseling time
(Sprague line) ; B, genetic mottling
in section of corn leaf at tasseling
time (Sprague's "white-tip" mutant) ; C, genetic stripe in leaf of
young com plant (Sprague's "virescent" mutant).

mottling associated with "whitetip" mutant (fig. 3,5) ajid chlorotic
stripes associated with the "virescent" mutant (fig. 3, C) resemble
closely some of the markings induced by the BSMV. Com plants
that develop severe stripe mosaic
have shortened intemodes. Such
dwarfed plants may be one-half to
one-quarter as tall as healthy plants
at maturity.
Preliminary tests indicated that :
(1) strains of the virus differ in
their ability to infect Golden Giant
sweet com; (2) higher percentages
of the inoculated seedlings become
infected in greenhouse culture during early autumn, winter, and early
spring months than during the summer; and (3) the most favorable
stage for inoculation is when the
third leaf of the test seedlings is
about 3 inches in length.
In a test conducted in the light
room at 24° C. with a 9-hour daily
photoperiod, and light intensity at
1,100 ft.-c. at the soil line, it was
observed that the leaves of the com
seedlings were "hard" to the touch
at the time of inoculation and that
the infection rate was low (21.6 percent) in plants inoculated with the
Argentina mild strain of the virus.
However, when the temperature of
the room was reduced to 22.2° C.
and the light intensity was reduced
to 620 ft.-c., the leaves were "soft"
to the touch. Inoculation tests were
then conducted in this modified
light room (A), and in another similar light room (B), in which the
light intensity was only 535 ft.-c.
Four strains of the virus were tested
in room A and two of these were
tested in room B. There were 34 to
40 Golden Giant sweet com seedlings in each treatment. On March
30, 7 days after inoculation, the
plants from both light rooms were
transferred to a greenhouse in
which the temperature was controlled at 24° C. at night and on
17

overcast days. The daily photoperiod slightly exceeded 12 hours.
The incubation time was irregular—ranging from 7 to 22 days—
with all the strains. The Argentina
mild strain and the Wisconsin severe strain induced the highest percentages of infection (table 1).
The lowest percentage of infection
was induced by the Oklahoma moderate strain. The latent strain induced systemic symptoms, but the
signs tended to be moderate to mild.
Typical latent-strain virus was reisolated in 6 out of 7 transfers from
the latent-strain markings in the
com leaves to Atsel barley. A mixture of the latent strain and an aberrant striping strain was obtained in
the seventh transfer. The highest
percentages of plants with systemic
infection oécurred in the room with
the lower light intensity. As in
previous tests, correlations between
the expression of local lesions and
systemic infection were imperfect.
Another test was carried out in
light room A with four strains of
the virus. There were 29 to 32
Golden Giant sweet com seedlings
in each treatment. The Argentina
mild strain, which served as a control, induced systemic infection in
40.0 percent of the inoculated seedlings. The type strain infected
TABLE

10.3 percent of the seedlings, and
no systemic signs were induced by
the white-leaf strain or by the
lethal-rosette "strain."
Available facilities did not permit a detailed analysis of the influences of both light and temperature simultaneously; since reduced
light intensity prior to inoculation
appeared to be so important in the
matter of obtaining systemic infection in com, three tests were conducted with reduced light at summer temperatures. In each of these
tests, a population of Golden Giant
sweet com seedlings ^aâê grown in
a shaded greenhouse and another
population was grown outdoors at
the same time. After inoculation,
the culture of all plants was continued in the shaded greenhouse.
The first test was conducted in
mid-July. From 13 to 16 plants, in
clay pots, comprised a treatment.
Twenty-four hours before the seedlings were inoculated, half of the
seedlings in each location were
subjected to complete darkness;
whereas, the other half received
natural daylight. At the time of
inoculation, the third leaf of the
seedlings ranged from 3 to 6 inches
long. Half of the seedlings in
each treatment were inoculated
with the Argentina mild strain.

1.—Irvßiisnce of preinoculation low intensities of electric illumination on systemic infection in Golden Giant sweet corn
[Daily photoperiod 9 hours; 22.2'' C]

Virus strains

Argentina mild
Do
Latent
Oklahoma moderate
Do
Wisconsin severe

Preinoculation
illumination

Ft.-c.
620
535
620
620
535
620

Systemicinfected
plants *

Percent
55.0
81.6
50.0
23.7
44. 1
70.0

Percentage in indicated
category of disease severity 2
Weak

Moderate

Severe

Percent
31.8
25.9
75.0
77.8
73.3
28.6

Percent
38.7
40 6
20.0
0
16.7
16. 1

Percent
29.5
33.5
5.0
22.2
10.0
55.4

1 Percentages based on total number of plants in the treatment.
Percentages based on total number of diseased plants in the treatment.
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and the other half were inoculated
with the Oklahoma moderate strain
of the virus.
Systemic signs failed to appear
in some of the treatments (table
2). The systemic symptoms were
generally very weak in most of the
infected plants. The reduced infection in this test is attributed, in
part, to adverse weather conditions
that affected the timing of the test
with reference to a weekend period.
As a result, the seedlings were 2
days beyond their prime stage
when they were inoculated. The
infection percentages were higher
in plants inoculated with the Argentina mild strain than those in
plants inoculated with the Oklahoma moderate strain. Also, systemic infection was favored in the
plants started in the shaded greenhouse and in plants that were given
the dark treatment.
The second shade test was carried
out during early August. In the
preinoculation growth period, half
of the seedling in each location
(outdoors and in the shaded greenhouse) were shaded with three layers of bleached surgical gauze

(36 X 48 meshes per inch) from the
time the seed was planted in 8-inch
clay pots. The seedlings were prime
when they were inoculated by the
standard method. The Argentina
mild and the Oklahoma moderate
strains of the virus were used for
the inocula. There were 16 to 20
plants in each treatment.
The Argentina mild strain induced much more infection than the
Oklahoma moderate strain (table
3), and tiat- culture in the shaded
greenhouse, with additional shade,
favored the highest percentages of
plants infected and the most severe
disease reactions. In this test and
other teats, leaf tissue that was soft
to the touch during inoculation
seemed to be correlated with high
percentages of infection, but this
point requires further study. Differences in the length of the inoculated leaves in the different treatments may have influenced the results, as a long leaf blade received
more inoculum than a short one.
The third shade test was carried
out during late August and early
September to determine the effects
of preinoculation light intensity

2.—Influence of preinocvlation intensity of natural illumination
and darkness on systerrm infection in Golden Giant sweet corn plants^
cultured outdoors orina shaded greenhouse during July

TABLE

[Post-inoculation culture was in the shaded greenhouse]
Infection rates with the preinoculation
culture conditions indicated
Virus strain
Shaded greenhouse i

Argentina mild
Oklahoma moderate

Outdoors 1

No dark

Dark 2

No dark

Dark 2

Percent
19.4
7. 1

Percent
37.7
12.5

Percent
0
0

Percent
23.0
7 9

1 Light intensity outdoors at noon on an average bright day was approximately
5,600 ft.-c. and in the shaded greenhouse about 1,900 ft.-c. Noon temperature on
bright days outdoors frequently reached 33° C. or above and was 2° to 5° C. higher in
the greenhouse.
2 During the 24 hours immediately preceding inoculation, these seedlings were in
total darkness in their respective locations.
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TABLE

3. -Influence oj preinoculation light on systemic infection in Golden Giant sweet com plants, cultured outdoors or in
a shaded greenhouse during early August
[Post-inoculation culture was in the shaded greenhouse]
Diseased plants in preinoculation treatments and percentage in indicated category
of disease severity with culture conditions indicated *
Outdoors 2

Shaded greenhouse 2
Virus strain

T
Percent
89.5
Argentina mild
Oklahoma moderate- 0

Cloth shade ^

No added shade

Cloth shade ^

No added shade
W

M

S

T

W

M

S

T

W

M

S

T

W

M

S

Percent
11.7
0

Percent
29.4
0

Percent
58.9
0

Percent
93.8
33.3

Percent
0
66.6

Percent
13.3
0

Percent
86.7
33.3

Percent
73.7
5.0

Percent
14.3
5.0

Percent
21.4
0

Percent
64.3
0

Percent
88.9
0

Percent
18.7
0

Percent
25.0
0

Percent
56.3
0

1 T, percent of diseased plants based on the total number of plants in the treatment; disease-severity catagories: W, weak; M, moderate;
S, severe; these percentages are based on the total number of diseased plants in the treatment.
2 Light intensity outdoors at noon on an average day was approximately 5,600 ft.-c. and in the shaded greenhouse about 1,900 ft.-c.
Noon temperature on bright days outdoors frequently reached 33° C. or above and was 2° to 5° C. higher in the greenhouse.
3 Light intensity was reduced to about >^ and the noon temperature was lowered >i° to 1° C. by this shade.

lower than that used in previous
tests on systemic infection. The
methods essentially were the same
as those used in the previous tests.
To reduce the differences in leaf
size in the several preinoculation
treatments, the seeds of Golden
Giant sweet com were planted at
three intervals. Eight light conditions were maintained during the
preinoculation growth period of the
seedlings (table 4). The second
leaves of the seedlings were 3 to 6
inches long at the time of inoculation. Differences in leaf length between treatments were very slight.
The leaves in all the treatments
were "soft" to the touch at the time
of inoculation. Three strains of the
virus were tested. There were 16 to
20 plants in each treatment.
As in the previous tests, the incubation time varied greatly (5I/2
to 22 days), and correlation between the expression of local lesions
and systemic infection was very
poor. The symptoms induced by
the Argentina mild strain of the
virus were predominantly moderate to severe, and those induced by
the Oklahoma moderate strain
were mild to moderate. The whiteleaf strain again failed to infect
corn plants (table 4), and the Oklahoma moderate strain again
manifested extremely low virulence in comparison with the
Argentina mild strain. The whiteleaf strain did not induce local
lesions.
Although temperature differences between the several treatments, and possibly other uncontrolled factors, preclude a critical
analysis of the data (table 4), it is
evident that the Argentina mild
strain induced reasonably high percentages of infected plants at high
summer temperatures when the
light intensity was greatly reduced.
Infection percentages were increased in the populations receiving the 28-hour dark treatment in
four of the seven comparisons in
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which data were obtained. Further study is required to evaluate
this treatment.
Early in October, seven strains
of the virus were tested on Golden
Giant sweet corn seedlings that
had been cultured under the cloth
shade in the shaded greenhouse, as
used in previous tests. There were
15 to 20 plants in each test population. Midday temperatures in the
shaded greenhouse ranged from
24° to 30° C.
Systemic infection occurred in
89.5 percent and 73.3 percent of
the plants inoculated, respectively,
with the Wisconsin severe strain
and the Argentina mild strain. As
in previous tests, the incubation
time was irregular (6 to 20 days)
among the plants in a given treatment, and the systemic reactions
ranged from very mild to severe.
No systemic infection was induced
by the type strain, moderate strain
LQ, moderate strain LRM, the yellow-leaf strain, or the lethal-rosette
oat "strain." In the earlier test
conducted in the light room, the
type strain infected 10.3 perecnt of
the com plants; whereas, in the
present test, this strain failed to
infect, so far as could be determined by symtoms.
Many of the earlier tests with
corn were conducted during the
summer; therefore, it appears that
much of the previous diíBculty can
be accounted for on the basis of excessive light and strains of low
virulence to Golden Giant sweet
corn. Further study is required to
perfect methods, as evidenced by
the fact that some of the plants in
every test inoculated with either
the Wisconsin severe or the Argentina mild strains failed to become
infected.
Isolations of the Oklahoma moderate strain from infected sweet
corn plants have failed to yield a
strain with an increased capacity
to infect sweet corn. Furthermore,
isolations of virus from corn plants
21
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4.—InfAience of preinoculation low intensity of natural Uhcmination and added darkness on systemic infection
in Golden Giant sweet com plants, cultured outdoors or in a shaded greenhouse during late August and early
September

TABLE

[Post-inoculation culture was in the shaded greenhouse]
Infection rates with the preinoculation culture conditions indicated
Outdoors 1

Shaded greenhouse ^
Virus strain

Arsrentina mild
Oklahoma moderate
White-leaf

Cloth shade 2 s
No added
dark

Added
dark 5

Percent
57.9
10.0
0

Percent
52.6
11.8
0

Paper shade ^ *
No added
dark
Percent
77.8
0
0

Added
dark 5
Percent
72.2
10.0
0

Cloth shade 2 3
No added
dark
Percent
47.5
0
0

Added
dark 5
Percent
75.0
0
0

Paper shade ^ *
No added
dark
Percent
83.3
5.0
0

Added
dark 5
Percent
85.0
0
0

1 Light intensity outdoors at noon on an average bright day was approximately 5,600 ft.-c. and in the shaded greenhouse about 1,900 ft.-c.
Noon temperature ranged from 23° to 35° C. outdoors and 2° to 5° C. higher in the greenhouse.
2 Light intensities were reduced to approximately Yz.
3 Noon temperatures were lowered >{° to 1° C. by the paper or the cloth shade.
4 Brown craft paper shade reduced light intensity to about Yis.
. ^i, .
+• i
+•
5 During the 28 hours immediately preceding inoculation, these seedlings were in total darkness m their respective locations^ This reduced the total light hours from 64 to 44 for the 4 days from emergence of the seedUngs to inoculation. Temperatures were 3 to
^^ 5°
^ C. higher
than outdoors, because of no ventilation.

manifesting different degrees of
systemic disease reaction when infection was with a given strain of
the virus have failed to give any
good evidence that the degrees of
reaction among plants in a test
population can be accounted for on
the basis of different strains.
The poor performance of Oklahoma moderate strain in these tests
is in marked contrast to the results
obtained with this culture 13 years
before the present tests were conducted. At that time this strain
infected a high percentage of the
Golden Giant sweet corn seedlings,
and many of the plants developed
severe stripe mosaic. During the
12-year period previous to the present tests, Oklahoma moderate
strain was in growing barley or
wheat plants and in dehydrated
stored barley leaf tissue. Change
in the infectivity characteristics
and the "running-out," or extinction, of strain culture lines is discussed in subsequent sections.
Bio-assays of symptom-free com
leaf tissue from plants manifesting
systemic symptoms on older leaves
have indicated that this tissue usually is free from detectable virus.
Tests with 227 seeds from five
Golden Giant sweet corn plants
and with 109 seeds from two Purple field corn plants infected with
the type strain of the virus gave no
signs that the virus was being
transmitted to the next generation
through the seed.
Further study is required to determine if Golden Giant sweet corn
is heterozygous for factors controlling initial infection and for the
degree of systemic infection by
strains of the virus.

TOBACCO
In Samsun tobacco the local
chlorotic and necrotic lesions induced by the virus resemble those
induced by many other species of
virus. Sometimes these lesions re-

main localized in small spots, and
at other times the virus or some byproduct spreads from the lesions
throughout the inoculated leaf only,
causing irregular chlorotic patches,
line patterns, and sometimes the
"oak-leaf" design. Within a population of plants in a successful
transmission test, some plants fail
to become infected, and there is
great variation in the symptoms
among the plants that do become
mfected. For the most part, inoculation tests have been failures, and
it has been possible to obtain very
few transfers of the virus from tobacco to barley and other smallgrain test plants.

GOOSEFOOT
In lambsquarters {Chenopodium
album Ij.) the small chlorotic and
necrotic local lesions induced by the
virus tend to remain local. Failure
to obtain local infection has been
less frequent in this plant than in
tobacco. However, as with tobacco,
it was very difficult to get transfers
from the local lesions to the smallgrain test plants.
With plants of Chenopodium
amaranticolor Coste & Reyn., the
results were essentially the same as
those obtained with C, album. Of
the 26 isolates and strains of the
BSMV tested on this species, 15 induced local infections and 11 failed
to induce any signs of infection.
Eesults were erratic between tests
and among the plants within tests,
and no transfer of virus from this
species to a small-grain test plant
was obtained in several trials.
When the localized-infection lesions contain adequate amounts of
virus and their occurrence is reasonably regular in a test plant, they can
serve many useful purposes in virus
research. However, progress in
this field of research is not dependent on the localized-infection-lesion
techniques. It was amply shown in
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the study of mutation in the TMV
(6^) that substantial progress can
be made with the systemic-infection techniques. Probably the most
important
factors
determining

progress in virus research are the
relative ease with which a virus can
be transferred experimentally and
the time required for symptoms to
develop.

INTEBSTRAIN COMPETITION
SPRING BARLEY AND
SPRING WHEAT
With the barley stripe-mosaic
virus (BSMV) interstrain competition differs somewhat from that
with the wild-type tobacco mosaic
virus (TMV) (62, 67), as was
pointed out earlier (p. 1). With
the TMV, the typical wild-type
light-green mosaic mottling reactions essentially remain constant
through series transfers in varieties
of tobacco that give the mosaic reaction. Also, when this virus population is mixed in suitable proportions with a population of one of its
own more virulent mutants (yellowing strain), it gains ascendancy over
the latter in the new leaves in a
relatively short time {62). When
tobacco plants were inoculated with
such a mixture composed of approximately equal parts of each
strain, the resulting symptoms
manifested strong si^ns of segregation of the two strains in the new
leaves within the first 16 days after
inoculation—with the milder symptoms of the wild-type strain predominating. By the 34th day, the
proportion of tissue with lightgreen mottling in the new leaves had
increased; by the 47th day, the
mottling in the new leaves was like
that in the leaves of the wild-type
control plants.
In the same test, when the inoculum contained approximately 99
times more virus of the yellowing
strain than of the wild-type strain,
the signs of ascendancy of the
latter were slower in appearing;
but they were evident by the 34th
day, and by the 47th day mottling
in the new leaves was like that in
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the leaves of the wild-type control
plants. When the inoculum contained approximately 999 times
more virus of the yellowing strain,
signs of the wild-type strain were
not evident the 34th day after inoculation; however, they were evident in the new leaves on four of
the five plants by the 47th day.
So far as could be determined, the
yellowing mutant virus introduced
into the 1:1 an-d 1:99 mixed inocula
had diminished progressively to the
point of extinction in the new leaves
observed 47 days after inoculation.
The vigorous competitive superiority of the wild-type strain over its
more virulant yellowing mutant
strains is demonstrated also by the
fact that the yellow zones induced
by such mutants tend to be concentrated in small areas that are surrounded by tissue infected with the
wild-type strain {58), Furthermore, the mild TMV strain that was
isolated from the wild-type TMV
culture maintained competitive supremacy over the yellowing strain
that had evolved in its culture {67).
Early observations of the BSMV
indicated: (1) Field collections of
the virus did not always induce uniform symptoms among the plants
comprising an inoculated infected
population; (2) in mixed infections
with strains of high and of low virulence, the mixed symptoms in the
infected leaves tended to be so finely
blended that discrete zones denoting
strain segregation rarely could be
detected with certainty; (3) supremacy, or dominance, of one
strain over another in these mixed
infections tended to be slow, as was
the case with certain of the paired
TMV mutants studied in mixed in-

fections {65^ 66^ 67) ; and (4) virulence is more likely to increase
than decrease from transfer to
transfer with most isolates from the
field—^this suggests that strains of
greater virulence tend to possess a
slight competitive advantage over
strains of lesser virulence in mixed
cultures from field collections.
Several tests were conducted to
obtain information on this apparent
tendency toward the superiority of
virulent strains over the latent
strain, in terms of symptoms, when
two strains were competing in a
mixed infection. Two methods
were used. One was to inoculate
each strain into separate single tillers on the same Atsel barley plant,
and the other to inoculate each seedling with a mixed inoculum containing two strains of the virus. It was
not possible to use laboratory purified preparations having a uniformly standard virus titer for these
studies. Soon it became evident
that, in fresh plant extracts, the activity of the latent strain is about
one-third that of virulent strains
that were mixed with it. However,
since the dilution studies indicated
that there is a high test to test variation in the infection end-point of
strains, it was impracticable to attempt making estimated adjustments for the strain differences in
bio-activity.
In all tests, the inocula consisted
of the fresh crude juice from systemically infected leaves considered to have the virus in reasonably
high titer; the standard method (p.
7) of preparation was used. The
proportions of the strains in each
combination were based on measured amounts of the crude juice
preparations and not on virus. The
single-strain control inocula were
diluted with amounts of distilled
water equal to the volumes of juice
used in making up the mixed-strain
inocula. Inoculation was by the
finger-wiping method.

In one test, five Atsel barley
plants, each having two or three
tillers, were used. One tiller of
each plant was inoculated with the
yellow-leaf strain. Two operators
worked together on each plant.
The results were as follows: AH
healthy control plants remained
so, and all the single-strain control plants became infected and
gave reactions that were typical
for each strain. In the mixedstrain set, each of the five tillers
inoculated with the yellow-leaf
strain developed the strong acute
signs and the chronic yellowleaf signs of that strain. Three of
the five tillers inoculated with the
latent strain developed the typical
acute signs of that strain, but in
the chronic phase all the leaves
manifested intermediate signs consisting of moderately virulent
chlorotic stripe markings; this indicates a compromise, or blending,
of the two strains. The two inoculated tillers in which the acute signs
of the latent strain failed to appear
expressed acute signs that were
weaker than those of the yellowleaf strain and chronic signs that
were intermediate blends at first,
but typical yellow-leaf signs appeared in the three top leaves on
each tiller. The four tiUers and
five primaries that were not inoculated became infected through the
crown tissue. Of these, one tiller
and four primaries manifested only
the typical yellow-leaf symptoms;
whereas, three tillers and one primary manifested only intermediate signs that strongly favored
those of the yellow-leaf strain. In
this test, the latent condition did
not persist in any of the tillers or
primaries, but typical yellow-leaf
symptoms did persist in 53 percent
of them.
A similar test with the whiteleaf strain and the latent strain was
conducted. Atsel barley plants
that had more tillers than the plants
used in the first test were used. In
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this test, the healthy control plants
remained so, and all the singlestrain control plants became infected and gave reactions typical
for each strain. In the plants inoculated with two strains, each inoculated tiller developed the acute
symptoms that were tvpical for each
strain used. In the nve tillers that
were inoculated with the white-leaf
strain, typical white-leaf symptoims
persisted throughout the chronic
phase. However, of the five tillers
inoculated with the latent strain,
four remained in the typical latent
condition throughout the chronic
phase and one expressed signs of the
white-leaf strain late in the chronic
phase. Of the remaining 49 tillers and primaries, 6 were too far
advanced to manifest signs of infection and 43 became infected via
the crown tissue and expressed varied symptoms. Three manifested
only the latent condition and carried virus of the latent strain, 12
expressed only the typical whiteleaf symptoms, 3 had signs that
were slightly less severe than whiteleaf, 8 manifested essentially an
equal-parts blend, and 17 had some
white markings in their leaves. In
this test, the latent condition persisted in 13 percent of the tillers
and primaries and typical whiteleaf persisted in 32 percent of them.
In both tests, the typical latent
condition failed to persist in as
many tillers and primaries as did
the typical virulent symptoms. The
higher competitive ability of the
yellow-leaf strain in contrast to the
white-leaf strain, when each was opposed by the latent strain, may be
due to differences in the invasion
rates of the strains. Throughout the
work, it has been observed that the
time from inoculation to the first
expression of systemic signs tends
to be longer for the white-leaf
strain than it is for the latent strain
and the yellow-leaf strain.
This study was continued with
Atsel barley plants inoculated in the
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seedling stage with mixed inocula
containing the yellow-leaf strain
and the latent strain. A supply of
inoculum was prepared from each
of the strains, and, from these supplies, the required amounts of
inoculum were taken and combined
in proportions containing 1, 10, 50,
90, and 99 percent of inoculum of
the latent strain. Each combination
and each single-strain control was
inoculated into 10 standard seedlings.
All the healthy control plants
were free from signs throughout the
test. All the inoculated plants became infected, and the signs were
uniformly typical in each of the
single-strain controls.
During the initial period of the
test, the plants infected from
inoculum containing 99 parts of the
latent-strain virus were the only
ones that manifested sufficient irregularity in the degree of chlorosis
to suggest a mixed infection. At
the flag-leaf stage the degree of
chlorosis was estimated for each
part of the test. These estimates
were expressed as percentages of
leaf area that was chlorotic (table
5).
As m the previous tests, the competitive superiority of the yellowleaf strain was evident. Also, the
symptoms were remarkably uniform among the plants that were
inoculated with the two strains in
approximately equal parts.
A similar test with Rescue wheat,
but without the 1 percent and the
99 percent combinations, was conducted. The results were essentially the same as those for the test
with Atsel barley.
Other tests with the "equal-parts''
combination only were carried out
with Atsel barley; the yellow-leaf
strain, the white-leaf strain, and a
virulent stripe mosaic strain isolated from the laitent-strain culture,
each in combination with the latent
strain were tested. One batch of
inoculum of the latent strain pro-

5.—Percentages of chlorotic
leaf area in Atsel barley infected
with yellow-leaf strain and the
latent strain of barley stripemosaic vims ^

TABLE

Strain composition
of inoculum
Latent

Parts
100
99
90
50
10
1
0

Chlorotic
leaf area

Yellowleaf

Parts
Percent
0
0
1
1 /
I
20
45
10 r
50
90
99
100

1

65

65
70
70
70

Test
plants

Number
10
3
7
2
8
10
10
10
10

^ Comparisons were made when the
plants had reached the flag-leaf stage; the
percentages are estimates.

vided the portions of this strain
for each of the combinations and
for the latent-strain control.
In each of the mixed infections,
the plants manifested the usual intermediate chlorotic signs, which
indicated blends of the paired
strains. With one exception, the
symptoms were so homogeneous
among the plants in a given combination that the strain mixture
would not be suspected. In the combination with the yellow-leaf strain,
the symptoms were sufficiently
weaker in some plants than in others
that a mixed-strain infection would
be suspected. This lack of uniformity in disease expression among the
test plants was not evident in the
previous tests with this strain combination. Since quantities of purified virus in the combinations were
unknown, this deviation maj^ be the
result of test to test variations in
virus titer in the plants from which
the strain extracts were taken.
When dilution transfers were
made from the flag leaves of plants
inoculated with the "equal-parts"'

strain combinations, usually there
were slight indications of strain
mixtures amon^ the plants in the
first transfer; from three to seven
reselection dilution transfers usually were required for the isolation
of the component strains. The virulent strains were retrieved more
easily than the latent strain. In
the combination with the yellowleaf strain, the intermediate chlorotic signs (blends) sometimes were
so uniformly constant in the first
and the subsequent dilution transfers as to suggest a new strain of
moderate virulence. Such intermediate types did not appear in the
control plants infected with either
the yellow-leaf strain alone or with
the latent strain alone. The healthy
control plants remained so.

WINTER WHEAT
Cereals having the spring-growth
habit mature so* rapidly it was decided to study mixed-strain infection in Michigan Amber winter
wheat cultured at warm temperatures (24°C. and above), with natural daylight, in the greenhouse.
This environment extends the vegetative period, favors the production of many tillers (100 to 150 per
plant), and delays elongation of
the internodes. However, when
the internodes start to elongate in
the primaries and older tillers on
virus-free plants, many of the young
tillers being produced soon die.
When the plants are infected with
virulent strains of the virus, mortality among the young tillers starts
at an earlier stage.
The plants were cultured singly
in clay pots (6-inch size for 12
weeks then transferred to 8-inch
pots) through the summer to the
following spring. When the
plants had two to three tillers (July
22) they were inoculated. The processing of virus and the inoculations were carried out essentially
in the manner indicated in the pre27

vious tests. The latent strain was
combined with each of two virulent
strains, the yellow-leaf strain and
the moderate oat strain. The
strain cultures were paired in approximately equal proportions and
applied to the plants as a mixture.
All the inoculated plants became
infected, and all healthy control
plants remained so during the test.
The results follow.

Latent Strain
In the latent-strain control
plants, traces of an aberrant stripemosaic strain appeared in one tiller
the third week and again the 25th
week in one tiller on a different
plant. To the eye, these aberrants
made very little progress, and the
remaining tillers were free of signs
each time they were examined during the 49 weeks of the test. However, when 12 symptomless tillers
were assayed in Atsel barley during
the 12th week of the test, it was
foimd that 4 carried a trace of an
aberrant stripe-mosaic strain and
8 carried what appeared to be pure
latent virus. In similar assays
made the 20th, 29th, and the 32d
weeks, only pure latent virus was
obtained from the symptomless tillers. Assays, made the 12th week
of the test, of the tissues bearing
the aberrant markings indicated the
presence of stripe-mosaic strains
such as those isolated occasionally
from the latent-strain culture
(p. 33). However, aberrant stripemosaic strains appeared to be weak
competitors against the latent
strain in this test.

Yellow-Leaf Strain
In the yellow-leaf-strain control
plants, every tiller manifested
typical chlorotic symptoms, and
until the 15th week the symptoms
were uniformly strong in every tiller. From this time on to the 25th
week, 8 to 35 percent of the tillers
manifested slightly weaker chloro28

sis than the remaining tillers that
continued to develop the typically
strong chlorotic markings. After
the 25th week, the rate of death
among the tillers increased greatly,
but it was evident that the average
degree of chlorosis was reducing
progressively as the test continued.
In the 29th week, the remaining tillers were rated mildly to moderately chlorotic. Assays made in Atsel
barley with virus from tillers manifesting different degrees of chlorosis after the 15th week indicated the
presence of typical yellow-leaf virus
only. The progressive weakening
of chlorotic signs among tillers late
in this test seems to be comparable
to the progressive weakening of
chlorotic signs in the few upper
leaves on the infected culms of test
plants having the spring-growth
habit. There were no symptomless
tillers in this control.

Latent Strain Plus YellowLeaf Strain
In the plants inoculated with the
mixed inoculum containing the
latent strain and the yellow-leaf
strain, during the first 4 to 5 weeks
of the test all tillers expressed
chlorotic markings that were uniformly rated 50 percent of those expressed by the yellow-leaf control
plants. By the sixth week and
thereafter, the chlorotic signs became weaker (about 20 percent of
the yellow-leaf control) and the
percentage of symptomless tillers
increased, though not at a consistently progressive rate.
Assays
made in Atsel barley the 14th week
revealed nearly pure latent-strain
virus in two of the six symptomless
tillers tested. The other four tillers
carried virus that induced mild
stripe-mosaic.
In the 15th week 93.8 percent of
the tillers were free from signs, but
in the 25th week only 69.5 percent
were without signs. Assays made in
Atsel barley between the 20th and

the 40th week of the test revealed
nearly pure latent-strain virus in 12
of the 44 symptomless tillers tested.
Five typical yellow-leaf tillers assayed in Atsel barley during this
period appeared to carry pure yellow-leaf virus. Soon after these assays the plauts declined and the tillers died so rapidly it could not be
determined if the yellow-leaf strain
can be displaced completely by the
latent strain.
In the transfers from symptomless tillers, two induced mild stripemosaic that appeared to be stable in
Atsel barley, since dilution transfers failed to resolve them into
latent and yellow-leaf fractions.

Moderate Oat Strain
(Complex)
As soon as signs appeared in these
control plants, it was evident that
an unexpected aberrant necrosis
strain inhabited the culture. In
each of the four plants the primary
shoot was killed and all the tillers
manifested chlorotic markings typical for the moderate oat strain.
The degree of chlorosis essentially
equalled that in the yellow-leaf control plants until after the 25th week.
Thereafter the degree of chlorosis
in the new tillers diminished at a
much slower rate than it did in the
new tillers infected with the yellowleaf strain.
Assays of tillers the 15th week revealed that the aberrant necrosis
strain was still present and that a
second unexpected aberrant strain
was present. The latter was a severe stripe-mosaic strain. Tests revealed that neither of these aberrant strains would infect Statesville
oats and that they were present in
the Moore barley plants from which
the supposedly pure moderate oat
strain inoculum was obtained for
the present tests. Assays made
from this Moore barley culture into
Statesville oats revealed only a
trace of the moderate oat strain in
the culture. On the other hand,
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the dehydrated oat leaf tissue containing the moderate oat strain,
part of which had provided the inoculum used to inoculate the Moore
barley culture series, infected all the
Statesville oat plants into which
it was inoculated and induced typical symptoms. The dehydrated
culture had been in storage for 7i/^
years. The non-oat-infecting aberrant is designated severe strain
SOM.
By the 36th week of the test and
thereafter through the 42d week,
assays made in Statesville oats
failed to detect the moderate oat
strain or any other oat-infecting
strain in the Michigan Amber
wheat plants. A trace of the necrosis strain was_detectéd in assays
made in Atsel barley plants the 36th
week, but this strain could not be
detected in any of the later assays. The aberrant severe strain
SOM finally had displaced or greatly diluted the moderate oat strain
and the aberrant necrosis strain, at
least in most of the tissues, since
assays made the 42d week of the
test in Atsel barley revealed only
severe strain SOM. There were
no symptomless tillers in this control.

Latent Strain Plus Moderate
Oat Strain (Complex)
In the plants infected with the
latent strain plus the moderate oat
strain (complex), the aberrant necrosis strain in the moderate oat
strain culture stunted the primary
shoots but did not kill any of them.
During the first 28 weeks of the test,
most of the tillers developed stripe
mosaic that was only slightly less
chlorotic than that in the moderate
oat strain (complex) control plants.
Assays in Atsel barley and Statesville oats indicated that the displacement of the moderate oat
strain and the aberrant necrosis
strain was following about the same
patterns as in the moderate oat
strain (complex) control plants of
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winter wheat, except that the necrosis strain was not detected in any
of the assays aft^r the 15th week
of the test.
Symptomless tillers did not appear until the 15th week. They
amounted to only 2 percent of the
total at that time, and by the 25th
week only 8.5 percent were free
from signs. This is in sharp contrast to the high percentages of
symptomless tillers in the plants infected with the yellow-leaf and latent strains combined (p. 28). Assays, in Atsel barley, made on 12
symptomless tillers in the 29th week
revealed pure latent virus in 2, very
mild stripe-mosaic virus and also
the latent virus in 2, very mild
stripe-mosaic virus in 1, mild stripemosaic virus in 6, and strong stripemosaic virus in 1. A similar assay
of 6 symptomless tillers in the 32d
week revealed pure latent virus in
2 and mild to moderate stripemosaic virus in 4. In 11 of the
transfers in these two assays, the
symptoms were so uniform among
the Atsel plants in the respective
transfers as to suggest that each
transfer might consist of essentially
pure virus of one or two weakly virulent stripe-mosaic strains. Time
did not permit following through
on these isolates. After the 32d
week, no symptomless tillers appeared.
Assays in Statesville oats the 15th
week, and again the 37th week, revealed a trace of an aberrant mild
oat stripe-mosaic strain in tillers
showing stripe mosaic but the moderate oat strain was not detected.
Similar assays in Statesville oats
and Atsel barley the 49th week revealed severe strain SOM only. If
the latent strain or the other strains
were present, their concentrations
were too low for their detection.
To summarize the results from
the tests with Michigan Amber
wheat, it appears that the moderate
oat strain and the necrosis strain
eventually were displaced by the
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aberrant non-oat-infecting stripemosaic strain (severe strain SOM).
Also, it appears that the latter
strain is superior to the yellow-leaf
strain with reference to competition
with the latent strain. In competition with the yellow-leaf strain, the
latent strain seemed to be gaining,
and it might have displaced the yellow-leaf strain had the plants remained vegetative. The displacement of strains by aberrant strains
evolving in their cultures is referred
to as strain substitution.
The
chance discovery of this substitution
while still in progress, and following its progress to the apparent end,
makes it possible to rationalize cases
observed later in which other "oatstrain" cultures in barley no longer
infect Statesville oats and the substitution by a non-oat-infecting mutant appears to be complete.
The results obtained with the
latent-strain control plants demonstrate that aberrant yellowing
strains in the culture sometimes are
masked and that some that do come
to expression make little or no apparent progress in the culture.
Thus, under the conditions of the
tests, the latent-strain culture possessed some degree of competitive
superiority over certain of its aberrant yellowing strains. The marked
competitive inferiority manifested
by these yellowing strains and by
the necrosis strain demonstrates that
inferior mutants may appear and
disappear in a strain culture with
little or no apparent disturbance of
the culture. These are referred to
as transient strains.
Throughout the work with cultures of the BSMV, with few exceptions, changes in the characteristic
degrees of chlorosis induced in the
small grains have been in the direction of an increase. The most outstanding exceptions are the yellowleaf and white-leaf strains, with
which the observable changes have
been in the direction of a decrease
in the relative amoimt of chlorotic

leaf area caused by aberrant mild
and moderate strains possessing
some competitive advantage in the

cultures. This subject is dealt with
further in the descriptions of the
strains.

BLOCKING EFFECT OF ESTABLISHED
STRAINS AGAINST REINFECTION BY RELATED STRAINS FROM WITHOUT
In the tests previously discussed
(pp. 24 to 30) the latent strain manifested signs of inferiority when in
competition in mixed cultures containing certain other more virulent
strains. However, when suscepts
were first inoculated with and invaded by the latent strain and then
inoculated again with a more virulent strain, there was no visible
evidence that the latter, or challenging strain, could become established
in a detectable amount in the inoculated leaves or in any other part of
the already infected plants {76^
77). Many bio-assays of inoculated
leaves and of noninoculated leaves
failed to reveal any of the virulent
challenging strains. Furthermore,
there were no signs of additional
stunting or of any other changes in
the plants which might suggest that
undet^ctable challenging virus got
into the plants. In a reciprocal test
with the latent strain used to challenge the established yellow-leaf
strain, there was no reduction of the
chlorosis (blending) in the leaves—
a reaction that took place when
these strains were introduced into
a plant simultaneously.
In another test, the moderate oat
strain from infected Statesville oat
plants was used to challenge the latent strain in 10 Atsel barley plants
and to inoculate 10 Atsel control
plants. Each of the control plants
became infected, but none of the
plants infected with the latent strain
manifested any signs from the
challenging strain. Each of these
challenged plants was tested by
means of inoculations to Statesville oats, and each of the 74 oat
seedlings thus inoculated failed

to manifest any signs of infection.
In a similar test the lethal-rosette
oat "strain" was used to challenge
the latent strain in Atsel barley. All
the control plants that were inoculated with the challenging strain
became infected ; whereas, the same
lot of inoculum failed to induce any
visible changes in the 10 plants infected with the latent strain. Each
of these challenged plants was tested on Statesville oat seedlings, with
the result that the 70 oat seedlings
inoculated failed to show signs of
infection.
Each of the virulent strains (albino and necrosis strains excepted)
described in this bulletin was used
to challenge the latent strain in Atsel or Atlas barley or in Rescue
wheat; and each of the virulent
oat strains described was used to
challenge the mild oat strain
in Statesville oats, when culture
temperatures were at 24° C. or
above. In every test the less virulent established strain appeared
to block invasion by the more virulent challenging strain. The yellow-leaf strain and the white-leaf
strain (Canada source) were used
to challenge a few mild and moderate strains. The established strains
always appeared to block complete\j any signs of invasion by the challenging strain. However, when
yellow-leaf strain and lethal whiteleaf strain were used to challenge
moderate strain LIT in Atlas barley the latter strain did not always
block reinfection, especially when
the culture temperature ranged
from 20° to 22.5° C. The latent
strain blocked reinfection by each
of these three strains in Atlas bar31

ley wheoi culture was at 22"" to 22.5°
C. and also when it was at 24° C.
and above. Had time permitted
making all relevant combinations of
strains over a wide range of culture
temperatures, other cases of blockage failure or irregularity might
have been revealed.
Nothing is known concerning the
precise internal factors involved in
the process of blocking, or protecting, by an established strain
against systemic reinfection by a
related strain. Furthermore, it
appears that pjrogress is likely to
be slow in this area of research
until studies can be conducted with
suitable plant-cell cultures. However, one view that has been held
for many years is that the established strain has preempted materials that would be required for
the establishment of a closely related strain.

With mammalian-cell cultures,
it has been demonstrated that a
non-antigenic component known as
Interferon is associated with infections by certain viruses of the vertebrates {JfO^ 4^) and that this component prevents superinfection by
certain other virus species. Furthermore, the interferon serves to
prevent infection of a high percentage of the cells in the culture
by the virus that induces it.
If a virus-induced component
comparable with interferon occurs
in the infected plants, it may explain some of the problems relating
to strain competition in mixedstrain cultures such as the blocking or protective effect against
strain superinfection and the progressive reduction of chlorotic
symptoms associated with infections by most strains of the BSMV
in the small-grain suscepts.

HISTORIES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF
STRAINS '
There is no method by which it
can be guaranteed that the population of a plant-virus culture is composed of only one genetic type.
The tendency for some strains to
manifest weak or no competitive
advantage over aberrant strains
evolving in their cultures and for
strain symptoms in leaves to blend
rather than to segregate relatively
quickly in mixed-strain cultures
has made it difficult to obtain constancy in some of the strain isolates. However, use of the dilution-selection method of transfer
and, when convenient, seed-passage
segregation has made it possible to
detect and isolate a number of culture lines with rather distinctive
characteristics. Most of these culture-line populations appear to be
composed of one, or chiefly of one,
strain.
^ AU cultures discussed are in the custody of the Cereal Crops Research
Branch, Crops Research Division.
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Extension of the range of varieties and species of test plants, of
the culture environment, and the
use of physical and chemical methods in conjunction with plant-reaction tests should further resolve
many of the strain cultures tested.
However, these studies suggest that
this approach may be difficult to
perfect because of the genetic instability of many of the strains.
The steady displacement of the
moderate oat strain by the non-oatinfecting strain (severe strain
SOM) when culture was in Moore
barley and Michigan Amber wheat
is an example of the difficulty in
point. Other cases of mutant substitution are discussed later.
On the basis of present information, strain cultures cannot be
transferred promiscuously from
variety to variety or from species
to species of test plant without
some danger of change through
mutant substitution. Furthermore,

carrying strain cultures in one variety of test plant has not solved
completely the problem of population change.
The cultures are stored in dehydrated leaf tissue {73). Some
strains are known to remain active
for several years, but it appears
that strains differ in their ability to
remain viable. When a dehydrated
culture is transferred to the donor
variety of test plant, sometimes an
aberrant strain that was not detected in the donor plants comes to
expression. This necessitates reselection. Furthermore, with the
few strains that have been preserved in seed, some reselection has
been necessary among the infected
seed-seedlings.
Moreover, with
seedlings that expressed typical
symptoms the transfer cultures required reselection sooner or later.
With the exception of the albino
strain and the necrosis strain,
neither of which could be maintained in culture, each strain gave
a positive reaction against the
type-strain antisenmi; in a few
cases, the reaction was erratic.
Most of the chlorotic markings
associated with the mild, moderate,
severe, yellow-leaf, and white-leaf
strains during the chronic phase of
the disease in Atsel barley or in
Statesville oats are depicted in figures 4 through 6.
Strains are assigned chlorosis
ratings ranging from 0 through 10.
These ratings represent classes and
are based on visual estimates of depletion of the chlorophyll in leaves
that are in the chronic phase of the
disease. Relationships between the
ratings (2 through 10) with the leaf
symptoms depicted in figures 4
through 6 are indicated by the
chart, p. 35. The chlorosis rating of
1 (not illustrated and not included
in the chart) signifies faint lightgreen mosaic markings, like those
for the soilborne wheat mosaic virus
and for the wheat streak-mosaic
virus (63., figs. 7 and 8). Similar

4.—Degrees of chlorotic markings
induced by mild and moderate strains
of the virus in the chronic disease
phase in Atsel barley. ( See chart on
p. 35.)

FIGURE

faint light-green mosaic markings
are induced by strains with chlorosis
ratings of 2 or 3 ; these are in addition to the more strongly chlorotic
markings illustrated in the figures
indicated by the chart.
Moderate strains YLM and LRM
may be identical, and severe strains
Wisconsin, SOM, and Mississippi
may be identical. They are listed
separately because of their different
derivations and for purposes of
record.

STRAINS INFECTING
BARLEY AND WHEAT
Latent Strain
The source of the latent strain is a
bulk sample of field-grown Pilot
spring wheat supplied by the Wyoming Agricultural Experiment
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Station. When a sample of this seed
lot was germinated and the plants
were grown under suitable culture
conditions {76), the BSMV was revealed in 186 (46percent) of the 404
plants. Of the mfected plants, 14
manifested moderately strong chlorotic signs, 157 had very mild to
moderate—^but mostly very mild—
chlorotic signs, and 15 had suggestive signs of infection. Infections
in the latter group were first verified
through bio-assay of each plant on
Atsel barley seedlings; however, as
the 15 wheat plants developed, each
manifested a trace of chlorotic
markings in one or more leaves. A
transfer was made from a plant
showing a trace of yellow stripe to
30 Michigan Amber winter wheat

FiGUKE 6.—Extreme chlorosis induced by
yellow-leaf and white-leaf strains in
the chronic disease phase In Atsel
barley. (See chart on p. 35.)

5.—Degrees of chlorotic marKlngs
induced by the moderate and more
virulent strains of the virus in the
chronic disease phase in Atsel barley.
( See chart on p. 35. )

FIGURE
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seedlings. Of these plants, 2 expressed moderately strong stripe
mosaic, 26 expressed very mild to
moderately mild signs, and 2 manifested no signs, though each was
found to carry virus. One of these
virus-carrier plants produced 248
viable seeds. When these seeds were

Chart relating the chlorosis ratings with the leaf symptoms illustrated in figures 4
through 6
Figure designation
Chlorosis
rating

2
3
4
5
16

7
8
29
3 10

Strain group

4

5

6

A B C D E

A B C D E

ABC

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

Mild.
*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

* * * *
*****
*****
*

I Moderate.
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

Severe.
Yellow-leaf and white-leaf.
Lethal white-leaf.

1 The chlorotic areas contain less chlorophyll than 5.
2 White-leaf contains less carotinoides in the chlorotic tissue than yellow-leaf.
3 Lethal white-leaf has a higher percentage of solidly white tissue than white-leaf.

tested under suitable culture conditions (75), only one plant manifested visible signs of infection, and
these were very faint. When 145 of
the healthy-appearing plants were
tested for virus, 24 were found to be
virus carriers. Of these, one plant
is the source of the latent strain discussed throughout this bulletin.
For 26 months the stock culture
was maintained in Michigan Amber
winter wheat or in Harvest Queen
winter wheat plants; it was transferred to young seedlings 18 times.
At the end of this period it was observed that chlorotic markings were
appearing in some of the plants. It
soon became evident that the rank
growth of tillers and leaves at warm
culture temperatures made close
diagnosis of the leaves too difficult.
Stock cultures were then carried in
Atsel barley plants grown singly in
4-inch clay pots. These relatively
small plants permit the close inspection of each leaf and the rigid selection necessary to maintain the culture.
This close selection method was
followed with the latent strain
through 45 dilution-transfer tests
involving 1,337 infected Atsel bar-

ley or sensitive spring wheat plants.
Out of this population, only 9
plants (0.673 percent) gave expression to meager chlorotic markings in
the chronic phase ; these plants were
scattered throughout the tests. Such
plants were removed as soon as observed, because these aberrant
chlorotic markings sometimes become masked with chlorophyll as
the plant ages. Occasionally a
virulent strain may be present in a
leaf that has not expressed visible
aberrant signs. Such a leaf, which
had been under very close observation from the time of its extrusion,
was used for inoculum in the 46th
transfer of the latent strain to 20
healthy Atsel seedlings. All plants
became infected; 11 expressed only
the latent reaction throughout their
lives, and 9 expressed very mild
signs of aberrant strains. In subsequent dilution transfers of the
latent-strain culture, involving approximately 1,500 infected plants of
Atsel barley, it is estimated that
about 3 percent of the plants manifested signs of aberrant strains.
Close observation and selection are
essential to the proper maintenance
of the latent-strain culture as aber35

rant yellowing strains may appear
at any time. However, since aberrant strains in the culture sometimes
are masked, the most diligent selection by present methods does not
guarantee purity of the culture.
As in the case of the tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), the bio-activity
of the latent strain of the BSMV
showed no diminution after a long
series of laboratory dilution transfers, which indicates that the virus
propagates or replicates indefinitely
through series transfers as a living
obligate parasitic organism. With
the TMV, the series dilutions totaled 10"^^ (^4) ; whereas, with the
latent strain of the BSMV, they
have totaled more than 10~^^^. No
plant virus is known to infect a
plant after being diluted to either
of these magnitudes in a single step.
With the most effective methods of
inoculation, the TMV will infect an
occasional susceptible tobacco plant
when diluted lO""^ to 10"» in distilled
water. The latent strain of the
BSMV has infected occasional Atsel
barley seedlings when diluted 10"^
in distilled water. However, the
end-point usually has been at dilutions near 550 times when leaves in
the early chronic phase of the disease served for the inoculum. When
inoculum was prepared from leaves
in the late chronic phase, dilutions
of five times frequently failed to infect some of the inoculated seedlings
in a test population.
The following four strains were
derived directly or indirectly from
the latent strain: (1) mild strain
LIB, (2) severe strain L4A, (3)
coarse-blotch strain, and (4) eyespot-blotch strain, which evolved in
the coarse-blotch strain culture.
Other isolates that were carried for
a short time suggest that the latent
strain and its aberrant yellowing
strains may have the potential for
producing a continuous series of
strains with respect to the degrees
of chlorosis induced in Atsel barley
and similar test plants.
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Other latent isolates from Pilot
wheat. Glacier barley, and from
barley seed produced in Argentina
were studied for a time, but these
were discontinued because aberrant
yellowing strains appeared with unusual frequency or were unusually
aggressive. In some of these cases,
it appeared that the latent type was
an unusually weak competitor or
was difficult to transfer.
In Atsel barley and other suitable test varieties of barley and
wheat, when cultured with ample
light at warm temperatures, the first
faintly chlorotic signs appear 3 to 4
days after inoculation. Frequently
this first faint reaction is missed by
the observer as it may disappear
within a few hours. Also, during
periods of low light intensity, there
may be no visible signs at this early
stage of invasion. On the sixth to
the ninth day after inoculation, the
primary acute chlorotic signs come
to expression in the third or the
fourth leaf, or in both. The markings may consist of a few scattered
faintly chlorotic stripes, but usually
there is a pronounced chlorotic
"patch" (fig. 7, 5) ranging from
% inch to 2 inches in length, at 24°
C. in the greenhouse. This chlorotic area may involve most or all of
a blade when culture is in unobstructed sunlight during the summer or is in the light room. Because of the characteristic delay in
the expression of the primary acute
signs, positive diagnosis of this
strain frequently cannot be made
until the ninth day after inoculation. With winter daylight man^
of the infected plants fail to manifest disease signs of any kind.
With culture at cool temperatures
(15.5° to 18° C.) in winter daylight,
infected Atsel plants have expressed no visible signs of infection
in the primary acute phase. However, during the long days of summer, primary acute chlorotic markings do appear at 18° C. but not
when culture is at 15.5° C. Bio-as-

7.—A, Healthy leaf of Atsel barley. B, G, and D, Leaves infected
with the latent strain: B, Primary
acute reaction and C, chronic reaction (no signs) in Atsel barley; D,
chronic signs In Tetra Petkus rye.

FIGURE

says have revealed the presence of
the latent strain throughout the
plants that expressed no visible
signs at 15.5° and at 18° C.
The delayed primary acute markings are in the blade tissues that expressed or potentially could have
expressed the first elusive signs.
When two, and occasionally three,
blades express these delayed signs,
the signs are in tissues that were in
approximate juxtaposition during
their emergence from the second
744-882 0-65—6

sheath on the third to the fourth
day after inoculation. In such instances, the signs appear at the base
of the third, on most of the fourth,
and at the tip of the fifth blade.
"VVTien the chlorotic area appears
early or becomes unusually extensive, a yellowing mutant is suspected ; the plant is not used for inoculum.
In the chronic phase the leaves
are free from visible signs of disease (fig. 7, i?) ; when distinct signs
do appear, mutation is evident.
When large numbers of leaves from
infected plants were compared with
large numbers of similar leaves
from healthy control plants, it was
found that faint light-green markings sometimes are present in the
youngest extruded blades from each
group and that they are more likely
to appear in the infected than in the
healthy leaves, especially when
light conditions are good. However, these markings are so elusive
and inconstant that they are of no
value for purposes of accurate diagnosis. Virus assays have revealed the latent strain throughout
the chronic phase of the disease in
Atsel barley. Because of the lack
of diagnostic signs in the chronic
phase, the latent strain is given a
chlorosis rating of 0.
The culms of the infected Atsel
barley plants tend to be slightly
shorter and the heading time tends
to be more irregular than in the
healthy plants. Sterile florets are
common in the normal-appearing
heads on the infected plants.
In Moore barley, signs of infection are exceedingly rare at any
stage of the invasion ; yet the plants
carry the virus in reasonably high
titer, when culture is at 24° C. in
the, greenhouse. However, when
culture is in the light room or out
of doors with unabstructed sunlight
during the summer, the characteristic chlorotic patch of the primary
acute phase usually appears, as in
AtseL In the chronic phase, no
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signs of infection have been detected under any conditions of culture used in these tests.
In Tetra Petkus winter rye and
in Prolific spring rye, the first sligns
of infection appear as in Atsel barley, but they are more pronounced
and tend to advance in their development without interruption
through the primary acute phase.
Necrotic markings are more likely
to appear in the secondary acute
phase in rye than in barley or
wheat. In the chronic phase a few
light-green, greenish-yellow, or
necrotic stripes appear in some of
the leaves (fig. 7, D) and some of
the infected leaves manifest no visible signs. The lengths of the leaf
blades and the intemodes on the
infected Tetra Petkus rye plants
were decreased about 33.3 percent
and the number of tillers was increased about 40 percent, in comparison with the healthy plants,
when culture was near 24°C. in the
greenhouse. A few plants have reacted violently when infected with
the latent strain, but transmission
tests have failed to give any indication that an aberrant lethal strain
was involved. It appears that
there was a trace of a hypersensitive genotype in the lot of rye seed
tested.
Nine infected Tetra Petkus plants
were kept under close observation in
the greenhouse at temperatures
ranging from 24° to 38° C. for
nearly 10 months (December
through August). Since this is a
winter rye, many tillers died because of the unnatural culture conditions. When the test was terminated, the 9 plants had a total
of 97 tillers of sufficient size for
diagnosis. These were distributed among five symptom-reaction
groups as follows: Group 1 (tillers
free from disease signs), 17; group
2 (tillers had 1 to 5 small chlorotic
markings in 1 to 5 leaves), 35 ; group
3 (tillers had 5 to 10 small fchlorotic
markings involving about one38

twentieth of the leaf area), 21;
group 4 (tillers had small chlorotic
markings involving about oneeighth of the leaf area), 13; and
group 5 (tillers had chlorotic markings involving about one-fourth of
the leaf area), 11.
The extent to which latent-strain
virus might be present in the individual tiller was determined by
making selections from each of the
five symptom-reaction groups from
each of the nine plants. Sixty-two
tillers were selected, and a leaf from
each was inoculated into five seedlings of Atsel barley. The reactions
of these Atsel plants through to
their heading indicated that 76 percent of the rye tillers in the sjnnptomless group 1 carried only latentstrain virus. The other tillers in
this group seemed to carry only the
slightest trace of an aberrant yellowing strain or strains. The percentages of tillers appearing to
carry only the latent-strain virus
were 65.4, 36.3, 33.3, and 45.3 in
groups 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
In three of the very old rye tillers
that were nearly mature, no virus
was detected. Generally speaking,
very old tissues are poor sources for
active virus.
It appears that this winter rye,
like Michigan Amber winter wheat,
when cultured at warm temperatures, is not very satisfactory for
use as a lon^-term reservoir for
large quantities of latent-strain
inoculum. To be certain of getting
good inoculum, the researcher must
first make preliminary transfer tests
from selected rye tillers for verification in a suitable test plant. The
ryes tested did manifest oetter acute
signs than the other test plants
during the winter months, but they
had the disadvantage of being less
sensitive to infection when inoculated by the method that was standard in these studies.
In one out of several trials. Mod jo
barley developed a very weak systemic infection when inoculated

with the latent strain. Presence of
the strain was demonstrated in but
one of many leaves from which
transfers were made to Atsel barley.
Valmore barley is highly resistant
to or immune from the latent strain.
In two inoculation tests the latent
strain induced delayed symptoms of
a very mild mosaic in 58 of 137 inoculated Statesville oat seedlings.
However, when inoculum from tlie
58 mosaic oat plants was used in
five trials to inoculate 182 Statesville oat seedlings and 160 Atsel
barley seedlings, no signs of infection occurred in the oats but 128
(80 percent) of the barley seedlings
developed typical reactions of the
latent strain. Furthermore, five attempts to obtain transfers of the
virus from these infected Atsel barley plants back to Statesville oats
were unsuccessful.
From these results, it appears
that the latent strain is an unusually weak oat-infecting strain or
that a weak oat-infecting transient
mutant may have been present in
the latent strain population when
it was used to inoculate the oat
plants. It is to be expected that
strains possessing a very weak
ability to infect will become evident only in occasional tests unless
very large populations of seedlings
are inoculated.

Mild Strain VML
Mild strain VML was isolated
from an infected seed-seedling produced by an infected Valmore barley plant that had been inoculated
with the Argentina mild strain
soon after the latter was isolated.
In Atsel barley, the acute signs are
somewhat stronger than is usual
from a strain that has a chlorosis
rating of 1 in the chronic phase.
In the chronic phase, signs in the
growing leaves consist of large
solid faint light-green areas.
Some striping occurs in parts of
the leaf where these areas blend
with the normal green areas. Usu-

ally these signs disappear by the
time the leaf has ceased to elongate,
and the leaf appears to be healthy.
Leaves sometimes fail to show
signs. The Valmore barley plant
from which this strain was isolated,
expressed very mild light-green
markings in the first three or four
leaves of the chronic phase, but in
subsequent leaves the reactions
were latent. Bio-assays revealed
the virus in the flag leaves of each
culm. On transfer back to Valmore from infected Atsel barley no
change in symptoms could be detected. Occasionally,
yellowing
strains evolve in this culture.

Argentina Mild Strain
The Argentina mild strain culture was derived from a single
seed-seedling of West China barley
(C.I. 7556). This naturally infected seed was produced in Argentina ; it was supplied the writers by
J. G. Moseman after he had noted
signs of the BSMV in some of the
West China barley plants growing
in the greenhouse.
This culture is of particular interest because it appeared to be unusually stable in each of the 21
consecutive subtransfer populations of Atsel or of Atlas barley—
the symptoms expressed among the
plants comprising any single transfer population, which comprised
from 5 to 20 plants, were uniform.
Yet, during the last 10 transfers,
the virulence of the culture line
increased gradually until finally it
was given a chlorosis rating of 7,
Because the first few transfer
populations of Atsel barley manifested unusually uniform symptoms when inoculated with fresh
inoculum diluted from 5 to 1,000
times, the latter being close to the
dilution end-point of the virus, it
was decided to continue the transfers with inoculum diluted only 5
to 10 times. In the first 11 transfers, all infected plants in each
transfer, population qualified for a
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chlorosis rating of 2 in the chronic
phase. However, in all plants, the
acute phase of the disease was
stronger than is usual for a strain
that induced such a weak chronic
phase.
In the 12th and 13th transfers,
the acute reactions in the plants
were uniformly weaker than in
previous transfers, but no change
was noted in the chronic reactions.
However, in the 14th and 15th
transfers, the chronic reactions
among all the test plants were uniformly stronger than usual and
were given a chlorosis rating of 3.
In subsequent transfers the chronic
reactions steadily increased in
severity. The 21st (last) transfer
was given a chlorosis rating of 7.
A sample of leaf tissue from the
11th transfer of the Argentina
mild strain culture was dehydrated
and preserved. The 21st transfer
of the culture is designated Argentina moderate strain and is listed
with the moderate strains.
The Argentina mild to moderate
culture line was maintained for 26
months in Atsel and Atlas barley
plants growing in the greenhouse.
From time to time throughout the
study, transfer populations were
divided in order that part of the
plants could be grown in the controlled-temperature light room
(p. 7). Throughout the tests, uniformity of the symptoms among
the plants in a given transfer population was evident in the light
room as well as in the greenhouse ;
the changes in the virulence in the
culture line also were evident in
both culture locations.
At the time of the sixth transfer
of the culture, 10 seedlings of Valmore barley also were inoculated.
The four plants that became infected were grown to maturity, and
the seed was harvested. When the
infected seeds were tested, the infected plants expressed a range of
symptoms; and when transfers to
Atsel or to Atlas barley were made.
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four distinct strain cultures were
detected—mild strain VML, a fleckblotch strain, and two moderate
types that finally were designated
Argentina severe strain and Argentina dwarf strain.
Since there was a slight amount
of flecking evident in all plants infected with the Argentina mild culture during the first 13 transfers to
Atsel and Atlas barley, it seems
likely that the fleck-blotch strain
was present in the infected West
China barley seed-seedling. If it
was present in subsequent transfers,
there were no visible signs to betray
it. Mild strain VML may have been
the predominating strain in the culture during 13 or more transfers,
and the two moderate types may
have been present in the West China
barley seedling. However, at this
point it should be stated that they,
too, gradually increased in their virulence from transfer to transfer in
much the same way as has been described for the Argentina mild
strain culture.
During the period the Argentina
mild to moderate culture was being
transferred to Atsel and Atlas barleys, it was inoculated into Valmore
barley seedlings on 10 occasions.
Of the 187 Valmore seedlings that
were inoculated, only 11 became infected ; and in each of these transfers the incubation time was extended—ranging from 7 to 15 days
after inoculation.
When these Valmore cultures
were transferred back to Atsel or
Atlas barley seedlings they manifested differences in virulence ranging from mild to severe types. They
are regarded as transient mutants
possessing weak competitive characteristics in Atsel and Atlas barley. When the cultures were transferred from Valmore back to
Valmore, some seemed well adapted,
and others seemed poorly adapted
to this variety. This study could
not be pursued further.

The behavior of the Argentina
mild to moderate culture series in
Atsel and Atlas barleys can be explained on the basis of an unusually slow gain in supremacy of one
or more strains of greater virulence
but which possess only a very slight
competitive advantage over the initial strain population. Under these
circumstances, very slight differences in the disease reactions among
the test plants in a given transfer
population could escape visual detection.

Mild Strain LIB
Mild strain LIB evolved in the
latent strain culture in Michigan
Amber wheat. It has a chlorosis
rating of 3 in Atsel barley. It has
failed to infect Valmore barley.

Moderate Strain LSP
Moderate strain LSP is of special
interest because of its low incidence
of seed passage. This strain traces
back to the single infected seedseedling of Michigan Amber wheat
that expressed mild symptoms in
the same seedling population from
which the latent strain was isolated.
After several passages through
Michigan Amber and one passage
through Golden Giant sweet com,
the virus was transferred from the
sweet com to 25 Atsel barley seedlings. All but one of the Atsel
plants manifested mild symptoms.
The one plant appeared to be infected with a strain of moderate
virulence and is the source of this
low seed-passage strain.
The incidence of seed transmission has been low with this strain
in Atsel barley and Clark's Cross,
Marquis, Rescue, and Thatcher
wheats. Of the 1902 seed-seedlings
tested from 243 infected plants,
only 155 (8.1 percent) gave evidence
of being infected. This is a low incidence of seed passage in comparison with other seed-transmitting
strains, which gave rates ranging
from 36.8 to 53.0 percent. This

strain gave a chlorosis rating of 5
in Atsel barley. It did not infect
Valmore barley.
After storage near 1° C. in dehydrated leaf tissue for 5 years, this
strain infected 47 percent of the
inoculated test seedlings.
Since it was known that the
coarse-blotch strain does not pass to
the next generation through the
seed, it was thought that the lowseed-passage culture might be a
compatible mixture containing a
high-seed-passage strain and a nonseed-passage
strain.
Persistent
study of random isolates and seedpassage tests failed to reveal a highseed-passage strain, but they did
reveal the non-seed-passage strain
(moderate strain NSP).

Moderate Strain NSP
Moderate strain NSP, a non-seedpassage strain, was isolated from
moderate strain LSP through the
use of stored isolates that were used
in seed-passage tests. The nonseed-passage culture was then retrieved from among the cultures
held in storage. This strain failed
to pass any of the 97 seed-seedlings
from infected Moore barley—the
variety in which it was discovered.
The original stored isolate that was
used to inoculate Moore, when
tested on 17 plants of Atsel barley,
infected all the plants ; but the virus
failed to pass to the next generation through any of the 375 seedseedlings that were tested from
these plants.
Although the data obtained with
the non-seed-passage strain are relatively meager in comparison with
those obtained with the coarseblotch strain, it was concluded that
this is a non-seed-passage strain,
under the conditions of these tests,
and that it evolved in the cultures
sometime after the last seed passage of the parent culture through
the Michigan Amber wheat seed referred to in the histories of the latent strain and of the coarse-blotch
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strain. The non-seed-passage strain
gave chlorosis ratings of 5 to 7
in Atsel barley. It did not infect
Valmore barley.
After storage near 1° C. in dehydrated leaf tissue for 4^/2 years,
this strain infected 60 percent of the
inoculated test seedlings.

Type Strain
Type strain was isolated from a
local infection in the leaf of a Samsun tobacco plant that had been
inoculated with an isolate originating in a naturally infected seedseedling of Chevron barley grown
in the barley nursery at St. Paul,
Minn. {70), Passage through tobacco tissue caused no apparent
change in the culture. This is one
of the rare cases in which virus was
recovered from suscepts outside the
grass family. As with other strains
of the virus, the dilution end-point
of the type strain has fluctuated
greatly from test to test. However,
the usual end-point has been near
2,500 times. The dilution point for
infection in 50 percent of the inoculated plants usually has been near
350 times. This strain and the moderate oat strain that was isolated
from the type-strain culture are the
only ones thus far that have given
end-points near 10,000 times (1 time
in each case). The type strain gave
a chlorosis rating of 6 in Atsel barley. It did not infect Valmore barley.

Moderate Strain LIT
Moderate strain LIT was derived
from a dehydrated culture of the
type strain of the virus in Atlas
barley, and it is regarded as a mutant from the type strain. In Atsel
and Atlas barleys it is characterized
by its relatively long incubation
time (5 to 21 days) and, unlike other
strains of the virus, by the absence
of a striking acute-phase reaction.
The early symptoms tend to be
weak ; but as the new leaves appear
their chlorotic markings become
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sufficiently strong to give chlorosis
ratings ranging from 5 to 7. Spindle markings mingled with coarse
broken stripes and mottling (fig. 5,
D) are common in the diseased
leaves.
Usually some of the seedlings in
an inoculated population fail to become infected from a virus extract
diluted 5 times. Temperatures
above 24° C., especially summer
temperatures in the shaded greenhouse, have been the most satisfactory for work with this strain.
When culture was at 22° C. and below during the winter, the chances
for transmission failure were increased. On the other hand, type
strain, from which moderate strain
LIT was derived, rarely failed to infect all inoculated seedlings when
the culture was at temperatures
ranging from 18° C. in the winter to
the high temperatures of summer.
The latent strain blocked reinfection when challenged by moderate
strain LIT, but when the latter was
challenged by the yellow-leaf strain
or the lethal white-leaf strain blocking was erratic; this suggests incomplete invasion of the plant by
moderate strain LIT. In four serological tests with this strain against
the BSMV antiserum, Howard A.
Scott obtained three positive reactions and one negative reaction. In
two similar tests, Ellen Moorhead
Ball obtained negative reactions.
The microprecipitin test was used
by both investigators.
Observations made by Myron K.
Brakke on leaf-dip preparations
from electron microscopy (method
of J. Brandes) showed numerous
typical virus rods in Moore barley
leaves infected with the type strain
of the BSMV. The numbers for
each traverse of a grid opening were
218, 168, and 505 on one grid ; 182,
61, and 157 on a second grid; and
more than 500 (too numerous to
count) on a third grid. The numbers of rods per 10 traverses of grid
openings for the stock culture of

moderate strain LIT in Moore
barley leaves were 35, 157, and 113
for three grids.
Since long incubation time was
the characteristic under study, selections for inoculation transfer
were made from diseased plants
that had manifested the longer incubation times. As the study progressed, incubation times of 12 to 21
days were obtained in several plants,
the difficulty of getting transfers
from diseased plants increased
until in some cases no transfers
were obtained, and the degree of
chlorosis became less uniform
among the diseased plants comprising a test population. Since extinction of the Argentina dwarf strain
had been encountered already (81)^
it was decided to explore one plant
of Atlas barley that was showin^y
good signs of modf^rate strain LIT
in all its leaves. Nine leaf samples
taken by Dr. Scott from nine tillers
were used for making nine m^croprecipitin tests against the BSMV
antiserum. Each sample failed to
give a positive reaction. A composite leaf sample was then taken
from the same plant and used for
making the Bentor»ite-flocculation
test against the BSMV antiserum.
A weak, but positive, reaction was
obtained in this test. Attempts to
get transfers from this diseased
Atlas barley plant to healthy Atlas
seedlings and to healthy Rescue
wheat seedlings failed in two trials
involving a total of 38 prime seedlings that were cultured under ideal
conditions for infection.
Diseased leaves from this plant
were sent to Myron K. Brakke for
comparative estimates of the number of virus rods in electron microscope preparations. The numbers
of rods per 20 traverses of grid
openings for this plant were 29, 14,
and 11 on three grids. Thus, the
number of rods in the sample from
this plant was appreciably less
than in the sample from leaves infected with the stock culture of

moderate strain LIT and far less
than in the sample from leaves infected with the type strain.
The single plant (plant 1) and
four other diseased Atlas barley
plants, all of which became infected from the same batch of inoculum, were shorn of most of their
functioning leaves and these were
dehydrated and stored (each plant
separately) to await a more complete study. Four weeks later
plants 2, 3, 4, and 5 had produced
new tillers with good stripe-mosaic
symptoms in all their leaves. Inoculum was prepared (diluted 5
times) from these leaves from each
of the plants, and each of the four
inocula was inoculated into 10 to
20 prime seedlings each of Atlas
barley and Rescue wheat. Although growing conditions (early
June) in the greenhouse were ideal
for infection, transfer was obtained
from plant 5 only; 4 of the 10
inoculated Atlas plants becoming
infected. There were no signs of
infection in the 10 inoculated Rescue plants. The incubation times
ranged from 6 to 7 days.
Although this strain has a longer
incubation time than the type
strain, the culture is regarded as a
complex of strains with respect to
the degree of chlorosis induced, and
possibly to the incubation time.
Difficulties encountered in the fixing of isolates suggest that the culture may have an unusualljr high
mutation rate. Further studies are
required before it can be known if
low copulation level of the virus
rods in the plant is the prime factor or one among other factors involved in the long incubation time,
the irregularities in the inoculation
transfers and serological reactions,
and the ultimate running-out, or
extinction, of virus culture lines.
A total of 1,096 seed-seedlings
from 27 Atlas barley and 5 Rescue
wheat plants infected with the LIT
culture were tested; all failed to
show any signs of virus. The cul43

ture failed to infect Valmore barley.

Oklahoma Moderate Strain
Oklahoma moderate strain is an
isolate from leaves of a "mosaic
diseased" winter barley plant collected in Oklahoma by D. F. Wadsworth (llS) and sent to one of the
writers (McKinney) during the
early spring of 1948—2 years before the type strain of the BSMV
was isolated and determined to be
the causal agent for the disease
that had for many years been
known as "false-stripe" ((?P). This
strain gave chlorosis ratings of 6
in Atsel and Valmore barleys. In
an infection test with Clark's Cross
wheat, of 29 seed-seedlings from
the diseased plants tested 18 (62.1
percent) were infected. When this
strain was tested on Golden Giant
sweet com in 1948, its infection
rate was high; but when it was
tested in later years, especially in
1961 and 1962, the infection rate
in this sweet corn was very low.
After storage in dehydrated tissue
(7S) for 121/3 years, this strain infected 72.2 percent of the inoculated
Atsel barley plants.

Moderate Strain LQ
Moderate strain LQ is an isolate
from a local infection in a leaf of
Ghenopodium album (lambsquarters) that had been inoculated with
the same Chevron barley culture
used to inoculate the tobacco from
which the type strain was isolated.
Passage through lambsquarters
caused no change that could be detected in Atsel barley; however,
unlike the type strain, this strain
gave a chlorosis rating of 5.5 in
Valmore barley. On retransfer
from Valmore to Atsel, a whiteleaf strain was present in the culture.

Moderate Strain YLM
Moderate strain YLM evolved in
an Atsel barley plant that had been
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inoculated with the yellow-leaf
strain taken from an infected Valmore barley plant. Transfers back
to Valmore from Atsel have been
negative in many tests. It was
concluded that a non-Valmore-infecting mutant evolved in Atsel
barley and that a mutant substitution had taken place in the Atsel
tissue used for the inoculum to retest Valmore. In Atsel barley this
strain had a chlorosis rating of 7.

Moderate Strain LRM
Moderate strain LRM evolved in
the lethal-rosette oat "strain" culture while being carried in Manchuria barley. In Atsel barley it
induced only typical stripe mosaic ;
it could not be transferred from
Manchuria or Atsel back to Statesville oats. The evidence points to
another case of strain substitution.
The
non-oat-infecting
mutant
gained such a high degree of competitive supremacy in the Manchuria barley culture that the original
oat-strain population was not detected. This strain failed to infect
Valmore barley; in Atsel barley it
gave a chlorosis rating of 7. In the
last transfer made to Atlas barley
seedlings, the culture seemed to be
advancing in the direction of a severe strain.

Argentina Moderate Strain
The Argentina moderate strain
evolved in the Argentina mild to
moderate culture. It has a chlorosis
rating of 7 in Atsel and Atlas barleys. The culture has occasionally
infected a few seedlings of Valmore
barley. A few transfers from infected Valmore plants back to Valmore revealed only weak transmitting types differing in symptom
virulence; this suggests transient
mutants in the culture of the Argentina moderate strain.
After storage near 1° C. in dehydrated leaf tissue for 19 months,
this strain infected only 20 percent
of the inoculated test seedlings.

Severe Strain L4A
Severe strain L4A evolved in the
latent strain culture. When first
isolated it induced stripe-mosaic
markings with a chlorosis rating of
6, but, like the Argentina mild to
moderate culture line, it gradually
became more virulent until it gave
a chlorosis rating of 8 and appeared
to be stable. In each transfer population of Atsel barley the symptoms
were alike in all the diseased plants.
The dilution end-point characteristics of this strain essentially were
like those of the latent strain. This
strain did not infect Valmore barley.
After storage near 1° C. in dehydrated leaf tissue for 21/2 years,
this strain infected only 8 percent
of the inoculated test seedlings.

Wisconsin Severe Strain
Wisconsin severe stram was isolated from a culture of the virus
supplied by D. C. Amy ; he had isolated it from an infected seed-seedling of Manchuria barley. The culture of the virus used by Singh,
Amy, and Pound (IO4) was isolated from the same source of infected seed. In Atsel barley this
strain frequently induces white
areas in the leaves, which suggests
the presence of a white-leaf strain
in the culture; however, attempts
to isolate a white-leaf strain have
failed. This strain gave a chlorosis
rating of 8 in Atsel barley. It gave
a chlorosis rating of 6.5 in Valmore
barley and, like the Argentina
strains, it has infected Golden Giant
sweet com with unusual regularity.
In the last transfer made to Atlas
barley seedlings, it appeared that a
moderate strain is developing in the
culture.

Severe Strain SOM
Severe strain SOM is of considerable interest in that it evolved in
the moderate oat strain culture
while being carried in Moore barley.

All attempts to infect Statesville
oats with this strain have failed.
The details relating to the detection
of this strain in Michigan Amber
wheat have been given (pp. 29 and
30). Since the moderate oat strain
had been transferred to Moore
barley directly from infected
Statesvil-e oat tissue and severe
strain SOM was found in a Moore
barley culture, it is concluded
that this non-oat-infecting strain
evolved in the Moore barley culture
and that it was inadvertently discovered during the competitive
process of mutant strain substitution. Apparently, the substitut'on
was completed in the Michigan Amber wheat cultures just referred to.
Unlike the moderate oat strain,
severe strain SOM infected Valmore
barley ; it gave a chlorosis rating of
6. In Atsel barley it gave a chlorosis rating of 8.

Mississippi Severe Strain
Mississippi severe strain is an
isolate from a culture of moderate
virulence that was obtained from
John G. Moseman, who had received it from D. G. Wells, Mississippi State University, State College, Miss. In the many dilution
transfers of this culture, there had
been no indication that a whiteleaf strain was present. However,
the culture gave a chlorosis rating
of 6 in Valmore barley. When
transfers were made from infected
Valmore tissue to Atsel barley
seedlings, a white-leaf strain came
to expression in some of the Atsel
plants. In Atsel barley Mississippi
severe strain gave a chlorosis rating
of 8.

Argentina Severe Strain
Argentina severe strain was
isolated from an infected seed-seedling produced by a Valmore barley
plant that had been inoculated with
the Argentina mild strain. When
transferred to Atsel and Atlas barley seedlings it induced stripe45

mosaic with a chlorosis rating of 7 ;
but in the fourth transfer to these
barleys, the chlorosis rating was 8
and the plants showed signs of
dwarf. In the sixth, and last, transfer the chlorosis rating was still 8,
and the plants were classed as semidwarf. Throughout the transfers,
the diseased plants comprising each
transfer population manifested uniform symptoms, after the manner
of the Argentina mild-moderate culture line (p. 39). This strain seems
to be unusually well adapted to Valmore barley as it infected all
inoculated seedlings with regularity.

Yellow-Leaf Strain
The yellow-leaf strain is an isolate from a culture originating in
California. The original culture
is thought to be the one studied by
Gold and coworkers (32). The
writers received it from Warren C.
Burger.^ In Atsel barley the original culture induced chlorosis with
a rating of 7 ; whereas, the yellowleaf strain gave a chlorosis rating of
9. The incubation time was 3 to
5 days.
In the primary acute phase and in
the early chronic phase in Atsel barley, much of the tissue is solidly
licrht yellow (fig. 6, A, B, and ¿7).
When cultured in summer daylight
this tissue sometimes is almost ivory
white. Frequently, large solidly
yellow areas occur in all subsequent
leaves. It is not uncommon for entire blades and sheaths to be solidly
yellow. Islands of chlorophyll
soon appear in much of the yellow
tissue in tlie chronic phase, especially when illumination is with daylight. These green islands consist
of short to long stripes and mottling.
Solidly yellow tissue in the acute
phase dies rather quickly ; whereas.
* Plant biochemist, Crops Research
Division. Then stationed at Nebraska
Agricultural Experiment Station, Lincoln, Nebr.
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such tissue in the chronic phase may
remain turgid for a week or longer.
The internodes of the infected
plants are shortened; some of the
tillers and sometimes Atsel barley
seedlings are killed by this strain,
especially during periods of poor
daylight or periods of very strong
sunlight with high temperatures
during the summer. When heads
emerge, they are chlorotic; seeds
rarely develop. To avoid or reduce
the occasional killing of the seedlings, inoculation is delayed until
the fourth or the fifth leaf emerges,
or later. In Moore barley, this
strain had a chlorosis rating of 5 ;
the chlorotic tissue is yellowish
green to light yellow with some
white; large solidly chlorotic areas
in the blades usually are light green.
In Valmore barley, the chlorosis
rating was 5.
T\nien culture was in the light
room the carotenoids were more
evident, there was a greater tendency to develop green and yellow
stripes in the leaves, and fewer tillers and plants died than when it
was in the greenhouse during the
winter.
Although there was no apparent
inconstancy in symptoms among the
plants in a diseased population
through 13 transfers during 11
months, subsequent transfers were
not so chlorotic as usual. Dilutionselection transfers revealed a moderate stripe-mosaic strain. However, since substitution by this strain
was not complete, the yellow-leaf
strain was retrieved from the culture. After 33 transfers were made
during 26 months, a moderate strain
came to expression in the culture;
but attempts to retrieve the yellowleaf strain from the culture were
unsuccessful. The culture was
started again from yellow-leaf tissue that had been dehydrated and
stored 15 months earlier.
The yellow-leaf strain is one of
the few strains that became less vir-

ulent as a result of an evolving
strain of lesser virulence gaining
competitive ascendancy. Attempts
to isolate a white-leaf strain and a
necrosis strain from the yellow-leaf
strain have failed. When these
studies were terminated a moderate
strain again was evident in the culture. It is clear that maintenance
of this strain is dependent on occasional reselection away from less
virulent strains that p-re regarded as
mutants.
The dilution end-point of the
virus usually has been near 500
times. In one test it was near 1,000
times. The end-point for infection
in 50 percent of the inoculated
plants has been near 250 times.

White-Leaf Strain
The culture from which the
white-leaf strain was first isolated
originated in Canada. It was supplied by R. G. Timian, who had
obtained it from W. A. F. Hagborg.
The original culture induced severe
stripe mosaic in Atsel barley. The
white-leaf strain was isolated from
an infected seed-seedling from a
Moore barley plant that had been
inoculated with the Timian isolate.
The leaf markings induced by this
strain in Atsel barley and the other
highly susceptible test barleys and
wheats essentially are like those induced by the yellow-leaf strain.
However, the depletion of carotenoids was greater in plants infected
with the white-leaf strain. Conditions in the light room tended to
favor the induction of long chlorotic
stripes and the persistence of traces
of carotenoids in the chlorotic tissue.
As with yellow-leaf, the solidly
chlorotic tissues may remain turgid
for a week or more. In Atsel barley
the chlorosis rating was 9.
The internodes of infected Atsel
plants are very short; some of the
tillers die, but, especially when culture is outdoors, the plants tend to
produce an excess of tillers. The

heads frequently are completely
white, and they die early. Atsel
barley and other highly susceptible
test barleys and wheats have never
produced seed when infected with
this strain in the present tests. In
Atsel barley the killing of seedlings, tillers, and older plants by
this strain exceeds that occurring
with the yellow-leaf strain. Culture in the light room reduced the
amount of killing of plants and
tillers. Leaves in the early chronic phase have solidly ivory-white
or white chlorosis (fig. 6). Subsequent leaves in the chronic phase
manifest ivory-white to white
markings; the patterns resemble
those expressed when infection is
with the moderate strains (fig. 5).
However, with the white-leaf
strain, there tends to be more
chlorotic tissue in the distal and
proximal part of the leaves.
In Moore barley the white-leaf
strain gave a chlorosis rating of 6.
In Valmore barley this rating was
about 6.5.
No inconsistencies in the symptoms were noted through nearly 50
transfers during 18 months; subsequent transfers were less chlorotic than usual. Attempts to recover the white-leaf strain from the
culture failed; this indicates that
the less virulent, but superior competing strain, had either displaced
the white-leaf strain or was in
much greater proportion in the culture than was the latter. The
white-leaf strain was recovered
from another infected seed-seedling
of Moore barley. However, moderate strains appear in this culture
with greater frequency than they
did in the first culture. The dilution characteristics of the first
culture resembled those of the yellow-leaf strain.
Attempts to select a more potent
white-leaf strain and a necrosis
strain from the white-leaf culture
failed.
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Lethal White-Leaf Strain
Lethal white-leaf strain is of
particular interest since evidence
indicates that it represents another
case of mutant substitution in the
culture of an oat strain that was
carried too long in barley. In
this instance, the spindle-stripe oat
strain culture lost its ability to infect Statesville oats after being
carried in Atlas, Atsel, or Moore
barley through five successive
transfers. Transfers were made 3
to 14 weeks apart. In the final
trials, inoculum from the barley
culture infected 45 of the 59 inoculated Atsel and Atlas seedlings, but
none of the 149 inoculated Statesville oat seedlings showed signs of
infection during the period of observation (4 to 5 weeks).
In Atsel and Atlas barleys lethal
white-leaf strain induced more
white tissue than other white-leaf
isolates ; it gave a chlorosis rating of
10. Also, the diseased plants were
more dw^arfed; they usually died
before or during the jointing stage
when the culture was in winter
daylight. When culture was during the summer in a shaded greenhouse, the chances for survival of
the diseased plants increased but
many tillers were killed. A few
small sterile heads were produced
on stalks 6 to 8 inches tall. The
lethal reaction appeared to be
caused by depletion of the chlorophyll
and
starvation. Unlike
white-leaf strain, it appears that
lethal white-leaf strain may be
selected to the point of its extinction in Atsel and similar highly
susceptible hosts. As white tissue
makes such poor inoculum, sometimes it is necessary to include
crown and root tissue in the preparation in order to obtain transfers.
In Moore barley, the virus induced severe stripe mosaic and
dwarf. As with the white-leaf reaction in Atsel barley, it appears
that selections for extreme dwarf
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in Moore may reach the point of
culture-line extinction, unless a
system of very frequent transfer is
successful.
The incubation time in Atsel, Atlas, and Moore barleys was 6 to 8
days at 24° C. and above. Infection was very uncertain at 22.2° C.
and below.
In Valmore barley the infection
rate has been extremely erratic, the
incubation time has ranged from
11 to 36 days, and incomplete invasion of the infected plants has
been evident, especially when the
incubation time exceeded 15 days.
When invasion is incomplete, the
leaf symptoms consist of moderate
to severe stripe mosaic and the
plants become semidwarfed. In
one test that was continued in the
greenhouse for 9 months (July
through April), the tillers usually
died before the aborted heads appeared from the sheaths; new
tillers were continuing to replace
the dead ones when the test
was discontinued. Throughout this
period all leaves on all tillers expressed moderate to severe stripe
mosaic.
Transfers of this strain from Valmore to Valmore and especially
from Atsel and Atlas barleys back
to Valmore seedlings have been so
difficult and irregular that it is concluded that the culture population
as a whole or a transient strain
within it possesses an exceedingly
feeble ability to gain &n.tYj or to
become established, or both, in Valmore seedlings w^hen inoculated by
the method used in these tests. The
long incubation times sus^gest that
the strain has great difficulty becoming established after it has entered the inoculated cells of Valmore barley.
Wlien fresh inoculum (diluted 5
times) from young infected Atsel or
Atlas barley plants was used to inoculate seedlings of either of these varieties, usualy 25 percent or more of
the plants failed to become infected.

However, inoculum from leaves of
young infected Moore barley plants
failed to infect only 2 out of 29,
or 6.9 percent, of the inoculated
Atlas barley seedlings; this indicates that Moore barley is a better
source of inoculum than varieties
that give the white-leaf reaction.
Like yellow-leaf strain and whiteleaf strain, lethal white-leaf strain
can be displaced by moderate
strains evolving in the culture.
Spindle-stripe oat strain was not
lost as it was being carried in Statesville oats.

Albino Strain
In the study of the dual-strain
culture composed of latent strain
and moderate oat strain in Atsel
barley and during the process of
isolating mild oat strain from
Statesville oats, an unusually white
strain appeared on three occasions
in transfers from infected Statesville oats back to Atsel barley.
However, the infected Atsel seedlings perished so quickly that it was
impossible to get transfers to maintain the cultures.
In the early chronic phase of the
disease the barley leaf blades and
sheaths were translucent white with
no visible signs of plastid pigments.
It was reasonably evident that the
seedlings perished from the lack of
chlorophyll in the infected leaves.
Although this strain was isolated
from oats, it could not be typed on
oats because of the culture problem.
Albino strain exemplifies a sudden change in certain critical virus
characters involved in strain survival. In this case it appears that
the virus strain became so proficient
in its ability to destroy completely
the host's autosynthetic system that
it deprived itself of the support necessary for its survival under the
conditions of the tests.

Coarse-Blotch Strain
The coarse-blotch strain was isolated from the latent-strain culture

in Atsel barley after the latter had
passed through the seed of Pilot
wheat and of Michigan Amber
wheat. In Atsel barley this strain
gave a chlorosis rating of 6. In the
acute phase of the disease the markings and the degree of chlorosis essentially are the same as those induced by other moderate strains.
Sometimes there is an abrupt zone
of transition between the primary
acute phase and the chronic phase
in which parts of the third, fourth,
or fifth blades may be free or nearly
free from disease signs.
This
symptom-free tissue may carry
much virus or none that can be detected in bio-assays. In the chronic
phase the characteristic chlorotic
blotching pattern (fig. 8, E^ F^ and
G) tends to be distributed over the
entire length of the blades and
sheaths. Soon after the appearance
of the blotches their central areas
frequently become ivory white or
white, and they usually remain so
until the death of the tissue. In
Atlas barley, the chlorotic reactions
tend to be alike in all the leaves
throughout the chronic phase.
Long yellow or light-green stripes
have been exceedingly rare with
this strain; but dark-brown markings were common in leaves in the
chronic phase, especially when culture was in the light room. These
markings are short to long stripes,
and there are diffuse brown borders
to many of the blotches. Occasionally a tiller on an infected plant
escapes infection by this strain.
The coarse-blotch strain gave a
chlorosis rating of 5 in Moore barley and a rating of 6 in the varieties
of wheat used. It did not infect
Valmore barley. The dilution endpoint of the virus usually has been
near 250 times. In one case it was
near 500 times. The end-point for
infection in 50 percent of the inoculated plants has been near 100
times. Occasionally a few plants
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in a population failed to become infected when inoculated with a fresh
viruliferous extract diluted 5 times,

Under culture conditions that favored the detection of seed transmission of other strains of the virus,

!.—Atsel barley leaves Infected with (A-D) fleck-blotch strain and (E-G)
coarse-blotch strain.
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the coarse-blotch strain failed to
pass to the next host generation
through random samples of seed
from each of the three varieties of
barley and four varieties of wheat
that had typical coarse-blotch induced by inoculations with this
strain of the virus. A total of 3,802
seed-seedlings were tested from 138
infected plants. Many samples of
leaf tissue from the plants grown
from this seed were assayed for latent virus, and many of the seedlings were inoculated with a virulent strain of the virus. No virus
was detected in the assays, and all
plants inoculated with virulent
strains became infected; this indicates the probability that no other
strain of the BSMV was present in
the seedlings.
Although germination rate of
seed from infected plants tends to
be reduced, it is not known that this
reduction always represents a
lethal reaction induced directly by
virus in the seed. If this reaction
is involved in the case of the coarseblotch strain infection, these studies
indicated that this strain of the virus did not make detectable progress in the seedlings. Throughout
the studies the heads produced by
plants infected with this strain were
as well filled as heads produced by
plants infected with other moderate
strains, if not better filled ; the seeds
gave germination rates ranging
from 94.7 to 100 percent.
It is concluded that the coarseblotch strain evolved in the latentstrain culture during the period of
these studies^—it evolved after the
passage of the latent strain through
the seed of Pilot wheat and thence
through the seed of Michigan Amber wheat.
An eyespotting strain appears occasionally in the course-blotch culture, especially when the latter is
carried in Michigan Amber wheat.
It has been isolated and transferred several times, but the cultures
revert to coarse-blotch so quickly

that it was impossible to keep it
in pure culture. Like the coarseblotch strain, the eyespot strain was
found not to be seedborne.
In Atsel barley and Michigan
Amber wheat, the markings induced by this strain resemble those
induced in Statesville oats by the
oat eyespot strain.

Fleck-Blotch Strain
The fleck-blotch strain was derived from the same Canada culture
as the white-leaf strain. It has a
chlorosis rating of 6 in Atsel barley. In the transition from the primary aciite phase to the chronic
phase, long yellow or light-green
stripes sometimes appear in the
fourth or the fifth leaves, or in both,
especially in the wheat test plants
during midsummer in the greenhouse. In the subsequent leaves
chlorotic flecks and small blotches
constitute the predominating reactions, but long diffuse stripes sometimes occur (fig. 8, A-D). The
sheaths and the flag leaves have
been unusually consistent in their
expression of typical fleck-blotch.
The signs appear as light-yellow
flecks near the youngest exposed tissue of each extruding blade. As
these flecks enlarge and become
more numerous, the chlorotic zones
coalesce and become a matrix for
many small green blotches. With
further development the chlorophyll becomes greatly reduced or
disappears. As with the coarseblotch strain, the chlorotic reactions
induced by the fleck-blotch strain
do not tend to become reduced gradually from leaf to leaf as the infected
plant
develops. When
chlorotic stripes begin to predominate in leaves in the advanced
chronic phase of the disease, the
culture requires reselection.
Of the test plants used, Atsel and
Atlas barleys have been the best
for differentiating fleck-blotch.
The wheat test varieties were reasonably satisfactory. Moore barley
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the Argentina mild-strain culture.
In the Valmore seedling and plant
the symptoms consisted of yellow
stripes and mottling. When transferred to Atsel barley early in December, the chlorosis was more
severe, with a chlorosis rating of 6.
Also, the plants were more dwarfed
than those that were infected with
a "sister" isolate (Argentina severe
strain) that induced even more
chlorosis. Through the first five
transfers made from Atsel to Atsel
or to Atlas barley during January,
February, and March, the incubation time for the infected plants
was 4 to 5 days. All the inoculated
test plants became infected and
tlie clilorotic symptoms and the
dwarfing became slightly more severe, but there were no signs of
necrosis. The dwarf reaction suggested the synergistic response induced by a culture containing more
than one species of virus. However, no evidence could be obtained
that the dwarf strain culture was
contaminated with another virus
species.
When the first transfer was made
(January 16) from infected Atsel
barley, Valmore barley seedlings
also were included in the test. Of
the 10 Valmore seedlings inoculated, 8 became infected. The incubation times for the Valmore
seedlings were very irregular and
unusually long—from 7 to 17 days.
When the fifth transfer was made
from infected Atsel to Atlas barley
plants, part of the inoculum was
used to inoculate other Atsel barley
plants of the same age that were
infected with the latent strain of
the BSMV. Each of the four inoculated healthy plants became infected and developed all the symptoms that characterize the dwarf
strain, but the five plants infected
Argentina Dwarf Strain
with the latent strain were unaffected
by the dwarf strain inocuArgentina Dwarf Strain was isolum; this indicates that the dwarf
lated from an infected seed-seedling from a Valmore barley plant culture contained a strain of the
infected from an inoculation with BSMV. While this does not prove

gives erratic reactions. Isolations
from the offtype markings in
Moore barley gave only typical
fleck-blotch in Atsel barley. When
infected Atsel plants were cultured
in the light room, the symptoms
were as good as those induced in
plants growing in the greenhouse
with daylight during the spring
and autumn.
The fleck-blotch strain infects
Modjo barley (C.I. 3212) with
great difficulty ; when infection
does occur, the signs consist of very
few eyespot or spindle-spot markings scattered promiscuously from
leaf to leaf, sometimes but one on
a plant. Isolations from these
chlorotic spots have given only the
typical fleck-blotch strain in Atsel
barley. This strain has a very suppressing effect on the expression of
the gene-controlled physiological
dark-brown spots that occur in
Atsel barley. In Valmore barley
this strain induced stripe-mosaic
symptoms with a chlorosis rating
of 6. The dilution end-point of the
virus usually has been near 500
times. The end-point for infection
in 50 percent of the inoculated
plants has been near 100 times.
This strain has required reselection from time to time regardless
of the variety of barley or wheat
through which it was passed;
otherwise, moderate stripe-mosaic
aberrants with superior competitive characteristics would monopolize the culture and obscure or replace the fleck-blotch strain.
A fleck-blotching strain came to
expression after the passage of the
Argentina mild strain culture
through Valmore barley seed.
However, good fleck-blotch symptoms were difficult to obtain beyond
the early chronic phase.
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that the culture was free from another obscure virus species, had
the brome-mosaic virus or the
wheat streak-mosaic virus been in
the culture they should have infected the plants carrying the latent strain and induced symptoms.
Furthermore, no cultures of another species of virus were being
carried in the greenhouses.
After 61/^ weeks from the first
signs of infection in a plant of Valmore barley that was included in
the first transfer, fresh inoculum
from stripe-mosaic leaves from an
actively growing Valmore tiller
was used to inoculate five Atsel and
five Valmore seedlings. Within a
few minutes similar transfers were
made with inoculum from a diseased Atsel plant infected with the
dwarf strain to four Atlas barley
seedlings. None of the plants receiving inoculum from the Valmore plant became infected;
whereas, all plants receiving inoculum from the diseased Atsel plant
became infected.
In the sixth transfer from Atlas
to Atlas barley (April 9) only
three of the five inoculated plants
became infected, and the incubation time was 5 days—1 day later
than usual as compared with control inoculations made with the
Argentina mild strain. The infected plants gave a chlorosis rating of 8, and they manifested severe dwarfing. On May 2, they
were only 2 inches high from the
soil to the highest ligule. The
healthy control plants were 4
inches high. On May 11, the
dwarf plants had 9 tillers per
plant, and the healthy control
plants had 13 per plant. At this
time the plants were moved from
the warm greenhouse to the light
room, which was controlled at 22°
to 25° C.
On May 4, a retest was made
from the infected Valmore plant
that had failed to give successful
transfers 7i/^ weeks earlier. Dis-

eased leaves from an actively growing tiller provided the inoculum.
Again there was no transmission to
the 12 Atsel and 10 Valmore barley
seedlings that were inoculated;
whereas, in concurrent tests all the
seedlings inoculated with the Argentina mild strain and several
other strains of the virus became
infected.
On May 21, part of the diseased
leaves and sheaths from the three
dwarfed Atlas plants (sixth transfer) was used for inoculum to
inoculate 10 Atsel and 10 Atlas seedlings. The test ended in complete
transmission failure; whereas, in
concurrent tests with similar-appearing leaf tissues from plants infected with other strains of the
virus, transmission was successful.
On May 23 the remaining diseased
leaves and sheaths of the three
dwarfed plants were dehydrated
and stored (73), Since only short
stubble remained above ground on
the dwarfed plants, it was decided
to sacrifice one plant and use the
stubble, crown, and roots that conveniently could be removed from
the soil for another transmission
test. In this test (May 25), one of
the three Atlas seedlings inoculated
became infected, but none of the
five inoculated Atsel seedlings became infected.
On June 8, each of the two remaining dwarf plants (sixth transfer) had produced sufficient diseased leaf and sheath tissue for the
inoculum necessary for ano'^her attempt at transmission. These tissues were combined and used for
inoculum to inoculate 10 Atsel and
5 Atlas barley seedlings; again
there was no transmission. On
June 20, the new diseased leaf and
sheath tissue on the two dwarfed
plants was removed, bulked, and
processed for inoculum. The stubble, crown, and root tissues of each
plant, also, were processed for
inoculum. Each of the three lots of
inoculum was used to inoculate six
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Atsel and six Atlas seedlings. As
in the previous assay of the dwarfed
plants, there was no transmission
to the 36 inoculated plants.
The single infected Atlas plant
from the transfer made May 25
manifested strong stripe-mosaic
symptoms and the plant was
dwarfed with no signs of necrosis.
On June 22, six Atsel and five Atlas
barley seedlings were inoculated
with inoculum prepared from diseased leaves collected from this
dwarfed plant. As with the previous Atlas dwarf strain culture,
there was no transmission to the 11
inoculated plants.
On August 1, the new stripemosaic leaves were prepared as a 4step dilution series (5,10,20, and 40
times). Each dilution was inoculated on five seedlings of Atlas
barley, four of Valmore barley, and
two of Statesville oats. None of the
seedlings became infected. If this
culture had been taken over by an
inhibitor-inciting mutant, it was
thought that at least one of the
diluted preparations might induce
infection.
Although three serological tests
carried out by Howard A. Scott
with fresh diseased leaf tissue had
given negative results against the
BSMV antiserum, it was decided to
do a final test on part of the diseased
tissue that was dehydrated May 23.
This test gave a positive reaction
for the presence of BSMV. However, when the remaining part of
this dehydrated-tissue sample was
tested in another dilution series,
again no infection was obtained. In
this test there were seven dilutions
(2, 4, 10, 25, 65,150, and 350 times)
based on the original fresh tissue
containing 80 percent water. Ten
Atlas barley seedlings were inoculated with each diluted sample.
It is believed that a genetic
change (mutation) occurred in the
virus before the Valmore barley
seedlings were inoculated on January 16 and that the processes in54

volved in the extinction of the culture were favored more in Valmore
than they were in Atsel and Atlas
barleys. Occasionally throughout
the study of the BSMV, transfers
were not obtained under conditions
that were regarded as ideal for success. The experience with the Argentina dwarf strain, however, is
the first in which a very active culture line became extinct because of
its apparent progressive difficulty
and final inability to induce infection in the host genotype and closely
related host genotype that had been
serving as its reservoir.
In the case of the moderate oat
strain culture line that lost its ability to infect Statesville oats when
the culture was carried too long in
Moore barley and Michigan Amber
wheat, substitution by the non-oatinfecting strains (severe strain
SOM) appeared to be complete in
the Michigan Amber tissues that
were assayed ; the culture line, however, did not become extinct since
there was a surviving mutant that
infected barley and wheat without
difficulty.
With moderate strain LIT transfer was somewhat of a problem
when the strain was first isolated.
In the course of the study transfer
difficulties increased until one of the
last cultures could not be transferred from Atlas to Atlas barley.
A culture line of the lethal-rosette
oat "strain" reached the point of
near extinction, but owing to
changes in strain population balance
or to strain substitution, or to both,
the line was not lost; it still is regarded, however, as a weak and
uncertain culture line under the
conditions of the present tests.
Further discussion of the transfer
problem is given later.
Although the Argentina dwarf
strain culture is lost, the culture in
its early stage is in dehydrated leaf
tissue from infected Golden Giant
sweet com plants. These plants
were inoculated with inoculunj from

Atsel barley plants infected in the
first transfers from the infected
seed-seedling of Valmore barley.

Necrosis Strain
The necrosis strain evolved in the
moderate oat strain culture in Moore
barley. It was detected in a transfer to Michigan Amber wheat. It
was isolated from this culture three
times and once from the Moore barley culture. Attempts to infect
Statesville oats with this strain
failed; the Atsel barley seedlings
were killed so quickly at summer
temperatures that none of the transfers could be maintained for more
than short periods. Cool-temperature facilities were not available at
the time.
The disease syndrome started as a
moderate to severe stripe mosaic
that was quickly followed by necrosis and death of the apical meristem
of the primary shoot, small tillers,
and tiller buds. An oat-infecting
necrosis strain is associated with the
lethal-rosette cultures described on
pp. 58 to 61.

STRAINS INFECTING
OATS
Mild Oat Strain
Mild oat strain was isolated in
subtransfer& to oats from a dualstrain culture composed of the latent strain and the moderate oat
strain in Atsel barley. In these
studies this is the mildest of the oat
strains that could be maintained in
culture with a reasonable amount of
selection. Usually some of the test
plants in a population, oats in particular, escape infection when inoculation is with fresh viruliferous
plant extract diluted 5 times. In
Statesville oats it gave a chlorosis
rating of 1. With good light during culture, the acute symptoms are
faint and the chronic signs usually
consist of faint light-green mottling. Occasionally there are yellow

markings (fig. 4, ^). In the latechronic phase many of the leaves
are free from disease signs. Virus
cannot always be demonstrated in
these leaves.
In Atsel barley the chlorosis rating of this strain was 2, but in
Moore barley it essentially qualified
as a latent strain. It infected Clintland oats (C.I. 6701) but not Valmore barley. In Atsel barley and
Statesville oats the mild oat strain
has blocked reinfection by each of
the other more virulent oat strains
when used as challenging viruses in
a second inoculation. This strain
also has blocked reinfection in Atsel barley when non-oat-infecting
strains were the challenging viruses.
No seed transmission occurred in
61 seed-seedlings from 2 Statesville oat plants infected with the
mild oat strain.

California Mild Oat Strain
California mild oat strain was isolated from the California moderate
oat strain. In Statesville oats and
in Atsel barley, this strain induced
mild stripe-mosaic markings (fig. 4,
A^ B) with chlorosis ratings of 3
and 4, respectively. It infected
Clintland oats but not Valmore barley.
Seed transmission of this strain
occurred in 8 of 94 seed-seedlings
from infected Cherokee oat plants,
but there was no transmission to 39
seed-seedlings from a Statesville
oat plant.
Other isolates of mild oat strains
were obtained from infected seedseedlings of Glacier barley grown
by R. F. Eslick at Bozeman, Mont.
In Cherokee oats some of these isolates were transmitted through
about 2 percent of the seeds. However, transfers could not be effected
from some of the mosaic plants
from the infected oat seeds when inoculations were made by the method used throughout these studies.
Since the oat varieties used in these
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studies have given no indications
of mild mosaic markings due to genetic chlorophyll-deficiency factors,
it appears that strains with inferior
characteristics
for
inoculation
transfer evolved in some of the cultures.

Spindle-Stripe Oat Strain
Spindle-stripe oat strain was isolated from a dual-strain culture
composed of the California mild oat
strain and the white-leaf strain in
Atsel barley. In Atsel barley the
immediate symptoms were those of
a uniformly moderate stripe mosaic. When dilution transfers were
first made from these Atsel barley
plants to Statesville oat seedlings
and thence from selected diseased
oat plants back to Atsel barley, signs
of a white-leaf reaction appeared
in some of the Atsel barley plants.
Subsequent transfers from this
white tissue lead to the isolation of
an oat strain that induces whiteleaf in Atsel barley; this is designated spindle-stripe oat strain. In
the early chronic phase of the disease in Statesville oats signs consist
of small and large yellow fusiform
spindles, many of which coalesce to
form diffuse stripes and yellowing
in the leaves (fig. 5, E). Spindles
and stripes are more pronounced in
the advanced chronic phase (fig. 9).
It is thought that the barley whiteleaf strain gained ability to infect
oats through a genetic recombination.
This culture has required reselection from time to time in Statesville
oats and in Atsel barley to keep
aberrant strains to a minimum. In
Clintland oats one or more moderate stripe-mosaic aberrant strains
were troublesome. And when the
culture was carried in barley
through several transfers, the spindle-stripe oat strain was displaced
in the culture population by the
non-oat-infecting lethal white-leaf
strain through w^at is regarded as
mutant substitution. The culture
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that was maintained in Statesville
oats induced spindle-stripe with a
chlorosis rating of 5. It induced
white-leaf in Atsel and Atlas barleys and in Michigan Amber and
Rescue wheats, with a chlorosis rating of about 9.5 in Atsel barley.
This strain did not infect Valmore
barley.
The purpose of combining whiteleaf strain with California mild oat
strain was to explore the possibility
that evidence might be obtained for
genetic recombination among certain strains of the virus. Throughout the studies California mild oat
strain failed to express a white-leaf
factor in Atsel or any other barley
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9.—Statesville oat leaves: A,
Healthy leaf ; B-E, infected vfith spindle-stripe oat strain.

FIGURE

tested, and no oat strain could be
detected in the white-leaf strain
culture.
Seed transmission by the spindlestripe oat strain occurred in 8 of 145,
2 of 157, and 1 of 105 seed-seedlings,
respectively, from infected Cherokee, Clinton, and Cody oats. No
seed transmission occurred in 98
seed-seedlings from infected Ajax
oat plants.

Eyespot Oat Strain
Eyespot oat strain was isolated
from the California mild oat strain
in Statesville oats. Like mild oat
strain, eyespot oat strain frequently
failed to infect all seedlings that
were inoculated with a fresh virulif erous preparation diluted 5 times.
The acute symptoms induced by
this strain are very mild. In the
chronic phase a few small, slightly
chlorotic spots or flecks appear in
the youngest extruded leaf, and
from these chlorosis spreads up and
down the leaf to form small spindles. The central spot may disappear, it may become more chlorotic,
or it may become greener than the
surrounding tissue that comprises
the spindle. Sometimes the central
spot also becomes a small spindle.
As the leaves grow, the spindles increase in size and coalesce. The
symptoms induced by this strain in
Statesville oats resemble those induced by the spindle-stripe oat
strain, except that the fusiform
spindles tend to be smaller. Eyespot
oat strain is more erratic than spindle-stripe oat strain with regard to
transmission in manual inoculations. In Atsel barley it induces
moderate stripe-mosaic ; whereas,
spindle-stripe oat strain induces
white-leaf.
Eyespot oat strain induced chlorosis with a rating of 6 in Statesville oats and of 5 in Atsel barley.
It infected Clintland oats but not
Valmore barley. No seed transmission occurred in 37 seed-seedlings

from a Statesville oat plant infected
with this strain.

Moderate Oat Strain
Moderate oat strain previously
was designated severe oat strain
(50), but when the chlorosis rating
scale was adopted the present designation of the strain was found to be
more consistent. The strain was
isolated from the type strain in
Cherokee oats. In Statesville oats
and Atsel barley it induces yellow
stripe mosaic with chlorosis ratings
of 7 and 8, respectively. In the
early chronic phase of the disease in
Statesville oats the fourth and ñfth
leaves sometimes express coarseblot^îh markings (fig. 8, E, F, G) ;
however, attempts to isolate a
coarse-blotch oat strain from this
culture failed. Chlorotic spindle
markings have been rare with this
strain. The virus infected Clintland oats but not Valmore barley.
The dilution end-point characteristics of this strain in Atsel barley
resemble those of the type strain. In
one instance the end-point was
slightly beyond 10,000 times.
This is regarded as a relatively
strong oat-infecting strain so long
as the culture is not maintained too
long in some other host than oats.
In Clintland oats the culture did
not remain so stable as it did in
Statesville oats ; this suggests that
Clintland oats may favor mutation
or serve for bringing obscure strains
to expression in some cultures.
Seed transmission of this strain
occurred in 19 of 239, 2 of 92, and
4 of 42 seed-seedlings, respectively,
from infected Cherokee, Statesville,
and Letoria oat plants.
The moderate oat strain and the
latent strain were combined for the
purpose of determining if a latent
oat strain might be produced
through possible genetic recombination. A latent oat strain was isolated from this combination, but it
perished in the competitive struggle with more virulent strains in the
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cultures. There was no evidence
oi latent or mild oat strains in the
many transfers of the moderate oat
strain made in these studies. Genetic recombination and other possible
explanations for the appearance of
a latent oat strain in the dual-strain
culture are discussed elsewhere.

California Moderate Oat
Strain
California moderate oat strain
was isolated from the California
culture from which yellow-leaf
strain was derived. It has been an
unusually strong oat-infecting culture. In Statesville oats it induces
yellow stripe-mosaic markings that
sometimes are mixed with yellow
spindle markings. Attempts to
isolate a spindle strain from this
culture were unsuccessful. The
chlorosis rating in Statesville oats
is 7. In Atsel and Atlas barleys the
stripe-mosaic markings are not so
yellow as in the oats; in both barleys the chlorosis ratings were 6.
Infection was obtained in Clintland
oats, but not in Valmore barley.
Seed transmission of this strain occurred in 2 of the 36 seed-seedlings
from an infected Statesville oat
plant.

Lethal-Rosette Oat ''Strain''
The culture referred to previously as the lethal-rosette oat strain
(80) was isolated during the process of isolating California mild oat
strain and California moderate oat
strain in Statesville oats. Since
the lethal-rosette symptoms suggested a synergistic reaction caused
by a mixture of virus species, search
was made for species other than the
BSMV; none was found. Serological tests and blocking tests were
positive for the BSMV. It was
then suspected that the culture
might comprise a necrosis strain
and a dwarf strain, but in many
dilution transfers the culture be58

haved like a single strain in Statesville oats, Rescue and Michigan
Amber wheat, and Atsel and other
test barleys.
Consistently, the isolate killed
the primary and sometimes the entire crown tissue of these test plants
when the culture was at warm temperatures. The surviving plants
became dwarfed and rosetted; the
leaves developed moderate stripemosaic symptoms. For varymg
periods stunted tillers were produced faster than they were killed
by systemic necrosis, but finally necrosis killed the entire plant. Diseased plants are illustrated in figure 10. In general appearance, the
dwarfed and rosetted plants resemble Harvest Queen wheat plants infected with the mosaic-rosette
strain of the soilbome wheat mosaic
virns (63, fig. S).
Since Manchuria barley is very
tolerant to the necrosis reaction at
warm temperatures it was used as a
reservoir host, sometimes for long
periods. From one such culture the
non-oat-infecting moderate strain
IJEM was isolated. Another Manchuria culture that had been dehydrated and stored for 8 months
proved to be of special interest.
T\Tien this culture was used to inoculate seedlings of Atsel and Atlas
barleys and Statesville oats cultured in a very warm greenhouse in
June, it was sufficiently active to infect all 12 inoculated barley plants
within 4 days. However, only 1 of
the 48 inoculated oat plants became
infected, and the first signs of infection did not appear until the
11th day after inoculation.
With midday temperatures at 33°
C. and above, systemic lethal necrosis appeared in all but one of the
primaries of the barley plants.
The plants were immediately removed to a cool light room in which
the temperature was controlled for
13° to 15.6° C, since it was known
that the crown buds of such necrosed plants are less likely to be

riouEE 10.—Symptoms induced by the dwarf strains (A) in Atsel barley and (B)
in Statesville oats. Natural size.

killed in this temperature range.
The infected oat plant did not develop necrosis in the greenhouse,
but it was dwarfed. Of the 11
necrosed barley plants in the cool
room, 9 survived. Necrosis killed

two plants and some of the new tillers on the surviving plants, and the
nine plants became dwarfed and rosetted. The single Atlas barley
plant that failed to develop necrosis in the greenhouse became a ro59

sette-dwarf with no signs of systemic necrosis. All leaves on the
dwarfed and rosetted barley plants
expressed moderate to severe stripemosaic symptoms and the plants
produced a few late diseased tillers
with heads and a few seeds.
These and subsequent transfers
made during the summer and autumn indicate that marked changes
took place in the Manchuria barley
culture. Transfer to Statesville
oats was much more difficult than
was transmission with the original
culture; in several tests attempted
transfers from oats to oats failed;
and in one test there was a failure
to transmit from oats to barley.
In addition to the change in transmission characteristics of the culture, the dwarfed infected oat
plants rarely have shown signs of
the tiller-killing necrosis that were
induced so regularly by the original culture.
Furthermore, the
chlorotic leaf markings in oats consisted chiefly of eyespots and spindles instead of stripe-mosaic. A
dwarfing factor persists in the oat
culture, but the dwarf reaction was
not uniform in all the infected
plants. Invasion difficulties were
strongly evident in oats, as evidenced by the few disease signs on
the leaves and by the one or more
tillers on each plant that failed to
manifest disease signs. Bio-assays
of leaves from such tillers failed to
demonstrate the presence of virus.
Symptomless tillers appeared rarely in oats infected from the original
culture.
In Atlas barley, when infected
with this oat culture of the virus,
the necrosis factor appeared to be
absent; dwarfing was regular in
the infected plants, and all leaves
manifested moderate stripe-mosaic
markings. Usually 10 to 20 percent of the inoculated Atlas barley
plants escaped infection. When
transfers were made from Atlas to
Atlas barley, all the inoculated
plants became infected.
Some
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plants dwarfed and some did not;
systemic necrosis was evident in
some dwarfed plants but not in
others; leaf symptoms consisted of
moderate stripe-mosaic markings;
and all tillers and leaves were infected, judging from the symptoms.
When transfers were made from
Atlas barley to Statesville oats, usually all the oat plants became infected. The leaf markings consisted chiefly of chlorotic eyespots
and spindles; the dwarfing factor
was evident, but dwarf did not come
to expression uniformly in all the
infected plants; all infected oat
plants produced late tillers with few
or no signs of infection ; the necrosis factor, if present, did not come
to expression. Owing to the uncertainty of transfers from oats to oats,
this weak oat strain is stored in dehydrated leaf tissue from infected
Atlas barley plants, with the hope
that it will survive.
When transfers were made to
Eescue wheat, which was found to
be unusually sensitive to the necrosis reaction, it was found that a
necrosis factor could be transferred
from all dwarfed plants of Atsel
and Atlas barleys and of Statesville oats in which necrosis failed to
appear. The young Eescue wheat
test seedlings sometimes were killed
by the necrosis factor. Necrosis
could not be demonstrated in transfers to Eescue wheat from nondwarfed stripe-mosaic plants that
were segregates in the dwarf cultures.
A total of 409 seed-seedlings from
three tolerant barley varieties
(Brandon, Manchuria, and Olli) infected with lethal-rosette (original
culture) were tested for virus transmission. All seedlings were free
from symptoms, and bio-assays
failed to reveal virus in any of the
plants sampled.
After the culture began to segregate, seed was obtained from several subcultures in Atsel and Atlas
barley plants, Eescue wheat plants,

and Statesville oat plants. During that the degree of dwarfing and
the prejointing period all plants the time required for the complete
had moderate to severe stripe destruction of all tillers and tiller
mosaic, they were severely dwarfed, buds is determined by the relative
and some of them developed super- amount of virus of the severe stripenmnerary tillers (rosette). The mosaic strain that is associated with
seed was produced on culms from the virus of the leaf-tip necrosis
late tillers, all of which had stripe- strain.
mosaic markings in all leaves.
It appears that the rosette-dwarf
Wlien tested, 1 of the 36 seed-seed- reaction under consideration reprelings from 2 Atsel plants and 6 of sents a blending of symptoms rethe 256 seed-seedlings from 13 At- sulting from a "trace" of a necrosis
las plants were found to be infected. strain in association with one or
None of the 202 seed-seedlings from more stripe-mosaic strains that do
5 Eescue wheat plants or of the 32 not induce lethal necrosis. With
seed-seedlings from 4 Statesville increasingly greater proportions of
oat plants were infected. The in- a necrosis strain in such a mixed
fected seedlings of Atsel and Atlas culture, presumably, lethal necrosis
barley developed severe stripe comes to expression in increasing
mosaic, which continued during the degrees until death becomes certain
growth of the plants. There were to all the inoculated seedlings.
no signs of lethal necrosis in the till- This is similar to results with the
ers of rosette, or of the extreme- necrosis strain that was isolated
dwarf. Bio-assays revealed no from the moderate oat strain culvirus in the Atsel and Atlas barley ture when the latter was transseeds that failed to germinate or ferred from Moore barley and
that produced weak seedlings.
Michigan Amber wheat to Atsel
Inoculations were made from the barley.
above infected Atsel and Atlas
The weak invading eyespotbarley plants to Statesville oats, spindle strain or strains in oats,
Eescue wheat, and Michigan Amber apparently displaced the moderate
wheat. The oats did not become in- stripe-mosaic oat strain present in
fected. Both wheats developed the original lethal-rosette culture;
severe stripe mosaic, with no signs the non-oat-infecting severe stripeof necrosis or rosette-dwarf. How- mosaic strain encountered indicates
ever, in a transfer made from one of further changes in the original culthe infected Michigan Amber wheat ture line.
p)lants to eight Atlas barley seedIt is suspected that the original
lings, an extreme dwarf came to ex- lethal-rosette culture consisted of a
pression in one of the seven plants necrosis oat strain and at least one
that became infected with severe stripe-mosaic oat strain in "balstripe-mosaic virus. Transfers from anced proportions," with respect to
this dwarfed plant to Atlas barley their particle populations and comand Rescue and Michigan Amber petitive characteristics. It would
wheats revealed an unusual com- seem that such a balance presents
bination of severe stripe mosaic, difficulties with regard to the sepaleaf-tip necrosis, and severe dwarf. ration of strains by the dilutionWith this isolate the necrotic reac- selection method. The prolonged
tion is initiated in the exposed part maintenance of the culture in Manof the youngest leaf blade, usually churia barley altered the strain
soon after its emergence. When proportions in the culture to the
this reaction progresses to the grow- disadvantage of the necrosis strain
ing point the seedling is killed. As when transferred to Atlas barley
with the necrosis strain, it appears and Statesville oats; this opened
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the way to a better understanding
of the culture's strain complexity.
When a necrosis strain can be
maintained in pure or nearly pure
culture, these views and presumptions may be subjected to direct
test.
The original lethal-rosette culture did not infect Mod jo or Valmore barleys.
As the present studies were being
brought to a close, a necrosis strain
suddenly came to expression in
transfers of California moderate
oat strain from Statesville oats to
Atlas barley and Statesville oat
seedlings. Of the 20 infected barley plants, 3 developed symptoms
much like those of the original

lethal-rosette culture; and 6 of the
40 infected oat plants developed
similar symptoms. No work was
done with the new culture, but it
was kept and is included in the collection of BSMV strains.
The original lethal-rosette culture was isolated from the source
culture from which California
moderate oat strain was isolated;
however, there was no suggestion
of dwarf, necrosis, or rosette in any
of the many transfers of the California moderate oat strain made
previous to the one described above.
It seems reasonably evident that
the necrosis strain evolved in the
California moderate oat strain culture.

GRAIN-YIELD AND SEED-PASSAGE TEST
WITH BARLEY AND WHEAT
LATENT STRAIN
In 10 of the 11 tests with three
varieties of spring barley and four
varieties of spring wheat cultured
outdoors in clay pots, the weight
yield of grain for the plants infected with the latent strain of the
virus was reduced 2.0 to 70.3 percent. Floret sterility accounted for
most of the reduction in seed yield ;
it varied with the host variety and
culture conditions.
In tests with seed from two varieties of barley and five varieties
of wheat infected with the latent
strain, 537 (36.8 percent) of the
1,458 seedlings were infected.

MILD STRAINS
In 13 of the 16 tests with two varieties of spring barley and four varieties of spring wheat cultured outdoors in clay pots, the weight yields
of grain from plants infected with
mild strains of the virus from several sources were reduced. The reductions ranged from 2.4 to 50.8 percent of the yields of the healthy con-
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trols. Eight winter wheats were
grown in rows 5 feet long in an outdoor ground bed; reduction of the
weight yields of grain in the varieties infected with a mild strain of
the virus isolated from Glacier barley ranged from 20.8 to 41.3 percent.
In tests with seed from two varieties of spring barley one variety
of spring wheat, and three varieties
of winter wheat infected with mild
strains of the virus from several
sources, 263 (38.4 percent) of the
684 seedlings were infected.

MODERATE STRAINS
In 18 of the 19 tests with nine varieties of spring barley and six varieties of spring wheat cultured outdoors in clay pots, the weight yields
of grain from plants infected with
moderate strains of the virus from
several sources, but chieñy the type
strain, were reduced. The reductions ranged from 26.8 to 90.3 percent of the yields of the healthy controls. Eight winter wheats were
grown in rows 5 feet long in an outdoor ground bed ; reductions in the

weight yields of grains from the varieties infected with the type strain
ranged from 10.6 to 53.0 percent of
those of the healthy controls.
Six varieties of spring barley
were cultured outdoors in clay pots;
the weight of 100 seeds from each
variety that was infected with type
strain of the virus was less than that
of 100 seeds from the healthy control plants of each variety. The total weight of the 600 seeds from the
healthy controls was 22.10 gm., and
that of the 60Ô seeds from the diseased plants was 18.02 gm. This is
a reduction of 18.5 percent.
In tests with seed from eight varieties of spring barley and two varieties of winter wheat infected
with moderate strains of the virus
from several sources, but chiefly the
type strain, 1,059 (50.2 percent) of
the 2,109 seedlings were infected.
Moderate strain LSP and moderate
strain NSP were not included in
these tests.
Eslick (25), using seed from naturally infected Glacier barley in
field tests conducted for 5 years,
found that grain yield was reduced
19 to 41 percent. The 5-year average reduction was 31 percent.
Samples of seed used in Eslick's
tests were further studied (7£) and
found to carry mild and moderate
strains of the BSMV in 22 percent
of the seeds in a sample from the
source that gave the greatly reduced
yield. The virus was detected in
3.3 percent of the seeds in a sample
from the source that served as a
control in Eslick's yield tests.
Preparatory to conducting field
tests, McNeal and coworkers (85)
produced infected seed of eight
varieties of spring wheat. In a field
test conducted with the infected
seed in comparison with virus-free
seed, the average grain yield of the
plants from the infected lots of seed
was reduced 32.8 percent. Associated with this reduction, the disease
reduced the average weight of 1,000
seeds about 10 percent. In all the

disease plats, stripe-mosaic developed in less than 50 percent of the
plants.

SEVERE STRAINS
In 11 of the 13 tests with three
varieties of spring barley, three
varieties of spring wheat, and one
variety of wmter wheat cultured
outdoors in clay pots, the weight
yields of grain from the plants infected with severe strains of the
virus from several sources were reduced. These reductions ranged
from 34.8 to 97.1 percent of the
healthy controls.
In tests with seed from two varieties of spring barley, one variety of
spring wheat, and one variety of
winter wheat infected with severe
strains of the virus from several
sources, 213 (38.6 percent) of the
552 seed-seedlings were infected.
With a culture of the virus that
apparently would rate close to
severe in virulence, Hagborg (35)
inoculated young field-grown wheat
and barley plants 1 month after
seeding ; he obtained good infection.
In comparison with the healthy control plants, the grain yield of the
diseased plants was reduced 75 percent in wheat and 63 percent in barley. Individual seeds from diseased
plants weighed less (based on 1,000
seeds) than seeds from the healthy
control plants.

YELLOW-LEAF STRAIN
In five tests with two varieties of
spring barley, two varieties of
spring wheat, and one variety of
winter wheat cultured outdoors in
clay pots, the reductions in the
weight yields of grain from plants
infected with the yellow-leaf strain
of the virus ranged from 22.3 to 89.8
percent of the healthy controls.
In tests with seed from two varieties of spring barley infected with
the yellow-leaf strain, 114 (53.0
percent) of the 215 seedlings were
infected.
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WHITE-LEAF STRAIN

FLECK-BLOTCH STRAIN

In five tests with two varieties of
spring bariey, two varieties of
spring wheat, and one variety of
winter wheat cultured outdoors in
clay pots, the reductions in weight
yields of grain from plants infected
with the white-leaf strain of the virus ranged from 14.9 to 100 percent
of the healthy controls.
In tests with seed from Moore barley plants infected with the whiteleaf strain, 100 (40.3 percent) of the
248 seedlings were infected.

The fleck-blotch strain was not
tested for its capacity to reduce
grain yield. However, in four tests
with seed from two varieties of
spring barley infected with this
strain, 81 (43.3 percent) of the 187
seedlings were infected. As in similar tests with other seedborne
strains of the virus, variations in the
symptoms among the infected seedlings betrayed the segregation of
the fleck-blotch strain and a stripemosaic strain or strains.

GENETIC DISORDERS RESEMBLING VIRUS
DISEASES OF CEREAL PLANTS
The symptoms induced by the
mild and moderate strains of the
BSMV frequently resemble the
symptoms associated with certain
genetic disorders. In barley, the
fine-line-stripe mutants (C.I. 6814,
C.I. 6853, C.I. 6856, and Wiebe's
fine-line mutant from the variety
Betzes), and the "ribbon grass"
stripe mutant sometimes resemble
some stage in a virosis caused by any
one of the viruses that induce stripes
and streaks in the small grains. In
many instances, inoculation transfers have had to be made to determine if a known transmissible virus
may be involved in these mutant
lines when their history is not
known.
The Betzes' mutant differs from
the Other fine-line-stripe mutants
listed in that it has expressed chlorotic stripes only at cool greenhouse
temperatures near 13° C. At 18° C.
and above, the plants appear normal. The other fine-line types listed come to expression over a wide
range of temperatures, including
the summer temperatures at Beltsville, Md. The genetic fine-line pattern is illustrated in figure 11. In
a segregating population from a
cross between normal Betzes and
fine-line Betzes barley plants, which
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was supplied by G. A. Wiebe,^ the
fine-line markings came to expression in varying degrees in different
plants comprising the population;
thus, a graded series, beginning with
plants having very few short chlorotic stripes and ending with plants
having many long stripes, was
formed. The symptoms in plants
manifesting sparse distributions of
these fine-line chlorotic stripes mimicked closely the symptoms induced
by some of the mild strains and
some of the moderate strains of the
BSMV (figs. 4 and 5) and by other
viruses that induce stripes or streaks
in the small grains.
Long chlorotic stripes (5P, fig, ^,
B) occur in many varieties among
all the small grains and their near
relatives. The expression of these
broad stripes and of the "ribbon
grass" type of striping is influenced
by the cultural environment. These
genetic stripes cause some confusion
when they come to expression in
virus-infected plants (5P, fig, ^, C),
Chlorotic-str^pe mutants occur
also in corn. When studied under
field conditions in comparison with
normal plants in segregating popu■^ In charge of Barley Investigations,
Crops Research Division.

FiGüBH 11.—A-C, Genetic fine-line stripe
in leaves of barley (C.I. 6856) ; D,
genetic white-leaf in "Grandpa" barley
(C.I. 6787).

lations, the overall damage caused
by these gene deficiencies is just as
striking as is the damage caused by
some of the viruses, and it is clear
that these gene-controlled afflictions in corn and the small-grains
are genetic diseases.
In the study of the mutagenic
property of the BSMV in com
{108), marker genes for chlorotic
stripes were not present in the stock
used.
However, mutations for
white-seedling and for vivipary did
occur in the virus-treated but not in
the untreated population. These

two traits certainly can be regarded
as genetic diseases. From the evidence, it appears that a virus, in
addition to inducing a characteristic disease, also may increase the
incidence of certain genetic diseases
that may bear little or no resemblance to the disease that is induced
immediately by the virus. However, it should be kept in mind that
the mutation rates, at most, have
been very low.
The solidly yellow reactions induced by the yellow-leaf strain in
Atsel barley and similar test plants
resemble the chlorotic reactions occurring in some of the so-called
chlorina barley mutants that were
cultured in the greenhouse at temperatures near 18° C. during the
winter. Eobertson {99) considered
the possibility that his "Coast V"
mutant might be infected with a
virus, but he failed to obtain transfers in his inoculation trials. In
the present tests, transfers were not
obtained in the inoculation trials
with Coast V, other chlorina mutants, and the "ribbon-grass" barley mutant. The chlorinas observed
(Chlorina X, Coast V, Colsese V,
and Smyrna II) and the ribbongrass mutant can be confused with
certain stages of the yellow-leaf
strain infection. However, when
the mutants and the virus-infected
plants are compared throughout
their life spans, the symptom syndromes are different. The greatest
confusion arises when an occasional
mutant or an infected plant is found
in the field, where there is no opportunity to carry out suitable studies.
As with the fine-line mutants (p.
64), the chlorina mutants differ m
their environmental requirements
for the yellowing reactions. During the summer, the Coast V mutant was grown in the greenhouse,
outdoors, and in a culture chamber
at 18° C. with daylight. The yellowing reaction occurred only at
18° C. Colsese V and Smyrna II
became chlorotic in the greenhouse
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and outdoors; however, Colsese V
was more chlorotic in the greenhouse and Smyrna II was more
chlorotic outdoors. Chlorina X
mutant became chlorotic at 18° C.
in the greenhouse during the winter
but not at summer temperatures in
the greenhouse or outdoors.
In corn, the luteous- or yellowseedling mutants are completely
yellow and lethal. Virescent mutants may be yellow or white during
the seedling stage, but chlorophyll
develops in the subsequent leaves
and eventually the plants appear
normal. Thus far, strains of the
BSMV have not induced symptoms
resembling these genetic disorders
in the tests with corn.
When the Grandpa barley mutant (C.I. 6787), which came from
Lyallpur barley (C.I. 3395) (<S7),
was cultured, it was observed that
the white leaves (fig. 11, 2^), heads,
and awns resembled those induced
by the white-leaf strain of the
BSMV in Atsel barley. Although
there are distinguishing characteristics, the two disorders can be confused. The mutant produced seeds,
but the Atsel plants infected with
white-leaf virus strain did not.
Inoculation tests failed to reveal a
transmissible virus in the barley
mutant.
The extreme albino mutants
found among the small-grain species resemble closely the diseased
parts of Atsel barley seedlings infected with the albino strain.
In com, the white-seedling, or
albino, mutants are lethal in the
seedling stage. However, the white
virescent mutants soon develop
chlorophyll and later appear normal. With the albescent mutant,
lateral broad bands of white tissue
occur in the green leaves of the
young corn plants, but subsequent
leaves, though free of these lateral
bands, manifest much white and
green mottled and striped tissue resembling the virus-induced whiteleaf occurring in the small grains.
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Grain yield is greatly reduced in
albescent mutant corn plants. Thus
far, strains of the BSMV have not
induced symptoms resembling these
white mutants in tests with com.
Symptoms induced by the neckblotch strain and by the coarseblotch strain can be confused with
some of the natural chlorotic markings that occur in certain wheats
and wheat relatives. Wheats with
these markings frequently have
been sent to the senior writer for
viral diagnosis, but inoculation
transfers have never revealed a
virus in these materials; breeders
regard the disorders as being genetic in nature. The markings illustrated in Harvest Queen winter
wheat (57, -ßg. 3) are reasonably
typical for the following wheat varieties, selections, and interspecific
hybrids: BlackhuU (C.I. 6251),
Clarkan (C.I. 8858), Dual (C.I.
13085), Hope (C.I. 8178), Kescue
(C.I. 12435),Triumph (C.I. 12132),
W6696 from Missouri, derivatives
from some of these varieties, P.I.
185837, and P.I. 244484.
The expression of these gene-controlled chlorotic markings is dependent on environmental response
or modifying factors that are not
understood. The chlorotic markings in Harvest Queen wheat are
exceedingly rare. In the other
wheats listed, the markings appear
more frequentl;^.
In these studies the genetic chlorotic spots in barley have been observed only in association with the
dark-brown flecks and spots that
occur in many varieties under certain conditions of culture {18). In
the variety Atsel, occasionally the
brown flecks are surrounded by a
yellow zone that increases in size.
Sometimes a yellow spot appears
first, and a brown spot appears in
its center. When Atsel barley was
cultured in greenhouse potting soil,
the brown flecks and spots came to
expression in great numbers most
consistently during the advanced

jointing stage of the plant, during
periods of good daylight, and especially in the light room. Throughout the greenhouse work, it was observed that relatively few of these
flecks and spots appeared in leafblade tissue that was shaded by
other leaves. These flecks and spots
were especially prevalent in Valmore barley.
When culture was in silica grit
and all watering consisted of the
complete nutrient solution (commercial salt mixture in tapwater),
the leaves of Atsel barley plants
were free from the brown flecks and
spots. When the boron content of
this solution was increased by adding 40 mg. of boric acid powder to
each liter of solution, dark-brown

markings appeared, which is in
accord with the results obtained by
Christensen (18). However, the
shape of the boron-induced markings, their occurrence in the blades
of seedlings and pre jointed plants,
and their distribution over the
blades of older plants bore little or
no resemblence to the shape and distribution of the brown flecks and
spots that were induced by constituents of the greenhouse-soil controls.
In the latter, leaves during the prejointing period were free from
brown markings of any kind.
Some of the virus-induced
dwarfed barley plants obtained in
these studies resemble the ultradwarf barley plant illustrated by
Martini and Harlan (87).

ORIGIN, SURVIVAL, AND EXTINCTION OF
STRAINS
Throughout these studies the tants; however, genetic recombinasearch for a single-strain culture in tion may account for some of them.
The methods used to obtain reainfected plants and seeds from the
field has met with failure. Always sonably convincing evidence for
two or more strains could be iso- plant-virus mutation and strain related from each of the cultures of combination depend on the characthe BSMV derived from a single teristics of the virus strains and the
infected plant or from a single in- hosts involved. It can be reasoned
fected seed-seedling collected in a that none of the existing methods is
commercial field or in a breeding completely adequate for proving
nursery. This observation indicates virus mutation in the strictest sense ;
that mixed-strain infections of the however, it is submitted that they
BSMV probably are general in the do permit the drawing of conclufield, as was found to be the case sions that are within the realm of
with mosaic-diseased tobacco col- reasonable assurance.
It is possible that some of the
lections that were surveyed in connection with the studies on mutation changes in virus virulence and hostrange characteristics may represent
oftheTMV (^^).
Since mixed-strain infections processes of attenuation or environseem to be the rule in nature and mental training or adaptation, or
experimentally established strains both, similar to those claimed for
rarely failed to block reinfection by several viruses of the vertebrates
another strain, it seems reasonable (16) and for certain bacteria (í^)to believe that most of the mixed- If these phenomena are operating
strain cultures of the BSMV occur- in the BSMV series, they did not
ring in nature result from aberrant become apparent among the virusstrains evolving in the infected host induced host reactions used in these
cells. It is reasonably evident that studies for virus-strain critera.
some of the aberrant strains are mu- Those cases in which a change in
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virulence seemed to represent a slow
drift away from a particular selected type appear to be explained
most readily on the basis of a slow
struggle for supremacy of one or
more slightly superior competing
aberrant strains.
Although changes in the plant
host-range characteristics of bacteria are not uncommon {109)^ such
changes appear to be rare among
the viruses. With several of the
bacterial parasites, it is reasonably
clear that the changes in host specificity result from genetic changes
in the bacteria {109), With the
BSMV, the changes in host specificity reported are more readily accounted for on the basis of genetic
change (mutation) in the virus
strain than on the basis of the nonhereditary type of host adaptation
occurring in certain bacteriophages

winter wheat cultured at warm temperatures, the aberrant severe strain
SOM eventually gained supremacy
and substitution appeared to be
complete. This and other chance
discoveries of aberrant strains possessing altered host ranges, altered
transmission characteristics, and
altered seed-passage capabilities
clearly illustrate the complications
involved in the maintenance of a
strain culture. From these studies
it becomes evident that host adaptation and transmission through the
seed—^virus characters long regarded as being unusually stable—
are subject to profound change in
the BSMV.
Because of the nearly unbroken
series of chlorosing strains that
have emerged during these studies,
it seems likely that the BSMV has
the potential for evolving a closely
graduated series of strains, with
Eelatively weak interstrain com- respect to the degree of chlorosis
petition has been usual in mixed- induced in Atsel barley and similar
strain cultures of the BSMV. Fur- test plants. It is suspected that
thermore, the strains that induce most of the strains in such a series
more chlorosis usually tended to can evolve from the latent strain
predominate over those that induced and its derivatives.
less chlorosis and the latent strain.
Most of the aberrant strains
The reverse situation is true with evolving in the cultures of the
the field-type TMV culture and its BSMV studied appear to be muimmediate yellowing mutant strains tants, and it is possible that all are
and similar closely related strains mutants. However, it is believed
{62. 67) when in mixed culture. In that the mild oat strain and the
the BSMV strain series it was not spindle-stripe oat strain may repuntil the yellow-leaf and white- resent genetic recombinations or
leaf strains had been explored that trace back to such recombinations
less virulent strains with sufficient that occurred in the combinationcompetitive strength to gain ascend- strain cultures indicated in the
ancy were found.
descriptions of the oat strains.
In the study of the moderate oat
Genetic recombination has been
strain in Moore barley it was dis- amply demonstrated in mixed culcovered, by chance, that this strain tures of certain DNA virus strains,
was being displaced by an aberrant bacteria, and other microorganisms.
stripe-mosaic strain (severe strain Ephrussi-Taylor (^^) has presentSOM) of about equal virulence in ed a good resume of the bio-analytibarley and wheat, but that did not cal procedures used in this field.
infect oats. Also present in the cul- Evidence for genetic recombination
ture was an aberrant necrosis strain among plant viruses has been rethat did not infect oats. When this ported previously (9, 115). Howmixed culture from Moore barley ever, there are two other possible
was continued in Michigan Amber explanations for some of the aber68

rant strains that appeared in the ing tested in the combination, the
characteristics
of
combination-strain cultures used in competitive
these studies: (1) The mutation strains when in particular test
rate of one or both of the strains plants and culture environments,
in a combination- or mixed-strain and the mutation rates of the strains
culture may be greater than when used in the combination. Although
each strain is in 'pure" culture, and the BSMV is regarded as being
(2) trace mutants having little or rather unstable, it is believed that it
no competitive advantage over the should not be disqualified for reparental strain may realize a supe- combination studies. Final judgrior competitive advantage when ment in this matter may depend to
certain other strains are introduced some extent on a better understandinto the population—thus the ing of factors that determine surchances for detecting and isolating vival among strains in mixed
what were obscure transient mu- cultures.
Knowledge concerning the factants are greatly increased.
With the information from these tors involved in the induction and
limited studies, it is impossible to expression of natural mutation in
distinguish with certainty between viruses is fragmentary. However,
genetic recombination and the the cultural environment and the
postulated mixed-strain mutation genetic characteristics of the inphenomena. However, it seems to fected host plant appear to be inbe reasonably evident that at least volved in this complex. High culone of these processes is operating ture temperatures favored the exwhen aberrant strains appear more pression of certain mutants in TMV
frequently in a mixed-strain culture (55, 6^), but it is not known if temthan in the respective strain cul- perature serves as a mutagenic
tures that went into the mixture. agent on the virus. High temperaWhen, in repeated tests, the aber- ture may serve to bring obscure murant strains tend to manifest char- tants to expression, as a mutagenic
acters that are unique to each of the agent, or in both capacities. As a
strains in the mixed culture, but in possible mutagenic agent, temperacombination, and these new combi- ture may act directly on virus in
nations do not appear in either of the host cell or indirectly through
the control cultures, it seems rea- a temperature-modified cell funcsonable to conclude that genetic tion, the latter being the immedirecombination is oj)erating. If aber- ate mutagenic agent.
The present study gives only
rant strains appearing in the mixedstrain culture resemble those ap- hints as to the evolutionary ranks
pearing in the control cultures and of the several BSMV strains enthe frequency of their appearance countered. Host adaptation is one
exceeds the total frequencies in the means by which the strains of a
two control cultures, it seems rea- virus species evolve into distinsonable to conclude that something guishable groups. It is obvious also
peculiar to the mixed-strain culture that long survival of a virus strain
serves as a mutagenic agent or in nature depends on the characterserves to alter the competitive bal- istics of the host as well as on the
ance in the culture whereby an in- virus strain {112), Certainly long
ferior mutant gains sufficient com- survival in nature of the most virulent strains that were isolated in this
petitive advantage for detection.
The number of times tests should study is contingent on their associabe repeated before trustworthy con- tion with tolerant hosts that proclusions are possible depend on the duce infected seed. In Atsel barley,
nature of the strain characters be- strains that have been encountered
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in the field most frequently are those
of moderate virulence, followed by
those of mild, virulence. Highly
concentrated cultures of the yellowleaf, white-leaf, coarse-blotch, neckblotch, extreme dwarf, or the necrosis strain have not been encountered in the field in these studies.
The results of the study of laboratory isolated strains indicate that
the latent and the mild strains tend
to become blended with or excluded
by aggressive moderate strains that
evolve in their colonies; whereas,
the yellow-leaf and white-leaf
strains tend to become blended with
or excluded by more aggressive
moderate strains that evolve in their
colonies. Obviously, with such a
highly adaptive genetic mechanism
and such a competitive selection
system in operation, the moderate
strains of the virus should tend to
predominate in the field. However,
it is not believed that because of
this a primary, or wild, type of the
virus is necessarily among the
moderate strains.
The latent strain and the mild
strains have characteristics suggesting that a primary, or wild, type—
if one actually exists in any real
sense—may possess a low degree of
disease virulence. Because of the
paucity of symptoms induced, these
strains are not readily detected in
the field; therefore, it is possible
that they are more prevalent than
suspected. Their low disease virulence also enhances their chances for
survival, so long as they are not
overtaken too quickly by their own
more virulent and aggressive mutants. Several isolates of the latent
strain from Pilot wheat, and one
from Glacier barley, and the one
from an infected barley seed-seedling from Argentina could not be
maintained in culture by the methods used in these studies, because
virulent strains evolving in the cultures were too aggressive. The extent to which this was caused by
exceptionally superior virulent
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strains or by exceptionally inferior
latent isolates is not known. The
isolate of the latent strain used in
these studies gave the appearance of
being an inferior competitor against
the virulent strains in the experimental mixed-strain cultures in
cereals having the spring growth
habit. But, when such cultures
were maintained in vegetating
Michigan Amber winter wheat
plants growing at warm temperatures in the natural daily photoperiod, the latent strain was still
present in some of the tillers the
42nd week, when the tests on yellowleaf latent strain combination were
terminated. However, in the combination with the moderate oat
strain complex, the latent strain
could not be detected after the 32nd
week of the test.
In the culture of the latent strain
the yellowing mutants differed in
their ability to maintain expression
in the leaves. Some made a temporary appearance ; whereas, others
remained in expression in a considerable amount of the new leaf tissue
on the particular leaf involved.
Furthermore, the latent strain and
some of the very mild strains have
shown a relatively high rate of seed
passage in the spring barleys and
wheats tested. Also, since the tests
indicate that there is some segregation of strains among the seeds from
a plant infected with the latent
strain and a virulent strain, survival
of the latent strain in high concentration in seed is possible from a
mixed-strain culture. This appears
to be true also for mild strains
occurring in Glacier barley (72,
75).
If the latent and mild strains do
evolve from certain virulent strains,
the fact might be revealed through
a careful study of the individual infected seed-seedling from plants
infected with 1 aborat ory-isol at ed
virulent strains.
The apparent absence or paucity
of BSMV in field-grown oats may

be explained on the basis of a low
incidence of virus transmission
through oat seeds.
Decline in and apparent loss of
ability of a virus culture to infect a
particular test plant poses many interesting questions, especially when
transmission failure involves a
highly susceptible host variety that
has served as reservoir for the culture. All isolates of the BSMV
made from field materials were
transmitted to healthy Atsel and
Atlas barley seedlings with comparative ease, even when the inoculum
was taken from flag leaves. However, as the work with cultures progressed and laboratory strains were
isolated, occasionally poor transmission or no transmission was obtained from diseased tissue that experience had indicated should make
good inoculum. Some of these failures and near failures could not be
explained at the time.
When the coarse-blotch strain was
isolated, transmission from Atsel
to Atsel barley nearly failed on several occasions; it became evident
that it was not safe to use the older
diseased leaves for inoculum. With
this strain, fresh inoculum from
young infected Atsel plants frequently failed to infect a few of the
inoculated seedlings in a transfer
population. When Golden Giant
sweet corn served as the test plant,
strains of the virus manifested
graded differences in their transmissibility. Some failed to transfer, and none transferred to all the
plants in an inoculated population.
Likewise when Valmore barley was
the test plant, transfers from Valmore to Valmore were very difficult
and uncertain with some strains.
One of the lethal-rosette cultures
when in Statesville oats became very
difficult to transfer back to Statesville oats, and once the oat inoculum failed to infect Atlas barley
seedlings. When the latent strain
was in Statesville oats, it could not
be transferred back to Statesville

oats. Also, transmission was unsuccessful in several tests involving
mild oat strains of the virus in diseased oat seedlings grown from infected seeds produced by diseased
plants that had been inoculated with
the mild strains.
With the Argentina dwarf strain,
inoculations first failed when diseased leaf tissue for inoculum was
taken from Valmore barley; later,
transmissibility declined when diseased leaves from Atlas barley
served for the inoculum. Although
a serological test indicated the presence of BSMV in the diseased Atlas
barley tissues, infectivity finally
could not be demonstrated. This is
interpreted as a case of a culture
line becoming extinct under experimental conditions to which experience had indicated it was adapted.
With moderate strain LIT, transmission difficulties were evident
when it was first transferred, and as
the studies progressed these difficulties increased until transfers
could not be effected with inoculum
from some of the diseased plants in
the advanced chronic phase. Also,
it became exceedingly difficult to
obtain a positive serological reaction against antiserum prepared
from the type strain of the virus.
Working with cherry viruses that
are seedborne, Nyland (93) was unable to effect transfers (bud and
scion grafts) from some of the seedseedlings from diseased trees. He
raises the question as to the possibility that the symptoms expressed
by these diseased cherry seedlings
represent genetic aberrations that
were initiated in the parental trees
by the infecting viruses.
Throughout the present bulletin
comparisons have been made between virus-induced and genecontrolled virosis-like reactions in
cereal crop species. As pointed out
in a brief report (Si), it has been
known from the time of the reports
of Kostoff (5^, 5S) and of Coutinho
(21) that there is a possibility that
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virases may induce genetic changes
in the host plant.
In the previous study of the
BSMV as a mutagenic agent in two
marker stocks of corn (108)^ the
incidence of the "white" and the
"virescent" mutants was increased.
Similar mutants occur also in barley; while they resemble the reactions induced by some strains of
the virus in certain stages of a diseased syndrome, the transfer difficulties reported are not attributed
to host genetic aberrations induced
by the virus strains. Eather, it is
believed that certain virus factors
that determine host adaptation are
subject to genetic decline (retrogressive evolution) and that genetic
changes occurring in the virus account for most of the transmission
troubles encountered thus far with
strains of the BSMV.
Little is known concerning the
factors and functions involved in
virus transmissibility ; however, it
is known from the work of Jensen
U7) that TMV strains differ in
their transmission and infection
propensities. Some of his strains
transmitted with considerable difficulty.
From the studies made by Gordon and Smith {33^ SJt)^ it appears
that removal of the protein sheath
from the TMV particles enhances
the chances for infection in detached leaf tissue of Rhoeo spathacea (Sw.) Stearn, when exposed
to low light intensities. This observation suggests that this facultatively resistant host has difficulty removing the protein sheath
when illumination is below an unspecified intensity. This observation and others discussed by Gordon and Smith seem to indicate
that efficient plant to plant transfer
of some viruses depends in part on
the receipient plant's ability to remove the protein sheath from the
introduced virus particles.
There is, however, evidence that
strains of a virus species can differ
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with respect to their protem
sheaths. Working with strains of
the TMV, Siegel, Ginoza, and Wildman (101) found that removal of
the protein sheaths required 8
minutes with the U 1 strain but
only 5 minutes with the U 2 strain.
Although these results were obtained in vitro, they give ground
for the view that mutants with
sheaths that are difficult to remove
by the recipient plant may explain some of the declines and
failures in transmission by strains
of the BSMV. However, if this
is true, it is evident that light effects in the present study differed
from those in the Gordon and
Smith study (SJf,), since the transmission failures in barley in the
present study occurred in good daylight during spring and summer
in a partially shaded greenhouse.
Aside from the consideration of
the protein sheath, electron microscope counts indicate an unusually
small number of virus rods in plants
infected with moderate strain LIT.
It appears, therefore, that some
BSMV mutants possess greatly
reduced capacities for "normal"
multiplication in the plant. When
the virus-rod population becomes
too small, transmission becomes
difficult and serological reactions
are uncertain. Such mutants may
possess unusually strong powers for
the induction of host byproducts—
wliich in their turn induce the yellowing and the mosaic reactions in
the infected foliage—as was postulated for the TMV in a hypersensitive perennial pungent pepper when
culture is at high temperatures (32°
C.) in daylight (83).
It is also possible that the host
produces strong inhibiting agents
when infected with certain virus
mutants and that these must be reduced or removed before efficient
transfers of the virus can be made
to another suscept. However, dilution tests in this study thus far have

failed to indicate that such inhibitors account for the transfer difficulties.
With the advancement of the
small-grain improvement programs
it is likely that some of the virussusceptibility genes will be replaced
with resistant or immune ones;
thereby new selection pressures will
be created, which will influence the
survival of certain BSMV strains in
the field. A case in point is Valmore, a variety of barley that appears to be immune from infection
by some strains and relatively tolerant to others such as the yellowleaf strain and the white-leaf strain.
Information on the passage of these
strains through Valmore seed is

scanty, but there is a low incidence
of passage of the white-leaf strain
out of the Mississippi culture.
Unless non-seed-passage genotypes
can be isolated, Valmore can serve
to perpetuate these strains of the
virus, which now seem to be in the
minority among the BSMV strains.
Furthermore, Valmore barley and
other tolerant varieties may favor
the evolution of other strains that
will be highly virulent or lethal to
some of the small-grain varieties
now in use. There is reason to believe, from results of Timian's
studies and the present studies, that
barley lines possessing very low or
no seed-transmitting ability have
been detected.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The methods used in this study of
the BSMV differ in several details
from those used in the study on mutation of the TMV ((5^), because of
differences in the biological characteristics of the two virus species.
However, they do lead to interpretations that essentially are in agreement with the major interpretations
arrived at with the TMV {62, 63,
66,8i) : (1) perpetual regeneration,
(2) continuity of the distinguishing
characters of the virus strains
through series transfers until such
time that detectable aberrant strains
appear in the cultures, and (3) the
evolution of mutant strains, which
are regarded as members of a closely
related genetic system.
All the BSMV strains were not
submitted to the many dilution
transfers that were carried out with
the latent strain. However, most
strains seemed not to manifest any
consistent decline in bio-activity in
the many dilution transfers made
throughout the studies. The dilution end-point of a given straiii
varied considerably from test to
test, but these irregularities are regarded as deviations from a mean
and not a "running-out" of the

virus. There were a few exceptions
to this generalized rule. When
fresh inoculum diluted 5 to 10 times
was used, infection escapes among
the inoculated plants were more frequent among some of the mutant
strains than among their respective
parental strains and in several instances strain culture lines were
difficult to transfer. One such line
became extinct, and several other
difficult strains were nontransferable from individual diseased
plants. These cases suggest the situation with some of the aberrant
selections among higher plants and
animals that fail to survive when
new environmental requirements for
survival are not or cannot be
provided.
After the futile attempts of many
workers to find some lifeless agent
with the property of perpetual regeneration when introduced into
healthy organisms, it is becoming
increasingly evident that this longknown property as exemplified by
viruses (84) is the primary criterion
of a genetic coding system and life.
Furthermore, it is reasonably evident that the genetic regenerative
mechanism of a virus is its nucleic
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acid. Working with virus ribonucleicacid (RNA), Fraenkel-Conrat
{29) and Gierer and Schramm {31)
show rather convincingly that the
RNA of a strain of TMV is the infectious part of the virus particle
and that it carries the genetic information code {29). The nucleic acid
characteristics of the BSMV have
not been determined. However,
since all plant viruses that have
been studied with respect to the
nature of their nucleic acid have
been found to contain RNA, it may
be reasoned on the basis of experience that the chances are high for
the BSMV containing RNA rather
thandeoxyribonucleicacid (DNA).
Throughout the field of virology
there is much biological evidence
that supports Beijerinck's {7) early
view that a virus (TMV) is living.
However, there can be little doubt
that the biological researches of Allard {3) on the TMV and of
d'Herelle {J^l) on bacterial viruses
(phages), together with the collateral thinking and influence of
MuUer {89, 90) in the area of
genetics, did much toward the focusing of scientific interests on the
concept that viruses are ultramicrobes and that they exemplify
subcellular genetic systems. Furthermore, the mass of biochemical
and biophysical evidence {17) that
has been accumulating since the
midthirties is resolving the evidence
obtained in the early biological
studies to the more precise functional processes of life at a level
below that of the conventional cell
and at the cellular levels as well.
Also, this research is contributing
much toward a better understanding of the physical and chemical
processes involved in the origin of a
genetic coding system (life) {30,
51,91),
In a comparatively recent review,
Commoner {19) takes the position
that there can be no living system
less complex than that of the living
cell. This well-documented paper
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deals with the many physical and
chemical complexities of orthodox
cellular life, but it seems to have
failed to make a convincing case
against the concept of life below
that exemplified by the conventional cell.
It has been contended by some
investigators {54) that viruses do
not reproduce themselves and therefore they are not alive. To this the
writers submit: (1) that such a
contention seems to indicate failure
to interpret facts and explain phenomena in accordance with the
principle of parsimony, a law of
logic that is indispensable in science; (2) that the mass of biological evidence available now is fully
as conclusive for viruses and their
mutants as it is for the cellular organisms, with respect to their being
the determiners of their own regeneration; and (3) that on the
basis of this evidence it follows
that the viruses do reproduce themselves, in spite of their lack of many
of the accouterments that are identified with cellular forms of life.
In other words, the existence of
virus strains is in consequence of
genetic differences in their respective abilities to determine and initiate unique qualitative or quantitative changes, or both, in those host
processes that are essential to the
completion of the life cycle of each
strain.
As with all the conventional cellular types of obligate parasites,
viruses are deficient in certain biological functions that are critical to
the completion of their life cycles,
and therefore they are incomplete
organisms. These deficiencies in the
viruses are the most excessive now
known for any organism. Without
conventional metabolic systems of
their own, viruses must commandeer and marshal more of the host
cell's functions and metabolites to
their own needs than do any of the
conventional cellular types of obligate parasites. Accordingly, vi-

ruses can be regarded as ultraobligate parasitic organisms.
Observations that have been contributing to the view that viruses
are lifeless are the extremely small
particle size, the ability of rigid rod
forms to aggregate in paracrystals,
and of spherical or polyhedral
forms to aggregate in true crystals.
Furthermore, viruses are commonly
referred to as molecules, macromolecules, and giant molecules.
The work done with virus paracrystals and virus crystals indicates
that their immediate resolvable
units are mature virus particles.
Furthermore, it now is evident that
each mature virus unit or particle
that has been studied comprises not
just one but at least two chemically
distinct systems of "macromolecules" or copolymers, together constituting a relatively simple but
precise and specialized functional
organization and a relatively simple but differentiated anatomy, i.e.,
an inner structure of nucleic acid
(ENA in the plant viruses) and an
outer structure, or integument, of
protein (86), With TMV, a rodshaped particle, the ENA strand
appears to occupy a helical position
in the interstices of a helical array
of protein subunits (20). Furthermore, the binding between the virus
ENA and its associated protein
seems to be relatively weak, and it
appears that the protein serves essentially as a protective integument.
At this point a question is raised
concerning the fitness of the terms
"molecule," "macromolecule," and
"giant molecule" for the mature
virus particles under discussion. A
loose use of terms and some semantic
license seems to be involved here ; it
is suggested that these viruses
might better be regarded as vital
organic compounds. Since nucleic
acids may be regarded as copolymers, and a copolymer is regarded
as a compound of unlike molecules,
the nitrous-acid induced proteinfree mutant strains derived from

the U 1 strain of TMV (102) also
may be regarded as vital organic
compounds. This concept can be
applied equally well to all higher
organisms.
Turning to crystalization of the
viruses, Wyckoff (119) has indicated that particles of various sizes
and types tend to compact themselves in orderly ways when given
proper conditions. The fact that
mature virus particles possess electrostatic forces necessary for the
formation of crystals seems incidental when viewed against the background of biological evidence for
their vital nature.
Luria (56) concludes, after a
comprehensive study and review of
the literature on the bact^riaphages,
that infection constitutes "an addition to the cellular endowment of
genetic specificity," and that the
"destructive effects of virus infections are exerted at the genetic
rather than at the metabolic level,
contrary to the situation in infectious diseases caused by bacteria
and other pathogènes."
Information is so meager it is not
possible to evaluate Luria's conclusion as it may applj^ to the seed
plants. The close similarity between many of the pigment-deficiency mutants and many of the
viroses occurring in the small grains
and com suggests that close functional relationships may exist between the virus genes and the genes
in the somatic cells of the infected
plants. The invading virus strain
may act as a mutagenic agent on the
same somatic-cell genes or cytoplasmic "genes," or on both, that are
involved in the natural mutant deficiencies. Since only the ENA viruses are known to infect seed
plants, the postulated effects may be
directly on the ENA systems, rather
than on chromosomal genes. In
evaluating this postulate, it should
be kept in mind that some of the
chlorotic and necrotic markings induced in seed plants by viruses also
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can be induced by certain bacteria
and fungi. Also, some of them can
be induced by certain chemicals
(2, 4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid,
dichlorodiphenyl trichloroethane,
and malaic hydrazide), atmospheric
pollution, mineral deficiencies, adverse temperature, light, and other
culture conditions. All these nonvirus agents may act directly on the
genes or on the ENA systems.
Ideas concerning the origin of
viruses have been advanced and discussed by many investigators.
Woods and Du Buy {117, 118) favored the idea that the tobacco
mosaic virus evolved from "selfpropagating" particles (mitochondria) in the cytoplasm of a cell.
Bumet {15) took the view that the
viruses of the vertebrates have several independent origins, and that
some of them may be degenerates
f rom micro-organisjns. Adams {1)
also took the view that all viruses
probably do not have a common
progenitor.' Evans, in his article
on Viruses and Evolution (^7),
sums up his views in the following
statement : "Irrespective of whether
the viruses preceded or followed the
appearance of organized cellular
forms, it seems certain that the virus
particle is carried in the main line
of organic evolution."
Interest in the origin of viruses is
largely academic at this time, especially with regard to the viruses of
the seed plants. However, it appears that this obscure problem
should not be ignored completely
merely on account of its many abstruse aspects. With some coordination of effort among investigators
in the matter of comparative studies
of selected virus species and their
strains and selected plant materials,
much valuable information can be
obtained concerning the functional
processes in (1) the normal cell,
(2) the virus-infected cell, and (3)
the cells of plant mutants that manifest the viroses-like disorders referred to in this bulletin.
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Many of these genetic viroses-like
disorders in the small-grain species
and corn have been plaguing pathologists and breeders alike for
years. Therefore, it is suggested
that these intriguing anomalous
plant materials be placed on the list
of problems to be studied by the virus pathologist, physiologist, cytologist, cytogeneticist, serologist, biochemist, and biophysicist. The
question whether these abnormal
plant materials do or do not have
any connection with the genesis of
virus may be settled through a diligent application of modern research
methods. It seems reasonable to
believe that some of these mutated
plant lines may serve an important
role in conjunction with normal
lines in what may be termed a dualcontrol system in studies dealing
with the virus-host functions. Such
a system has many advantages over
the conventional single normalcontrol method of study. The interpretation of many functions in the
normal plant may be facilitated by
this approach.
Recent research with blood suggests that our present knowledge
concerning the influences of viruses
on plant enzymes (P5, 120) should
be expanded as it now appears that
some of the enzymes may be found
to have important diagnostic value.
Thus, in tumor-implanted mice
a fivefold to tenfold increase of
the lactic dehydrogenase in the
blood is the surest known criterion
of infection by a recently discovered transmissible viruslike factor
in mice {97, 98). Aside from increasing the understanding of
enzyme systems, it seems possible
that a comparative study of these
systems in normal, mutated, and
virus-infected plants may lead to
the identification of obscure viruses,
and possibly proviruses.
It is suggested that the hosts and
the virus strains that are concerned
with symptom masking (latency)

should receive intensive study in
each of the pertinent disciplines.
Since the host reactions induced in
these systems are of the lowest order
known among virus-plant associations, the information gathered
from these latent systems would
serve as a basis for the interpretations of results obtained from the
systems in which the symptom reactions are progressively more severe.
It appears that the latent strain
of the BSMV may be the best of the
known grass-infecting viruses for
such studies. Furthermore, the
small-grain species and corn comprise exceptional arrays of genotypes, both normal and abnormal.
Also, there is much information on
the normal cytogenetic systems.
The possibilities for synthesizing
special host genotype testers for
precise interpretations by investiga-

tors in the several disciplines seem
to be almost unlimited in the smallgrain species, their near relatives,
and in corn.
The overall importance of plant
viruses as mutagenic agents in their
hosts cannot be, estimated now.
After other viruses and other types
of systemic parasites have been
tested, the information may lead to
tests that will settle the point as
to whether the host-gene mutations
are caused directly by the virus or
by some host malfunction that is
induced by the virus. With the
BSMV and com {108), the problem
was simplified on account of the
good genetic marker stocks that
were available for corn. Without
marker stocks such a study might
become quite cumbersome and unwieldy. On the basis of present information, virus infections should
be prevented in genetic marker
stocks of the seed plants.

SUMMARY
The virus disease now known as
barley stripe mosaic went under the
name barley "false stripe" for many
years, and was thought to be a nonparasitic disease. Most strains of
the causal virus are seedborne.
This is the only seedborne virus
known in the grass family. It has
been found in many barley-growing
areas in several countries, and probably it is worldwide in areas where
commercial barley is grown. It has
been found in wheat to a limited
extent.
Spread of the virus from diseased
to healthy plants is effected through
leaf contacts during periods of air
turbulence. Although transfer of
the virus is accomplished through
pollen experimentally, the amount
of spread by this means in the field
is not known.
The virus comprises many strains
that differ in their symptom-inducing characteristics. Symptom types
consist of latent, a closely graded

series of stripe mosaics ranging
from very mild to yellow-leaf and
white-leaf types, albino, coarseblotch, fleck-blotch, extreme dwarf,
and lethal necrosis, in Atsel barley.
Mild and moderate stripe-mosaic
strains appear to be the most common in field culture.
A few strains are not seedborne
under the conditions of culture used
in these studies. Most strains transfer by manual inoculation with a
high degree of regularity when in
suitable host plants, and dilution
inoculations indicate that the
strains will continue to multiply indefinitely when transfers are made
under the conditions in these studies. However, a few strain cultures
became very difficult to transfer,
and one culture line (Argentina
dwarf strain) became extinct. Another weak transmitting culture
(moderate strain LIT) evolved to
the point where it could not be
transferred from some of the dis-
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eased plants comprising a test population. Counts made with the aid
of an electron microscope revealed
that the number of virus particles
in the well-marked leaves from
these diseased plants was exceedingly small in comparison with the
numbers found in the diseased
leaves from plants infected with
strains that transfer with regularity.
Oat-infecting strains were isolated from some cultures of the
virus in barley, but they were not
in pure culture in barley. When
freed from the non-oat-infecting
virus population they infected oats,
usually with regularity. However,
when carried for prolonged periods
in barley some of them were displaced. This is attributed to strain
substitution in the barley culture by
a non-oat-infecting mutant strain
possessing relatively superior competitive qualities.
Of the 30 strains tested on Valmore barley, 13 induced infection,
but usually infection was irregular.
The maximum chlorosis rating
(6.5) obtained in Valmore was induced by the white-leaf strain. All
the oat-infecting strains failed to
infect Valmore barley.
Like the field type of tobacco
mosaic virus (TMV), the barley
stripe-mosaic virus (BSMV) mutates freely. However, with the
TMV, spread of the mutants in the
parental culture tends to be restricted to such small zones of tissue
that they are likely to escape notice ;
whereas, with the BSMV, some of
its mutants spread to a suiScient
degree to change the appearance of
the parental culture noticeably.
With the BSMV, the strains that
induce more chlorosis frequently
manifest a slight competitive advantage over those that induce less
chlorosis. Competitive advantage
by the strains inducing less chlorosis was less frequent. Since competitive advantage tends to be relatively weak among BSMV strains.
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blended symptoms are common in
mixed-strain cultures.
In blocking (protection) tests, the
latent strain blocked reinfection
when challenged by each of the
other strains of the virus. Many
random combinations of suitable
strains were tested, and, with one
exception, the more virulent challenging strain was blocked by the
less virulent established strain;
moderate strain LIT did not block
completely when challenged with
the yellow-leaf strain and the lethal
white-leaf strain. This is attributed tentatively to the low virus-rod
content in plants infected with moderate strain LIT.
All strains that could be tested
gave positive reactions against barley stripe-mosaic virus antiserum
prepared from the type strain.
However, with a few strains, especially moderate strain LIT and
Argentina dwarf strain, the tests
were not always positive. Two
strains that could not be maintained
in culture were not tested.
Many of the leaf symptoms induced by strains of the virus can
be confused, at certain stages in the
disease syndrome, with chlorophylldeficiency mutants occurring among
various members of the grass family. Although differences become
evident when the virus-induced and
the gene-induced syndromes are
compared throughout the life spans
of the plants in suitable environments, it is obvious that these genedeficiency afflictions are genetic diseases. Studies conducted with suitable marker genes in com have
shown that the virus acts as a mutagenic agent, which increases the
mutation rate of certain gene deficiencies.
It is considered to be self-evident
that the property of perpetual regeneration, as exemplified by cellular organisms and viruses, constitutes the primary criterion of a
genetic coding system (life) ; the
ability tx) mutate is secondary.

From the biochemical standpoint,
reasons are advanced for regarding
the so-called "nucleoprotein" viruses
as vital organic compounds rather
than molecules or macromolecules.
This concept applies equally well to
all higher organisms. Like all the
conventional cellular forms of obligate parasites, viruses are deficient
m certain biological functions that
are critical to the completion of
their life cycles and therefore are
regarded as incomplete organisms,
Since viruses must commandeer and
marshal more of the host cell's funetions and metabolites to their own
needs than do any of the conven-

tional cellular obligate parasites,
they can be regarded as ultra-obligate parasitic organisms,
Whether viruses constitute progressive or regressive systems in the
evolutionary scale, it is submitted
that the concept of organic evolution embraces subcellular life. It is
difficult to believe that life had its
genesis in a structural and fimctional system approaching the complexity of that in the lowest known
cellular forms. The primitive genetic coding mechanism may have
been considerably less complex than
any of the known coding nucleic
acids.
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